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for
STEREOPHONIC

records

GLASER -STEERS GS -77
With the availability of stereophonic records, the requirements for turntable and record changer quality become
more critical than ever before. Yesterday's 'bests' may no
longer be good enough. All previously acceptable units must
now be re- examined in the light of the new quality demands
imposed by stereo.
That the Glaser- Steers GS -77 should be ideally suited for
stereo is no mystery. It is simply the result of strict adherence
to rigid precision standards, and permitting no compromise
in quality. This is evident in every feature of the GS -77.
The Tone Arm, by reason of optimum mass distribution and
free pivot suspensions, exhibits no resonance in the audible
spectrum. And tracking error is virtually eliminated. In
addition, the arm counterbalance is so designed that the
stylus pressure between the first and tenth record in a stack
does not vary beyond 0.9 grant. These characteristics virtually eliminate vertical rumble (to which stereo is sensitive).

Turntable Pause is an ingenious GS-77 innovation designed
for added record protection. During the record- change cycle,
the GS -77 turntable comes to a complete halt, and doesn't
resume motion until the stylus has come to rest in the lead groove of the next record. This completely eliminates the
grinding action which takes place where records are dropped
onto a moving turntable or disc more important than ever
because of the delicate grooves (if stereo records.
The GS-77 is the perfect record changer for stereo as it is
for conventional monaural high fidelity. It brings with it
traditional turntable quality at its very best - plus the most
modern automatic conveniences. And does it all with incredible mechanical simplicity. $59.50 less cartridge and base.
See the new GS-77 at your hi -fi dealer today, or write to:
GLASER- STEERS CORP., 20 Main Street, Belleville 9, N. J.

-

-

In Canada: Glnacr -Steers of Canada. Ltd.. Trenton, Ont.
Export: M. Simons & Sons Co., Inc., N.Y.C.
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"Jensen DUAX

CX-150

CX-255

COAXIAL
3- ELEMENT SYSTEMS

HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS
You'll spend less for more performance
... get traditional Jensen quality!
Making the utmost of the hi-fi possibilities of two coordinated
cones driven by one voice coil, Jensen's new DUAX speakers bring
you a lot more performance at a lot less than you'd expect to pay.
No one makes a better speaker at anywhere near the price.
Both acoustic elements operate together up to a "mechanical crossover" at 4000 cps; above this the small cone operates with special
effectiveness. Frequency range, 40- 13,000 cps, with low end enclosure dependent, but working fine just about anywhere you put
it. One pound new high efficiency DP- Alnico -5 magnet. Twelve
inch DX -120, net S25.50; fifteen inch DX -150, only S35.50.
Free condensed Catalog

165 -B

Reg.

KTX -2 "STEP -UP" KIT

TRIAXLAL' and
TRIAX
3. WAY SYSTEMS

Start with a DUAX, up -grade later to a
true 2 -way system with compression horn
tweeter for 2000. 15,000 cps. Easy to add,
costs only S32.50 net.

Jensen

THE

WORLD'S
MOST
COMPLETE

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 South Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, Illinois

Division of The Muter

2 -WAY SYSTEMS

tells about the complete new

Jensen line. Write for it now.
T. M.

COAXIAL

Co.

HIGH
FIDELITY
LOUDSPEAKER

In Conoda: J. R. Longstoffe Co., Ltd., Toronto
In Mexico: Radios Y Television, S.A., Mexico D.F.
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Treasured moments last through the years
when you record on tapes of Du Pont Mylar®
Your treasured "family albums" and favorite performances of classical
music and jazz sound vibrant and new through the years on troublefree tapes of Du Pont "Mylar "* polyester film.
Here's why -tapes of "Mylar " can not dry out or become brittle with
are unage
offer an extra safety margin against stretching
affected by changes in temperature and humidity. What's more, you
get 505. or more longer playing time plus superior performance. So
next time you buy, be sure to ask your dealer for a reel of your favorite brand of tape -make it two reels -made of "Mylar ".

...

...

"Du Pon, ntanufadurea

Lasting resistance to beet. humidity. Boiling -water test
gives dramatic proof that "Mylar" can withstand radical
changes in heat and humidity. Tapes of "My lar" need no
special storage care - - . remain dimensionally stable.

"dfylar", not finialrcd magnetic recording tape. "Mylar" ie a rMótered
trade-mark for De Po are braid of polyester film.

ap PONT
Ilia Y. S. r.., oer
Boner Things for Bene/ living... ffiraugh Chemiery

DU PONT

MYLAR

POLYESTER FILM
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AUTHORitatively Speaking

JansZen4,ebed
'

/ "

.

Uncanny smoothness and un-

...

a spaciousness
obtrusiveness
of sound which sets it apart from
most other tweeters. There is no
audible pattern of directivity in

\\
l

the horizontal plane. With the
JansZen speaker, the entire ap-

1

parent sound source broadened
sparkingly different from
out
other tweeters. Instrumental cornbinations which had been sub merged on other speakers emerged

j

...

h

%%

Model130

JansZen

\

/

with startling clarity."
Audio league Report.
Authori:ed geok:lion No. 52
The

c7,YNAMIC

Percy Wilson, Oxonian. is well known
to old high- fkdelitarimns as Technical Adviser and, later, Technical Editor of that
honored and honorable publication, the
British Gramophone. His readers might
not know that during the First World
\Var he was a Royal Navy instructor in
mathematics, engineering, and kindred
subjects and that during the Second he
was Administrative Head of Roads Department in the 'Ministry of Transport.
And he would not mind their knowing
that he is the father of three sons, all following in pater's scientific footsteps, the
youngest a professor of nuclear physics
at Harvard. From his affairs, private and
professional, ?ir. Wilson has taken time
out to write for us about one of the
record collector's worst enemies, its
cause and possible cure; for the latest
diagnosis, read "Towards the Dustless
Disc," page 45.

The JansZen Dynamic sets new
standards in cone woofers.
Unique design concepts, combined with new materials has
resulted in awoofer system which
can be used singlyor in pairs with
the JansZen Electrostatic.

The Z -200 System

Model 250 measures only 18%" high
(exclusive of legs) by 24M" wide by

14" deep

/- -

- - --

\

complete range loudspeaker systern using the incomparable Jans Zen Electrostatic mid and high
range speaker (Model 130U) with
the new JansZen Dynamic.
A

The JansZen Z -200 was picked by
the Institute of Contemporary Art
as The high qualityloudspeaker in
its price class and above for exhibit at the U.S. Pavilion of the
Brussels World's Fair.

William Weaver, who describes in this

i
I

)

/

/7

Model 1.200 measures only 32' high
(including 4" legs) by 21% wide
by 14" deep

De.ipned by Arthur A.

lamen

NOW more than

Paul Ackerman is a charter member of
the American Camellia Society, and at
the International Flower Show in New
York last March won first prize and a
trophy award for his entries in the
camellia exhibits. That important fact
taken care of, we can go on to say that
horticultural proclivities have to give
way on occasion to musical preoccupations: Mr. Ackerman is also Music Editor
of The Billboard. After taking an M.A.
at Columbia, he joined the Billboard
staff (he says, "years ago ") first as a
general showbusiness reporter, with the
imposing ditty of covering night clubs,
legitimate theater, burlesque, vaudeville,
and even, at one time, "Magic." Eventually he became radio editor, and later
was instrumental in setting up The Billboard's music department. When we became curious about "What Has Happened to Popular Music," we asked
Mr. Ackerman to inform us. He did so,
with the answer given on page 34.

ever...

/

issue the career of a young man in a
hurry (see "Crescendo from Kahunazoo,"

page 38) , is another young man who has
traveled a long way from home. A Virginian, Sir, he left the Old Dominion to
drive an ambulance in Africa and Italy
with the British Army during World War
Ii. Subsequently, he graduated front
Princeton and neon a Fulbright scholarship to study at the University of Rome.
He is now a professional observer of the
Italian scene, musical and otherwise, reporting on his findings to a number of
periodicals that include London's Observer and New York's Nation,

Philip L. Miller, old friend and contributor to this journal, reveals in his discography of vocal reissues ( page î )
a lifetime interest in the music of the
1

Hear the Music, not the Speaker
Write for literature and the nome of your nearest dealer
Products of

NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP,,

Expo,' Division; 25 Worrell Street, N.Y.C. 7

Nes hominy, Po.

Coble Simonfrice, N.Y.

4

human voice. He himself our was a
professional singer; as editor of Thomas
Arné s Songs to the Plays of Shakespeare
and author of Vocal Music ( Vol. i1 of
The Guide to Long Playing Records) he
has become a discerning critic of the
vocal art and its practitioners,

HIGH FIDELI1l' MAGAZINE
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Before You Buy Another Record -Send
For Your FREE Westminster Preview
-

Here's the most exciting new record buying idea in years
the Westminster Preview Plan. It's our way of intrcducing
you to the matchless quality of Westminster recordings
and at substantial savings to you.
Superb musical excerpts from outstanding Westminster releases are specially pressed on 7" Long Play 331/3 records.
You get these directly from Westminster FREE. You pay
only a nominal handling and postage charge. (You have no
further obligations!)
With each Preview you receive four coupons, each entitling
you to $1.00 off the nationally advertised price of any 54.98
orS3.98 Westminster record as listed on the Preview. (Should
you take both Previews, you could save as much as S8.00.)
Once you've listened to your Preview and decided on the
records you want to own take the coupons to your dealer.
He'll be happy to give you the discount on your selections.
So send for your Westminster Previews today. Preview your
records before you buy and save money when you buy. The
special Preview record is yours to keep whether you buy any
records or not.
Fill out this coupon today.
This after is good
for a limited time.

Your Preview records contain excerpts from:

CLASSICAL

- Till

Eulenspiegel, Don Juan, Rosenkavalier Suite, Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra of London conducted by Artur Rodrinskl. XWN 18680)
STRAUSS

-

RIMSKY- KORSAKOFF
Scheherarade. Vienna State Opera
ducted by Hermann Scherchen. (XWN 18660)

Orchestra con-

-

Rhapsody In Blue, An American In Paris. The Utah Symphony
conducted by Maurice Abravanel. (XWN 18687)
GERSHWIN

BALLET

AT

THE

OPERA

-Vienna State

Opera

Orchestra

conducted by

Armando Alibertl. (XWN 18681)

POPULAR
SEEMS LIKE OLO TIMES
HOW DIO HE LOOK?

- Sy

- loan

Shaffer and his Orchestra. (WP 6083)

Merrill, vocalist, with vocal and 'nstrumental

group. (WP 6086)

-

INDIAN LOVE CALL
Friml Presents Prim!. Rudolf Friml plays and conducts
the Prim! Orchestra. (WP 6069)
THE TOO, TOO MARVELOUS BEA
his Orchestra. (WP 6078)

- Bea

Abbott, vocalist, with Hal Otis and

WESTMINSTER RECORDS, 275 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

DEPT.

A-17

Please send me the following Previete(s)
Popular
Both
Classical
I

enclose 25 cents (50 cents for

both) to cover cost of handling and postage.

NAME

eaGnúorateL

ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

This offer is good only within the Continental limits of the United States.
.H1-FI
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30 watt

amplifier
new Altee AMPLIFIER features a
70 -volt output for multiple- speaker
installations and provides 40 watts
continuous power with 100 watts on
peaks. Total harmonic distortion is
said to be less than 0.5% and within
0.5 db from 20 to 20,000 cps; frequency response is stated as ±-1 db
from 5 cps to 100 kc. Price: $171.
R -J Audio Products, a division of
British Industries, has announced a
line of five speaker ENCLOSURES which
will accommodate S -, 12 -, or 15 -inch
speakers. All are small in size and
range in price from $28.50 to $59.50,
depending on model and finish.
The Tape Strobe, manufactured by
Scott Instrument Labs, is n st-oboscopie TAPE -SPEED CHECKER for all
tape recorders and players. It will
check speeds of 7A, 15, and 30 ips
when applied directly to tape under
a 60 -cycle light source. Strobe plus
case is $22.50 postpaid.
EICO's I-IF -32 AMPLIFIER-PREAMP
features Iow-silhouette design, three
lone -level and three high -level inputs,
five front -panel controls, and rumble
and scratch filters; gives 30 watts
continuous power with 47 watts on
peaks. Total harmonic distortion is
said to be below 1% from 20 cps to 20
kc witlliu 1 db of 30 watts; frequency response is stated as ±0.5
db from 15 cps to 50 kc at 30 watts.
Price of the unit is $57.95 as a kit or
$89.95, factory wired.
The Knight KN -510 Mini -Fi 10Watt AMPLLFIER- PREAMP measures
only 3% in. high by 11% wide by 9
deep. Manufacturer's specifications at
10 watts output are: frequency response, -!-1 db from 20 to 20,000
cps; harmonic distortion less than
2 %; IM less than 3%. Allied stock
number is 92SX 409; price is $42.95.
Fairchild's Model 230 Micro -7
CARTRIDGE uses a 0.7 -mil stylus and
is said to have high vertical and
lateral compliance and low tracking
force. Fits all standard arms and
A

This addition to the Marantz group
of high grade products fills a long -felt need for
a compact, medium -power bask amplifier of
better quality than heretofore available. Based on
the circuit of its successful 40 watt "big brother", its 30 watt
power rating results in a considerable reduction in cost
yet fully retains Marantz' superior construction techniques.

As in the Maranlz 40 wait amplifier, one of

the major contributions to its exceptional performance is
the design of the output transformer.
A development

of Morontz research,

its unique characteristics

have made possible complete circuit stability ...
a prerequisite of the achievement of smooth,
clear reproduction. This amplifier's clean, effortless handling of
strong transients makes it obviously superior to

many designs of much higher rated power.

Make your own comparision ...even on
"inefficient speakers! There's a surprise in store for you.
'

* 30W "Ultra- linear" (60W
* Compact! 6"

peak). Conservatively rated.

W. x 15" D. x 7'/2" H -ldeal for stereo.

At your Marantz dealer........$!47
Gold finished cover grille. .... .$7.50
Prices slightly higher in West and Deep South

write for literature

maraniz company
25 -14 Broadway, Long Island City 6, N. Y.

* Audio Consolete, $153 * 40 W Power Amplifier, $198 * Electronic Crossover, $90
6

costs $49.50.
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ADDS OCTAVES TO YOUR SOUND SYSTEM
New Toroid Tweeter design lets the sound grow right out of the voice

disperses clean, brilliant highs through

a

coil...

full 100° angle! Developed by Bert

compnct,
easy to

install...

Berlant and the Stephens Trusonic engineering staff, the new Toroid Tweeter
adds octaves to your system. A distortion -free 5000 to 25000 cycles per second

brings you thrilling new treble clarity and transient response. Hear new realism
from your sound system. Try it

amiustablc brilliance
control nete-ork !

your audio dealer's now.

Listen...you'll always hear more from:

STEPHENS TRUS CON IC INC.
8.538

JUNE 1958

Warner Drive, Culver City, California
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Announcing the Magnificent New

WOLLENSAK

"1515"

STEREOPHONIC HI- FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER
WITH BUILT-IN PRE -AMPLIFIER

.

The thrilling presence
This

of

-411?

a

live orchestra

your home...full
third dimensional sound!
in

r_'`

`:

e
ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
Measures only 65.1" x 103" x
weighs scant 20 lbs. Distinguished
design harmonizes with every decor.
EASY OPERATION!
Simplified key -board
controls. Ilandy,

strikingly beautiful
operating panel
provides the utmost
in operating case.
ULTRA -POWERFUL/

10 watts push -pull
audio output -four
times greater than
Larger. less portable
recorders. Ideal for
auditorium use.

CONSOLE
PERFORMANCE!
Tape live music or
erse in conjunction
with a hi -fi speaker
and tuner for a fine
hi- fidelity system.

Now you may enjoy the realism of three -dimensional sound iri a
truly portable stereophonic tape recorder! Two separate in -line sound channels
bring the living presence of a full orchestra into your home. The upper channel
permits you to record and play back monaurally. The lower channel, in line with
the upper, plugs in directly to the Photo input of your radio, high fidelity system
or your television. No auxiliary pre -amp is necessary as the pre -amp is built
right into this WOLLENSAK Tape Recorder. Dual speeds, two -level recording indicator. keyboard controls, index counter, high speed rewind lever, etc.
MODEL T.IS15. complete with microphone, 2 reels (one with tape), cords, $229.50
GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS Frequency Response -Upper Channel:
40- 15,000 cps. $ 3db. at 7i_ ips.; 40-8,000 cps. ± 3db. at 3si ips.; Lower Channel: 40. 15,000 cps. ± 3db. at 745 ips. (NARTD Standard Equalization). Wow and
flutter less than 0.3 %; Signal to noise ratio greater than 50 db., Signal from
lower channel pre -amp output 0.5
L5 volts; Crosstalk
50 db.

-

-

"1500" HI- FIDELITY DUAL -SPEED TAPE RECORDER
Only 652" x 103" x 1134"; weighs 20 1hs.
10 watts push -pull output is four times
Çreater than ordinary recorders.

DEMONSTRATION- Your aurhori;ed Wolien
sak Dealer will be glad to show you the "1515"
and other fine WOLLENSAK Cameras and Projectors. See him noto!
FREE

Balanced -Tone' high- fidelity; key -board
control. Accepts 7" reels; tape speeds of
3.75 and 7.5 ips.; index counter, etc.
Complete with microphone, 2 reels,
tape and cords, $199.50
WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.

8

CHICAGO 16, ILL.
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LETTERS
Continued from preceding page
jingoistic to American ears. it does tell
a true story of the early days of English seamanship. There was another occasion when England stood
alone, not too long ago, and another
great Englishman caught forever the
moment in his words: "Never in the
history of human conflict has so much
been owed by so many to so few."

R worn needle

Perhaps in the years to come some

ruins records

callow reviewer may try his 'prentice
hand at a literary criticism, and call
those words jingoistic, but such words
do stir up the blood, and make one
remember St. Crispin's day. As one
who appreciates Tennyson's works,
may I close with these words: "But
O for the touch of a vanished hand,/
And the sound of a voice that is still."
Archibald S. Brown
Los Angeles, Calif.

fit-ad

On the whole subject of English bards
and insensitive reviewers, Mr. Brown
may find solace in some other words of
Alfred. Lord Tennyson: "Let us alone.
Time drivcth onward fast, / And in a
little while our lips are dumb." But
as for The Revenge, I cannot resist
saying that while clearly never an English schoolboy, J. C. happens in fact to
be a bona fide subject of the Crown.

-Joan Griffiths
The Profligate Producer
SIR:

Now Mr. John S. Wilson may be a
very close friend of Mr. Norman

You can't see the damage, but a worn needle
nains records just as surely as a cigarette
burn. Any needle that's been played too
long develops chisel -like edges that grind
away the delicate sound impressions. But
your car can't hear the damage until it's too
late
the change in sound quality is too

-

gradual.
That's why it's wise to check your needle
often. When it's time to replace, be wise
again
replace with a Fidelitone Diamond.
FIDELITONE LASTS LONGER
A Fidelitone Diamond is your soundest
needle buy. It gives you more hours of safe
record playing time for your money than
any other type of needle
costs you less
than
an hour.
Every Fidelitone Diamond point is cut from
the heart of a true gem stone. Then Fidelitone takes an extra step to give you extra
hours of playing time. The Diamond point
is oriented in the stylus to put the hardest
planes of the Diamond in contact with the

It

...

record grooves. Then a precise, ball-like
point that fits your record grooves exactly
is ground on the point. The point is then
polished to mirror -like smoothness to minimize friction wear. Next, the point is Pennolite mounted to keep its precise position
throughout the life of the needle.

DON'T GAMBLE WITH YOUR RECORDS
Take your present phonograph needle to
your Fidelitone. Dealer and ask him to check
its condition. If it's worn to the point of
damaging your records, don't gamble with
substitutes
be sure to replace it with a
new, genuine Fidelitone Diamond
the
quality needle that gives you more hours of
true hi- fidelity sound.

-

-

FREE Fidelitone will send you without
charge a pamphlet that helps you determine the type of needle you need.
Plus important information on record
and Dee:lc care. Send name and address

-

to: FIDELITONE
RECORD CARE BOOKLET, Chicago 26, Illinois.

Granz, or he may be an enemy. He
may know Mr. Granz's personal habits from having accompanied him on
a revel, or he may have obtained such
information as he has by that ubiquitous institution, the Grape Vine. Be
the facts as they may, I humbly submit that in his review entitled "Sittjn'
In" [page 86, March] Mr. Wilson
was woolgathering when he commenced his opus as follows: "Norman
Granz, the profligate producer, has
assembled ..." Tsk, Tsk. Perhaps prolific? But certainly not profligate -not
in Hacrt FIDELITY Magazine.
All levity aside, I greatly enjoy your
magazine and wish you well. I hope
that you will not receive a lawyer's
letter on Mr. Granz's behalf with reference to this most humorous slip -ofthe- typewriter.

Herbert W. Burdow
Cedarhurst, N. Y.

Fidelitone
"Best Buy on Records"

10

We suspect Mr. Wilson was using
profligate to suggest Mr. Webster's definition: "Wasteful to the point of
Ed.
dissipation; prodigal."

-
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'7E/CDr

in High Fidelity the best buys

WIRED
KITS and

LiE/CO

are

BETTER ENGINEERING Since 1015 EICO has pioneered the
concept of test instruments in easy -to -build kit fono has become world- famous
for laboratory- precision instruments at low cost. Now EICO is applying its vast
experience to the creative engineering of high fidelity. Result: high praise from such
authorities as Canby of AUDIO, Marshall of \UDIOCRAl I'. Holt of HIGH FIDELITY,
Fantel of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Stocklira of RADIO TV NEWS, etc.
as well as from the critical professional engineers in the ficld.t

-

-

.

SAVE

50%

Mass purchasing, and a price policy deliberately aimed to encourage mass sales,

make this possible.

EASY INSTRUCTIONS
EICO kit

You need no previous technical or assembly experience to build any
the instructions are simple, stepbystep, "beginner -tested."

-

DOUBLE 5 -WAY GUARANTEE

Both EICO. and your neighborhood distributor,
as well as lifetime service and
Or wired unit.

guarantee the parts, instructions, performance ...
calibration at nominal cost
for any EICO kit

...

BEFORE YOU BUY, COMPARE

At any of 1200 neighborhood EICO distributors
coast to coast. you may examine and listen to any EICO component. Compare
critically with equipment several times the EICO cost
then you judge.
You'll see why the experts recommend PICO, kit or wired, as best buy.

-

;Thousands of unsolicited testimonials

on

file.

Nr$2
Speaker System

e°

e
H1T90 FM Tuner

HF61

with "eyerronic" tuning

Preamplifier

Speaker System: Uniform loading & natural
bass 30-200 cps achieved via slotloaded split
conical bass horn
of 12 -ft path. Middles & lower
highs from front side of 81" cone, edge-damped
& stiffened for smooth uncolored response. Suspensionless, distorlionless spike- shaped super -tweeter
radiates dmei.directionally. Flat 45-20,000 cps, useful
to 30 cps. 16 ohms. HWD: 36 ", 151", 111/1""
rates as excellent
unusually musical
really non -directional"
Canby, AUDIO. "Very
impressive"
Marshall (AUDIOCRAFT). Walnut or
Mahogany, $139.95. Blonde, $144.95.
HFT90 FM Tuner equals or surpasses wired tuners
up to 3X its cost. New, pre -wired, pre -aligned, tern-

HF50 50 -Watt Ultra- Linear Power

for 20 db quieting, is 6X that of
other kit tuners. DM -70 traveling tuning eye.
Response 20-20,000 cps=l db. Cathode follower &
multiplex outputs. Kit $39.95'. Wired $65.95'. Cover
$3.95.
'Less cover, excise tax Incl.

HF-32

HFS2

...

...
-

-

...

peraturecompensated "front end"
Sensitivity,

1.5 uy

-

Amplifier with extremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Transformer. Identical in every other respect to HF60 and
same specifications up to 50 watts. Kit $57.95. Wired
$87.95. Matching Cover
HF30 30 -Watt Power
high Dower sensitivity

.

.

-

HF60 60 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier, with Acro
TO -330 Output Transformer,
provides wide bandwidth, virtually absolute stability and flawless transient response.
. is
one of the best-performing
amplifiers extant; it is obviously an excellent buy."

-AUDIOCRAFT Kit Report. Kit $72.95. Wired $99.95.
Matching Cover E -2 $4.50.

E -2

$4.50.

Amplifier employs

4 -EL84
output tubes in push -pull
parallel, permits Williamson circuit with large feedback & high stability. 2 -EZ81 full -wave rectifiers for
highly reliable power supply. Unmatched value in
medium-power professional amplifiers. Kit $39.95.
Wired $82.95. Matching Cover E-4 $3.95

drift -free.

HF6IA Preamplifier, providing the most complete
control & switching facilities, and the finest design,
offered in a kit preamplifier, "
rivals the most
is an example of high
expensive preamps
which
engineering skill
achieves fine performance
with simple means and low cost."
Joseph Marshall,
AUDIDCRAFT. HF6IA KiI 24.95 Wired $37.95, HF6I
(with Power Supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95.

HF80, HF50 Power Amplifiers

30 -Watt

Wired $89.95.
HF52

50 -Watt

integrated Amplifier Kit 557.95.
Integrated

"front end" facilities

20 -Watt

HFSI Two -Way Speaker System, complete with factory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen
compression -driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth
clean bass; crisp extended highs. 70- 12,000 cps
6
db. Capacity 25 w. Impedance 8 ohms. HWD:
11" x 23" x 9 ". Wiring time 15 min. Price $39.95.

}

Amplifier with complete

and Chicago Standard Output

Transformer. Ultra- Linear power amplifier essentially
identical to HF50. The least expensive means to the
highest audio quality resulting from distortion -free
high power, virtually absolute stability, flawless
transient response and "front end" versatility.
Kit $69.95. Wired $109.95. Matching Cover E -1 $4.50.
11F20

HFI2 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier, absolutely free of
"gimmicks ", provides complete "front end" facilities & true fidelity performance of such excellence
that we can recommend it for any medium -power high
fidelity application. Two HF12's are excellent for
stereo, each connecting directly to a tape head with
no other electronic equipment required. Kit $34.95.
Wired $57.95.

Integrated Amplifier,

complete with

finest preamp-control facilities, excellent output

transformer that handles 34 watts peak power, plus
full Ultra- Linear Williamson power amplifier circuit.
Highly praised by purchasers, it is established as
the outstanding value in amplifiers of this class.
Kit $49.95. Wired $79.95. Matching Cover E -1 54.50.

MAIL COUPON FOR CATALOG
EICO 1 33 -00 Northern Blvd., LI.C.

1,

N.Y.

Show me how to SAVE 50% on profes
sional Test Instruments and High Fidelity.
Send me free catalog and name of neigh-

borhood distributor.
Name
Address

a

Prue,

6

,

hi crier In nie

City

Zone

Slate
11F-ti

n'est

s

-ire; CrETE6

Gi

G

_4-41°

111152, 14E20

Integrated Amplifiers

F/!'/7

-"HF30
®

33-00 Northern Boulevard,
Over

1

Million EICO instruments in

Power Amplifier

N. Y.
world over.

L. I. C. 1,

use the

¡vNr. 195S

HFSI

Speaker System
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three reports on

SPEAKER DISTORTION
We believe that Acoustic Research speaker systems, by virtue of their
patented acoustic suspension design, establish new industry standards in low
distortion. This is a technical characteristic that con be directly interpreted
in terms of musically natural reproduction.

Our opinion on the matter

is

shared by others:

Expansion

It

was good to hear from Jim Goodof the I-T( -Fi Center in \filwaukce, that he's building an addition
on his store. 'The interior is being

remodeled to provide five demonstration rooms and four record auditioning rooms.
Good hark!

Expansion, continued

pretty bad these days.

Business is

being
sold
etc.
'end, seriously. there is
etc
:1
recession or something going on.
13nt in Milwaukee, Jim Cood villie is
expa»ding
.
and most of the
high -fidelity equipment m;uulfac'turers report business as excellent.
One of the explosively successful
suc'c'ess stories is being written in
Cambridge. Mass.. at Acoustic Research. Ed \'ille'1nu' was kind enough
to give us permission to print his sales
figures (usually confidential information) because we thought readers of
I'iICH FIDELITY would be interested
in what c'an happen. Ed started business in the spring of 1955, in a fat
totV loft. with one nlan making twenty speakers a month. In 1955 they
sold 455 AR -1 systems; cloll ;u' value
leas $5(i,772.99. in 1956, Alt -1 sales
totaled 3805 units. In 1957, the AR -2
leas introduced; combined AR -1 and
AR -2 sales anuumtcd to 11,552 units
and were v;tllled at $985,270.2 -t! And
for the first eight weeks of 15)58, sales
averaged 325 units per week. Aeonstic Research now has its own four story building and employs more than
fifty people.
Which is a good story, isn't it?
Nice to see people produce good
products and slake a success of it.
Sure. then have been the failures,
but by and large. the story of tilt
high -fidelity industry has been one of
growth and expansion and increased
business. And most of the growth is
sturdy, because the principal product being sold is a very simple one,
one much too %vilely forgotten in
these days of mass production: qualcal-s

Arecent Master's thesis written at

leading engineering university (by

a

George D. Romig) involved distortion measurements on fifteen

loudspeakers,' including the

12in. and

15 -in.

results:

AR -1. Here are some of the

aren't

.

PERCENT HARMONIC DISTORTION
geb

AR-1

1

1

{N,
1

{p lu

.

IN {µ.
1

e

{ek.
/

10.
s

10r
f

/Nr

11.11

to

a

50 cps

SA,
Is

I,e,

tpk.

1011

11

11

IS

ó 23.2 31.0 31.0 43.0

rowes,
usedl

2.1

sscps

2.1

1.8 5.6

7.4

8.8 13.0 11.8

7.6

8.7

8.7 7.3 18.3 12.8 17.5 11.0

70 cps

1.9

1.9

2.7

4.4

5.3

5.9

7.1

22

5.4

5.4 9.6

7.2

3.0 4.4

6.3

Wept

1.0

2.1

2.1

3.4

3.9

3.2

3.9

2.6

38

3.8 6.6

40

2.1

23

3.1

4.4 8 8 10.0 11.2 12.8 150 17.8 18 5 18.5

e>

o

°

Measurements token al 3 It., 102 db on -ou's signal level. Amplifier dumping feeler
control "off". giving DF of 30. Data published with Mr. 10n119 s permission.
speak* s were directly baffled, o less than
optimum mounting for mese.
A11

Joseph S. Whiteford, president of the Aeolian -Skinner Organ Co., has

2

"No other system

I have heard does justice to the intent of our recordings.
Your speaker, with its even bass line and lack of distortion, has so closely
approached the 'truth' that it validates itself immediately to those who are
concerned with musical values."

The Audio League Report, in adopting (he
wrote:

3

written us:

AR -1W as

its bass reference standard,

"At 30 cycles, only 5% total harmonic distortion was measured, as compared
to values of 30% to 100% of other speaker systems we have tested ... we do
not specifically know of any other speaker system which is truly comparable
to it from the standpoint of extended low frequency response, flatness of
response, and most of all, low distortion."

AR -I and AR -2 speaker systems, complete with cabinets, ore
priced from $89 to $194. literature is available on request.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.

24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass..

.

.

Continued on page 14
12
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WHY DOES T NE FIS NE R

USE

p

GOLD GASCODE?
Everybody Knows...that only a GOLD CASCODE FM
tuner CAN be the best And the world's only FM
!

tuners using the costly GOLD CASCODE arc those made by
FISHER. No amount of wild claims by envious competitors can change that simple fact The costly GOLD
CASCODE achieves the highest possible gain with the lowest
possible noise, accounting for its amazing sensitivity. Its
inherent gain is twice that of the RF tubes used in other
FM tuners. On this type of tube, with its gold -plated grid
-and ONLY this type of tube -is it possible to have the
microscopically small gap between grid and cathode necessary to achieve absolute- maximum sensitivity.
!

:ú.
THE FISHER FM -90X

Everybody Knows...
that only Gold Cascode

RF

amplification brings

FM

sensitivity to the theoretical
limit, allowing reception at
tremendous distances.
Only FISHER has HI

Everybody Knows...
that ZeroTimeConstant,
Dual- Dynamic Limiters operate instantaneously, eliminating any possibility of
impulse and random noise.
Only FISHER has HI

Everybody Knows...
that four

IF Amplifier stages
are necessary for maximum

bandwidth coupled with
maximum selectivity, plus
vast increase in gain.

Only

FISHER has

a

it!

-. = ==.

Everybody

Knows...

that two tuning meters permit micro -accurate tuning
plus orientation of the antenna for highest possible
signal strength.

Only

FISHER has

it!

You can spend more, but you cannot buy a finer instrument than a FISHER GOLD CASCODE tuner. The superior
claims made for FISHER tuners are based on actual production units exactly like the one you can buy, not on a
hand -tailored 'laboratory-pct' sample. Listed at the left
are other important features, found ONLY in THE
FISHER. If you have any doubt about the superiority
of FISHER tuners, ask your dealer to permit a home
trial, under identical conditions, alongside any other make
of tuner. regardless of price. YOU be the judge!
WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

21 -25

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

44th Drive

13
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Both sound and price
will be music to your ears

NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from page 12
ity. That's all; a quality product for
people who appreciate and want
quality.
Sorry! Didn't intend to philosophize.

On the FM Front
Station KNOB in Hollywood couldn't
resist the urge. Some time ago they
shifted frequencies from 103.1 to
98.0 me and in view of their call
letters came up with an announcement about a new twist for the knob.
To paint the lily, a real knob was
attached to the card making the announcement.
Also in California: station KAFE
in Oakland was scheduled to have
gone on the air in mid -May. Frequency: 98.1 mc. Good Luck!
And another West Coast report: we
continue to get letters telling of the
fine work being done by KPFAKPFB. As probably every West Coast
reader of HIGH FIDELITY knows, this
station operates through audience
participation. From all reports, it does
a remarkably fine job of bringing the
best in music to its listeners.

Free Trip to Brussels
The big Rek -O -Kut contest boasts
some mighty fine prizes. including a
trip for two to the World's Fair. It's a
double contest, by the way: one contest for consumers and another for

SONOTONE CA -12
a true coaxial speaker
for only $19.50
LIST°

A good coaxial speaker with complete crossover network
for only $19.50? Don't say it can't be done until you hear
the Sonotone CA-12.

dealers.
All consumers have to do is to stop
in at a Rek -O -Kut dealer between
June 1 and July 30 and fill out a simple three -line application. First prize
is two tickets to Brussels via Sabena Belgian airlines. In addition, there are

one hundred other prizes.

The picture hereabouts is of Fernando Corena, Metropolitan Opera
basso who records for London. He's
shown getting under the contest wire
at Harvey's in New York.

Audio engineers tested the CA -12 against other speakers. They found its clean, smooth sound equaled or bettered that of many speakers costing three times as much.
The CA -12 is a fine -quality 10 -watt speaker with a
range of 40- 15,000 cps. It makes an ideal single unit it's
perfect when "paired" for a stereo system. Hear it at your
dealer's -or write for full information.

-

'Slightly higher in the Weal.

onotone
SIec1,onk Aoollearions Division. Deor. 1H-68

C

®°
P.

ELMSFORD, NEW YORK
14
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'"1111SHFR
In an electrically -isolated screen room, shielded against radiation and interference, the prototype model of
a new instrument undergoes its first test. Only if the protoypé s performance
proves superior, will the finished unit be qualified to bear the name FISHER.
PRELUDE TO A PERFECT PERFORMANCE!

-

Although the test engineer makes his measurements in terms of percentages,
decibel ratings and oscilloscope patterns, in the final analysis, he is making
MUSIC. It is the translation of his data into terms of clean, undistorted MUSIC
that is the truly meaningful measure of quality for you.

THE FISHER "500 ", shown here, is
It combines, on one compact chassis,
distortion -free 30 -watt Amplifier, and

product of these rigid testing methods.
an extreme- sensitivity FM -AM Tuner, a

a
a

flexible Audio Control Center. All you

need to complete your installation is a record changer and

a

speaker system.

THE FISHER

"500"

Operates on FM signals as low at micro
volt.
AM sensitivity botter than 3 micro
volts.
Micro -accurate tuning meter for FM
and AM. Frequency response, uniform from
Harmonic
25 to 30,000 cycles, within I db.
distortion less than 0.5 % -IM distortion, less
Hum and
than 1%, at 30 watts output.
noise better than 80 db below full output.
4, 8 and 16 -ohm speaker con4 inputs.
nections.
Separate recorder output- listen
7 controls.
9- position
while you record.
1

Channel Selector.

Chassis, $24950

Stighlfy higher in the For West.

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
it'Nt:

21 -25 44th DRIVE

LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
15
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Records
evifúw

ü1NNl

Anna
Hieb fidda,
The Thini

J11ake mistakes
choosing LPs
and tapes?
To select the best

invest in

Records

.

.

i Review

The Third High Fidelity Annual
Edited by Joan Griffiths
Ar.rorian Editor, Hion FIDELITY Magazine

This book, the only one of its kind, contains over 900 reviews of
classical and semiclassical music, and the spoken word, that have
appeared in Hion FIDELITY Magazine from July 1956 through June
1957. The reviews cover the merits of the performance, the quality
of the recording, and comparative evaluations with releases of
previous years. They are written by some of this country's most
distinguished critics.

-

alphabetically by
The reviews are organized for easy reference
composer and, when the number of releases for any given composer
warrants, are divided further into classifications such as orchestral,
chamber music, etc. An index of composers is included. The book
is printed in clear type on line quality paper, attractively bound
and jacketed.
RECORDS IN REVIEW is published by The Wyeth Press, an
affiliate of Hlott FIDELITY Magazine.

$4..95
The Wyeth Hess

Gress larrirgten, Massashaseth
for which P'eas send me
endow S
IN REVIEW. INe C.O.D.s or rhorpe orders a!eas..t Form
per took for postage on foreign orders miceti Canadian.

copies of the new RECORDS
orders sent at buyer's risk. Add SSe

NAME
ADDRESS.

in iICPVIeW

Orpheus at Eighty. Here Vincent
Sheean dares to reconcile his dual
lives-as a listener, especially to
opera, and as a historian -in writing
a book about Verdi which is less a
"life" than the psychological drama
of a personality, a country, and an
era. Orpheus at Eighty can't be compared with previous Verdi biographies
(although it covers the significant details of his career in a vastly more
meaningful manner than any others,
even Toye's and Gatti's, that I know);
it is not primarily a stuck' of the music. least of all blow -by -blow descriptions of the operas themselves (although no other account of the incredible evolution from Oberto to Falstaff has matte the final apotheosis
more truly miraculous); nor is it a
history of the Risorgimenlo and of
the unification of Italy (although
here, for the first time, those wildly
confused times may become intelligible to a non -Italian). Yet it is all
of these and more -not least a sure -tobe- influential experiment in new
biographical techniques, and above
all a magisterial omniwork that climaxes the achievements of even the
author of Persomd History and so
many other fine books. Its some 370
packed pages (including a chronology, catalogue of works. and three page bibliographical note) are not
"easy" reading; but they are hard
to surpass. this or any other year.
in absorbing dramatic interest
and profound satisfaction (Random
House, $5.00).

Artur Schnabel. A longtime friend,
César Saerchinger, is the author of
the great pianist- pedagogue -composer's first biography (in English. at
any rate); and it is clear that the
writer not only worships his idol but
has profited richly from the latter's
exemplary lucidity and restraint.
Perhaps only other devotees will relish avidly so detailed an exposition,
but no collector of the incomparable
Schnabel recordings can fail to grant
this book the honor of resting proudly
beside his most cherished Beethoven,
Schubert, and Mozart albums; and
even other readers can derive from it
new insights into a singularly complex
personality. It certainly piques my
own curiosity to hear more of Selina bel's own still far -too -seldom played
or recorded compositions. The illustrations (23 photographs and 4 facsimiles) are excellent, as is also (ex-

Continued on page 22
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stereo sound equipment
stereo
tape deck kit
HE AT HK IT
MODEL TR ID

/pla

DELUXE AM-FM

TUNER KIT
HEATHKIT
MODEL PT -1

58995

Here is a deluxe combination
AM -FM tuner with all the ad
vanced design features required
by the critical listener. Ideal for
stereo applications since AM
and FM circuits are separate and
individually tuned. The 16tube
tuner uses three circuit boards
for easy assembly. Prewired and
prealigned FM front end. AFC
with on /of switch -flywheel
tuning and tuning meter.

HEATHKIT MODEL

Beautifully designed, this stereo equipment cabinet has
ample room provided for an AM -FM tuner -tape deck
preamplifier
record changer
amplifiers
record storage and speakers. Constructed of %' solid.
core Philippine mahogany or select birch plywood,
beautifully grained. Top has shaped edge and sliding
top panel. Sliding doors for front access. Mounting
panels are supplied cut to fit Heathkit units with extra
blank panels for mounting your own equipment. Easy to- assemble, all parts are precut and predrilled. In
cludes all hardware, glue, legs. etc. and detailed in
struction manual. Speaker wings and center unit can
be purchased separately if desired. Overall dimensions
with wings 82" W. x 37" H. x 20" D. Send for free details.

-

55

HEATHKIT MODEL SP -1

HEATHKIT

(Price to be announced soon)

MODEL W -7M

This unique twochannel control center provides all controls
necessary in stereo applications.
Building block design lets you
buy basic single channel now
and add second snap -in channel
later for stereo without rewiring.
12 inputs each with level control -NARTB tape equalization
-6 dual concentric controls in-

-

SE -1

(Price lo be announced soon)

WATT HI -FI
AMPLIFIER KIT

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT

cluding loudness controls
builtin power supply.

stereo equipment
cabinet kit

514395

Enjoy the wonder of Stereophonic sound in
your own home! Precision engineered for fine performance. this tape deck provides monauralrecord
back and stereo playback. Tape mechanism is supplied complete. You build only the
preamplifier. Features include two printed circuit boards-low noise EF -86 tubes in
input stages -mic and hi -level inputs- pushpull biaserase oscillator for lowest noise
level -two cathode follower outputs, one for each stereo channel -output switch for
instantaneous monitoring from tape while recording. VU meter and pause control for
editing. Tape speeds 3% and 7.Ç IPS. Frequency response x2 db 40- 12.000 CPS at 7%
IPS. Wow and flutter less than .3 %. Signal -to -noise 55 db at less than 1% total harmoni c
distortion. NARTB playback equalization. Make your own high quality recordings for
many pleasant listening hours.

tit id

$55495

First time ever offered -a 55
watt basic hifi amplifier for S1
per watt. Features EL-34 push pull output tubes. Frequency re.
sponse 20 CPS to 20 KC with
less than 2% harmonic distor-

-

-

-

WATT HI -FI
AMPLIFIER KIT
12

HEATHKIT
MODEL UA -1
Ideal for stereo applications, this
12wall power package represents an outstanding dollar
value. Uses 6B05/EL84 push pull output tubes. Less than 2'/

total harmonic distortion

tion at full output throughout this
range. Input level control and
"on -off" switch provided on
front panel. Unity or maximum
damping factors for all 4, 8 or 16

throughout the entire audio
range (20 to 20,000 CPS) at full
12 -watt output. Designed for use
with preamplifier models WA-

ohm speakers.

ohm speakers.

P2 or SP -1. Taps for 4, 8 and 16

For complete Information on above kits -Send for FREE FLYER.
HEATH COMPANY

a

subsidiaryy

ystrom, Inc.

Benton Harbor 8r Mich.
17
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high quality

Look...

how simply you can
assemble your very own high fidelity
system! Fun -filled hours of shared

pleasure, and an everlasting sense
of personal accomplishment are
just a few of the rewards. Heathkits
cost you only HALF as much as
ordinary equipment and the quality
is unexcelled. Let us show you
how easy it really is! .
e

e

Step -by -Step
Assembly
(yf Insult

a .00) AN disc condenser from socket
97 ($5) to ground lug N11 (NS). Cut the

w that they ere lust long ...MO to
each snd dress I M condenser close to chasmu, over the ..tree Iready present.
Leads

(

1

connect

s 470

yet...) from

Xe reactor ¡yellow-violet-

Boatel e9 (51 (1) Io 8$
Mount as close to the socket ay poyuCDle.

Instructions
Read the step

.

. .

.

, .

perform the operation
.. and check it off
it's just that simple!
These plainly-worded.
easy -to- follow steps
cover every assembly
operation.

-

Easy -to- follow
Pictorial
Diagrams

...

Detailed pictorial
diagrams in your Heathkit
construction manual
show where each and
every wire and part is
lo be placed.

Learn- bydoing
Experience
For AU Ages - Kit construction is not
only fun -but it is
educational too! You
learn about radio.
electronic parts and
circuits as you build
your own equipment.

Top Quality
Name -Brand

Components
Used in All Kits ...
Electronic components
used in Heathkits come
from well -known manu
lecturers with established
reputations. Your
assurance of long life
and trouble -free service.

Is

H EATHKIT

bookshelf 12 -watt
amplifier kit

MODEL EA -2

$2795

NEW

There are many reasons why this attractive amplifier is a tremendous dollar value. You get many extras not expected at this
price level. Rich. full range, high fidelity sound reproduction
with low distortion and noise
plus "modern" styling, making it suitable for use in the open. on a bookcase, or end table.
Look at the features offered by the model EA -2: lull range frequency response (20- 20,)00 CPS
db) with less than I%
distortion over this range at full 12.watt output -its own bulltin
preamplifier with provision for three separate inputs, mag
phono, crystal phone. and tuner -RIAA eoualization-- separate
bass and treble tone controls- special hum control -and it's
easy-to- build. Complete instructions and pictorial diagrams
show where every part goes. Cabinet shell has smooth leather
texture in black with inlaid gold design. Front panel features
brushed gold trim and buff knobs with gold inserts. For a real
sound thrill the EA -2 will more than meet your expectations.
Shpg. Wt. 15 lbs.

...

t

1

TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE
ON ALL HEATHKITS
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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HEATHKIT

chairside enclosure kit

NEW

This beautiful equipment enclosure will
make your hi -fi system as attractive as any
factory-built professionally-finished unit. Smartly designed for maximum flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive appearance, this enclosure is intended to house the AM and FM tuners
(BC -1A and FM -3A) and the WA -P2 preamplifier, along with the
majority of record changers, which will fit in the space provided.
Adequate space is also provided for any of the Heathkit amplifiers
designed to operate with the WA -P2. During construction the tilt -out
shelf and lift -top lid can be installed on either right or left side as desired. Cabinet is constructed of sturdy, veneer -surfaced furniture grade plywood %' and '/<` thick. All parts are precut and predrilled
for easy assembly. Contemporary available in birch or mahogany,.
traditional in mahogany only. Beautiful hardware supplied to match
each style. Dimensions are 18" W x 24- H x 35M" D. Shpg, Wt. 46 lbs.

CE -1C Mahogany
CE -1CB Birch

CONTEMPORARY

Be sure to specify
CE -IT Mahogany

model you prefer

TRADITIONAL

$4395

each

high fidelity FM tuner kit

broadband AM tuner kit

For noise and static free sound reception, this FM tuner is your least

expensive source of high fidelity material. Efficient circuit design
features slablized oscillator circuit to eliminate drift after warm -up
and broadband IF circuits assure lull fidelity with high sensitivity. All
tunable components are prealigned so it is ready for operation as soon
as construction is completed. The edge -illuminated slide rule dial is
clearly numbered for easy tuning. Covers complete FM band from
88 to 108 mc. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

This lunar differs from an ordinary AM radio in that it has boon designed especially for high fidelity. A special detector is incorporated
and the IF circuits are "broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sensitivity and selectivity are excellent and Quiet performance is assured
by a high signal -to -noise ratio. All tunable components are prealigned
before shipment. Incorporales automatic volume control, two outputs.
and two antenna inputs. An edge -lighted glass slide rule dial allows
easy tuning. Your "best buy" in an AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 9 lbs.

MODEL FM -3A $25.95 (with cabinet)

MODEL BC-1A $25.95 (with cabinet)

HEATHKIT

master control preamplifier kit
Designed as the "master control" for use with any of the Heathkit
Williamson -type amplifiers, the WA -P2 provides the necessary compensation, tone, and volume controls to properly amplify and condition a
signal before sending it to the amplifier. Extended frequency response of
1% db from 15 to 35,000 CPS will do full justice to the finest program
material. Features equalization for LP, RIAA, AES, and early 78 records.
Five switch -selected inputs with separate level controls. Separate bass
and treble controls, and volume control on front panel. Very attractively
styled, and an exceptional dollar value. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

pioneer /n
"do- if-yourself"
electronics

HEATH
JUNE

MODEL WA -P2 $19.75 (with cabinet)
'

I

e
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HEATHKIT 70-WATT

HEATHKIT 25-WATT
MODEL W -5M

$5975

high fidelity amplifier kits

To provide you with an amplifier of top -flight performance,
yet at the lowest possible cost, Heath has combined the

latest design techniques with the highest quality materials
to bring you the W -5M. As a critical listener you will thrill
to the near- distortionless reproduction from one of the
most outstanding high fidelity amplifiers available today.
The high peak -power handling capabilities of the W -5M
guarantee you faithful reproduction with any high fidelity
system. The W -5M is a must if you desire quality plus
economy! Note: Heathkit WA -P2 preamplifier recommended. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.

HEATHKIT DUAL -CHASSIS
MODEL W3-AM

$4975

MODEL W -6M

amplifier of increased power to keep pace with the
growing capacities of your high fidelity system, Heath
provides you with the Heathkit W -6M. Recognizing that as
loud speaker systems improve and versatility in recordings
approach a dynamic range close to the conceit hall itself,
Heath brings to you an amplifier capable of supplying
plenty of reserve power without distortion. If you are looking for a high powered amplifier of outstanding quality,
yet at a price well within your reach, the W -6M is for yout
Note: Heathkit model WA -P2 preamplifier recommended.
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs.
For an

HEATHKIT SINGLE -CHASSIS
MODEL W4 -AM

$3975

HEATHKIT

high fidelity amplifier kits
One of the greatest developments in modern hi-fi reproduction was
the advent of the Williamson amplifier circuit. Now Heath offers
you a 20 -watt amplifier incorporating all of the advantages of
Williamson circuit simplicity with a quality of performance con
sidered by many to surpass the original Williamson. Affording you
flexibility in custom installations, the W3 -AM power supply and
amplifier stages are on separate chassis allowing them to be
mounted side by side or one above the other as you desire. Here
is a low cost amplifier of ideal versatility. Shpg. Wt. 29 lbs.

"perfect" amplifier. Williamson brought to
the world a now -famous circuit which, after eight years. still accounts for by far the largest percentage of power amplifiers in use
today. Heath brings to you in the W4 -AM a 20 -watt amplifier in.
corporating all the improvements resulting from this unequalled
background. Thousands of satisfied users of the Heathkit Williamson -type amplifiers are amazed by its outstanding performance. For many pleasure -Idled hours of listening enjoyment
this Heathkit is hard to beat. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.
In his search for the

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

high fidelity
amplifier kit

electronic
crossover kit

MODEL A -9C

$3550

For maximum performance and versatility at the lowest

possible cost the Heathkit model A -9C 20 -watt audio
amplifier offers you a tremendous hi-fi value. Whether for
your home installation or public address requirements
this power -packed kit answers every need and contains
many features unusual in instruments of this price range.
The preamplifier, main amplifier and power supply are all
on one chassis providing a very compact and economical
package. A very inexpensive way to start you on the road
to true hi-fi enjoyment. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

MODEL XO -1

$1895

One of the most exciting improvements you can make in
your hi-fi system is the addition of this Heathkit Crossover
model XO-1. This unique kit separates high and low frequencies and feeds them through two amplifiers into
separate speakers. Because of its location ahead of the
main amplifiers. IM distortion and matching problems are
virtually eliminated. Crossover frequencies for each channel are 100, 200, 400, 700, 1200, 2000 and 3500 CPS. Amazing versatility at a moderate cost. Note: Not for use with
Heathkit Legato Speaker System. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.

?0
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HiEATHKIT

"LEGATO"

high fidelity speaker system kit
Wrap yourself in a blanket of high fidelity music in its true form. Thrill to
sparkling treble tones, rich, resonant bass chords or the spine -tingling
clash of percussion instruments in this masterpiece of sound reproduction. In the creation of the Legato no stone has been left unturned to bring
you near -perfection in performance and sheer beauty of style. The secret
of the Legato's phenomenal success is its unique balance of sound. The
careful phasing of high and low frequency drivers takes you on a melodic
toboggan ride from the heights of 20,000 CPS into the low 20's without the
slightest bump or fade along the way. The elegant simplicity of style will
complement your furnishings in any part of the home. No electronic know how, no woodworking experience required for construction. Just follow
clearly illustrated step -by -step instructions. We are proud to present the
Legato -we know you will be proud to own it! Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs.

MODEL

$3995

BASIC RANGE

RANGE EXTENDING

high fidelity speaker system kits

froP L'ata/oqi
I

Designed to supply very high and
very low frequencies to fill out the
response of the basic (SS -1)
speaker, this speaker system exMODEL
tends the range of your listening
SS -1B
pleasure to practically the entire
range of the audio scale. Giving the appearance of a single
piece of furniture the two speakers together provide a superbly integrated four speaker system. Impedance 16 ohms.
Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs.

$9995

--

pioneer in
"do -ii-yourself"
electronics
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Please send the Free HEATHKIT catalog.

Enclosed is 25c for the New HI -FI book.
name

address
city

G

state

ALSO SEND THE FOLLOWING KITS:
ITEM

QUANTITY

Enclosed find
charoes collet

JUNE

$325°a°

HEATHKIT

HEATH

Don't deprive yourself of
the thrill of high fidelity or
the pleasure of building
your own equipment any
longer. Our free catalog
lists our entire line of kits
with complete schematics
and specifications.
Send for it today!

MODEL HH -1 -C
(imported white birch)
MODEL HH -1 -CM
(African mahogany)

HEATHKIT

A truly outstanding performer for its
size, the Heathkit model SS -1 provides
you with an excellent basic high fidelity speaker system. The
use of an 8" mid -range woofer and a high frequency speaker
with flared horn enclosed in an especially designed cabinet
allows you to enjoy a quality instrument at a very low cost.
Can be used with the Heathkit "range extending" (SS -1B)
speaker system. Easily assembled cabinet is made of veneer surfaced furniture -grade !.Ç plywood. Impedance 16 ohms.
Shpg. Wt. 25 lbs.

55 -1

AO

f
.

MODEL NO.

PRICE

Please enclose oostaoe for parcel post -en less orders ere s loped delivery

All prices F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Mich. NOTE: Prices subject to chanpo without notice.
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BOOKS IN REVIEW
Continued from page 16

ROCKBAR
introduces the N E

W

GOODIIAANS
LABORATORY SERIES
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
-

Here are speakers designed for stereo and monaural application which cater to no bias; which tolerate no fads or fetishes about multi multi- mufti. speaker systems. Here is high fidelity all the way in a series
of loudspeaker systems which give optimum performance in a minimum
of space without sacrifice of quality.
The secret of these remarkable speakers lies in the unique designs which
ideally mate speaker and enclosure for maximum. performance. All
systems are completely wired and enclosed in handsome, hardwood
cabinets in a variety of hand -rubbed finishes.
If music is important to you -you'll want to hear the Goodnwns Laboratory Series.

-

Small enough to be placed on a bookshelf or
table, yet "big" enough to provide exceptional
bass response, extremely smooth mid -range and
sweet, non -strident high end. Includes a spe.
dally designed Goodmans R" driver Cabinet
design by Peter Mendoza.
Dimensions: 10" deep, 11" high, 26" wide.

Outstanding for stereo AND monaural use, Two way system with dual cone, 12" extended range
speaker, and separate hornloaded dual tweeter.
Complete in enclosure with famous Goodmans
Acoustical Resistance Unit. Use vertically, or
mount on legs as a lowboy unit.
Dimensions: 151/2" deep, 15%" high, 381" wide.
Separate legs: 7 ".

Look for THE OMEGA...
Next in The Goodmans Laboratory Series
Finest in sound regardless
of price.
For complete information write Dept..RCas,
Rockbar Corporation, Mamaroneck, New York
Rockbar Is the American sales representative for Goodmans. Coliaro Ltd. and other fine companies.

90

cept for the omission of recording
dates) Bernardo Cohen's 11 -page discography (Dodd, Mead, $5.00).
The Composer as Listener. Irving
Kolodiris 3011 -page collection of writings on music and musicians by some
24 best -known enmposers was originally published, albeit in much less
expansive and inchtsive Form. in 1940
as The Critical Composer. Sam ?'forgenstern's recent Composers on Music
ranged more widely to include man'
very early and very recent composers.
but even in some 600 pages he was
able to use mostly quite brief pieces
only. Kolodin. who confines himself
primarily to standard, nineteenthcentury giants, has room for considerably lengthier samples among his
92 selections. Comparisons aside, The
Composer as Listener is a delight in its
own right, since it includes many of
the most famous manifestoes and
masterpieces of critical insight (and
also some nntori.nus masterpieces of
incomprehension!) -the majority of
which are apt to be known only by
diligent musical bookworms and a
few of which will be surprise discoveries even for them. I regret, though,
that n volume so useful for reference
purposes, as well as so enjoyable,
should not have been supplied with
more detailed source data and in
particular with a subject as well as
author index (Horizon Press, $5.75) .

Hi -Fi (New Revised Edition). The
dazzlingly versatile Martin Mayer,
author of the hotly discussed best
seller Madison Avenue, U. S. A., puts
to shame those writers who dodge
fresh work in issuing 'revisions" of
popular hooks; he takes the so -often
misapplied adjective "new" quite seriously. He has not merely brought his
hi -fi primer booklet up -to -date with
illustrations and descriptions of currently available components, but has
rewritten and reorganized im.ych of
his original more general material,
both to sharpen its point and to provide much more information on such
presently vital subjects as stereo
sound reproduction and home listening -room acoustics. \layer may not go
very deeply into complex technicalities, but there are few novice's questions for which lye fails to provide reasonable, and ahvays eminently practicable, answers. I .rated the first edition of his primer as an essential one
for the hi -fi beginner; the present
revision warrants the accolade of an
emphatic "best of its kir.d" (Random
House, $2.95).
R.D.D.
HIGH FIDF.Lrr] MAGAZINE
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next
year's
stereo
sensation
now...
from
HarmanKardon

MOST FLEXIBLE STEREO AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET

MOST ADVANCED STYLING AND OPERATING FEATURES

ONLY

$9995

cage

The Harman- Kardon Stereo Tri -Plex Amplifier
(Model A -224) is really NEW. One handsome, compact
unit embodies three superb instruments:
A complete stereo preamplifier with two separate
12 watt channels (24 watt peaks each) or A complete
24 watt monaural system (48 watt peak) or A 24 watt
monaural amplifier with complete stereo preamplifier
arranged to convert an existing monaural
amplifier to stereo.
Can be used with any signal
source-stereo or monaural Separate ganged treble
and bass controls Balance Control Mode Switch
for Stereo Normal, Stereo Reverse, Monaural A and
Monaural B Inputs for stereo magnetic cartridge or
tape head, monaural magnetic cartridge or tape head,
monaural or stereo tuner, tape preamp Speaker
Selector Switch for local and remote speaker system
(monaural or stereo) Rumble Filter Loudness
Contour Control Special preamplifier output to drive
existing monaural amplifier Tape output (after tone
controls) for recording application.
OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

'Cr ge (op2iona!) AC-12, $7.00

The new HarmanKardon Tri-Plex Stereo

Amplifier makes

stereo attractive, sensible, effective -and inexpensive.

For complete information on new HarmanKardon Tri-Plex
Stereo Amplifier and other fine Harman.Kardon instruments,
write to DepartmentHF06, HarmanKardon, Westbury. N.Y.
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acetate base tape...

on acetate base tape for

the finest high fidelity reproduction
10 years, acetate film has been the favored
backing material for high fidelity magnetic recording
tapes. Its use proved to be as great an audio engineering development as the tape recorder itself.
Since acetate is grainless, it eliminated the disturbing background noises caused by earlier fibrous
backing materials. This opened the era of true high
fidelity tape reproduction. And the modest cost of
these tapes brought high fidelity within the reach of
a mass audience unprecedented in size and devotion.
Acetate backed tapes also provided industry with
the flawless quality and long storage life it needed
for recording and filing data from complex data
processing systems. The long storage life of the base
has been well demonstrated by the fact that cellulose acetate film has been chosen by the National
Archives & Records Service on the recommendation

For over

National Bureau of Standards as the film for
the long term protection of archival records.
Today, acetate magnetic recording tapes are the
standard for quality reproduction. If you're a Hi -Fi
fan, or if you rely on tapes in your business operation, you'll know what we mean
and you'll also
understand why Celanese, the original and major
supplier of cellulose acetate, is so proud of its conCelanese®
tribution to audio history.
of the

...

ACETATE FILM
Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Division, 744 Broad St., Newark 2, N. 1.
Conodion A!Gliale: Canadian Chemical Company, Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Vancouvet.
Expos Soler: Amcol Co., loc., and Pon Amcel Co., Inc., 180 Moditen Ave., N. Y. 16.
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FAIRCHILD
THE SOUND OF QUALITY"
Proudly Presents the Finest Stereo Disk Playback System
for Home or Studio
With the development of the STEREO disk, home music reproduction has taken on an entirely, new distension -that of Spatial
Perceplioa,. Full advantage of every advance in STEREO recording
technology can he obtained with the FAIRCHILD integrated system.
Every FAIRCHILD component is designed to equal or exceed professional recording standards. The result is a complete system
with an order of listening excellence that can only be believed by
actual listening experience.
But it is not necessary to purchase all FAIRCHILD components
ar once -each may be used in conjunction with other makes and
your FAIRCHILD system developed gradually. Either way, every
dollar spent for FAIRCHILD components buys superior Listening
Quality.

* Two completely independent preamplifiers with individual
bass, treble and level adjustments for each channel.

* Single knob master gain or loudness control preserves individual channel adjustments for proper balance.

* Monaural- stereophonic switching electronically cancels the vertical cartridge output when playing standard LPs. No low
level switching problems, no compromise playback, no hum.
* Tape head input properly equalized for 15, 71/2 or 33/4 ips.
Signal to noise, both measured or audible, better than many
professional tape playback machines. Perfect for STEREO tape
decks.
* Separate changer input with rumble filter and RIAA equalization makes the system fully adaptable to any combination of
turntables and changers.

XP -4 STEREO CARTRIDGE Utilizing all the skill and "knowhow" of FAIRCHILD craftsmanship, this advanced cartridge is of
true moving coil design and preserves the same high standards of * Rugged, premium components throughout. 100% inspection
performance for which FAIRCHILD cartridges have long been
and testing, and superior workmanship assure consistent qualnoted. The XP -4 is the best STEREO cartridge you can buy because:
ity. Frill One -Year Written Guarantee.
* Ir is easy on your records. High vertical compliance and low
For STEREO, the perfect power amplifier is the FAIRCHILD
Stylus pressure make for negligible record wear. Tests show 255A. This compact unit will be welcomed as a second channel
record life to be equivalent to that of regular LP's when played amplifier or will ideally serve in both channels of the STEREO
with this cartridge.
system. Full 30 watts of RMS power (60 watts peak) is continu* It provides full STEREO effect. Full frequency channel isola- ously available from 20 to 20.000 cps. Its extraordinary stability
tion gives superior separation for STEREO effect throughout under any load condition permits its use with any speaker system.
Built for continuous duty, the 255A is designed so that its output
the entire audio spectrum.
produces minimum higher order distortion products, with
* It is easy to mount and simple w connect. Supplied with adapter stage
triode -like quality.
resulting
and extra leads. Standard size and weight.
* It will work with your present equipment. Four -wire output FAIRCHILD 412 SERIES TURNTABLES are acknowledged
eliminates hum problems due to ground loops caused by com- by many independent organizations to be ideally suited for
STEREO use because of their near -zero vertical and lateral rumble
mon ground connections.
As beautiful in appearance as they are in perform* It is compatible in the true sense. Gives excellent results on characteristics.
ance and engineering, they utilize the exclusive FAIRCHILD two regular LP's without changes of any kind. May also be con- stage belt drive. All models have hysteresis synchronous motors,
nected to work as regular LP cartridge with no vertical output. and all equal or exceed NARTB specifications for professional
They are available in one, two and four-speed verThe XP -4 can be used with the FAIRCHILD Model 282 applications.
latter
only in conjunction with the FAIRCHILD Electronic
sions,
the
STEREO arm which embodies refinements and improvements of
The
412
-1 is ideal for those who primarily play 331/4
Drive.
suited
for
the FAIRCHILD Model 280. The arm is especially
records. The 412 -2 uses an ingenious belt -shift drive to obtain
STEREO use and wilt take interchangeably the XP -4 or the standand 45 speeds and is perfectly suited for all STEREO
ard FAIRCHILD monaural cartridges. It comes complete with both 331.4
applications. The 412 -4 is a 4 -speed unit with variable frequency
dual output leads and with a separate isolated ground lead.
speed control of its hysteresis motor. It can be operated from any
in
high
power source of 50 to 500 cycles and any varying line voltage
the
latest
.AC
is
MODEL 248 STEREO PREAMPLIFIER
quality electronics from FAIRCHILD. This unit combines full flex- from 85 to 135 volts. Ideal for field installations, overseas use,
ibility of control with unusual accuracy of equalization, yet is broadcast applications, or wherever unusual demands exist. No
rubber wheels or idlers are used in any FAIRCHILD turntable.
extremely simple to operate.
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XP-4 STEREO CARTRIDGE.

282

STEREO ARM.

248

STEREO PREAMP.

2SSA POWER AMPLIFIER.

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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FAIRCHILD 412 series TURNTABLES

10-40 45th Avenue, Long Island City

1,
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XEPO 1`I from t_M0SC0 W
MOSCOW, April 2 -The violin tourney which made up the first half of
the International Tchaikovsky Competition ended here yesterday with
nearly everyone happy. Such was the
merit of the contestants that twelve,
instead of the eight originally planned.
were permitted to enter the final
round. Thus nearly half of the twenty -five participants received prizes.
Six of the eight prize winners were
Soviet citizens -which does not necessarily indicate favoritism: Russian violin instruction is now. as it has been
since the clays of Leopold Auer, the
best in the world.
Equally unsurprising was the fact
that first and second prizes went to
pupils Of David Oistrakh, who also
headed the panel of judges. These
were two young men named Valery
Klimov and Viktor Pikaizen. Third
prize went to a Rumanian, Stefan
Ruh, and seventh to the only American contestant, Joyce Flissler of New
York.

The auditions were held, usually
before capacity audiences. in the
beautiful cream and white concert
hall of the Moscow Conservatory. A
bas-relief of Nikolai Rubinstein. the
Conservatory's first director, gazes benignly from above the stage, which is
hung with golden -brown velvet curtains. An enormous oval portrait of
Tchaikovsky served as backdrop during the competition. The jury sat at a
long green table, decorated with the
flags of nations which had furnished
contestants. At Oistrakh's left sat the
only American judge, Efrem Zimbalist, director of Philadelphia's Curtis
Institute. Among other panel members were Gioconda de Vito, Leonid
Kogan, and Aram Khachaturian.
During the preliminaries the jury
listened stoically to twenty -five performances of the Tchaikovsky VolseScherzo, the Wieniawski D major
Polonaise, and the Bach Chaconne.
The semifinals afforded each contestant about an hour to play. In the
finals the obligatory works were the
Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto, a set of
variations (unaccompanied) by the
Soviet composer Levitin, and a ten minute work written by a composer
of the contestant's homeland.

All the foreign contestants were
housed in the Hotel Peking and given
twenty rubles a day as pocket money.
A bus was made available to take
(hein to the Conservatory to practice.
In the private dining room the hotel
put at their disposal, a very easy and
informal atmosphere developed; everyone called everyone else by his first
name. Even contestants who lost out
were invited to stay through the contest, and most did. Everyone's fare
home was paid by the Soviet government.
The festivities opened with a gala
Tchaikovsky concert, featuring Emil
Cilels in the First Piano Concerto,
with Konstantin Ivanov conducting
the State Symphony Orchestra of the
U.S.S.R. Khruschev and Bulganin attended; Dmitri Shostakovich made a
speech. The jurors were introduced.
Zimbalist got the biggest hand. (A
former pupil of Rimsky- Korsakov and
Leopold Auer, until now he had not
been in Russia for twenty years. On
his single free day during the competition. he went to Leningrad to visit
Rimsky -Korsakov's two children -who
are not now, of course. children.) The
ball blazed with television and newsreel floodlights. Khachaturian wrote
up the event for Pravda, Shostakovich
for the Moscow News. The latter adjured losing contestants to try again
at the next competition, so apparently
there is to be a series.
The first prize was 25,000 rubles,
the second 20,000, the third 15,000.
The top three contestants also get
concert tours of the U.S.S.R. and recording contracts. Eighth prize,
5,000 rubles, went to a Tartar girl
named Zoria Shikhnnuzaycva, the
only woman to place except for Joyce
Flissler.
Miss Flissler, a great favorite with
the audiences, once studied with
Jascha Heifetz's father, but has
worked mostly at the Juilliard School
with Edouard Déthier. With her, as
accompanist. crone Harriet Wingreen.
Their expenses were paid by an American foundation which prefers to be
unidentified: Flissler hasn't even told
Wingreen.
Eight Russians entered the contest
and all made the finals. They were

selected by screening auditions held
all across the Soviet Union, and they
were by all odds the most impressive
players. There was no complaining
here about the results, as there had
been after the recent Wieniawski competition in Poznan, Poland.
Incidentally, Rosa Fein (the Poznan
winner), who is also an Oistrakh pupil,
didn't enter the Tchaikovsky contest.
She hadn't had time to prepare the
totally new repertory. Her runner -up,
the American Sidney Harth, couldn't
enter, being overage for the Moscow
contest. All contestants had to have
been born between January 1, 1928
and January 1, 1940.
Queen Elisabeth of Belgium arrived to hear the finals, from a box at
the right of the stage, opposite the
government box. She received a
standing ovation at her first appearance, but thereafter made a practice
of coining in a little late and unobtrusively. She stayed at the Kremlin as
President Voroshilov's guest of honor.
Valery Klimov, first prize winner,
already has behind him an impressive
list of fiddling honors. These include
second prize at the Third Youth Festival in Berlin; first prize at the
Jacques Thibaud Competition in Paris;
first prize at the 1956 Prague International Competition. Pikaizen, runnerup, has played in China, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and Vietnam, and has
won prizes at international competitions in Brussels and Paris.
Everyone seems to think Joyce
Flissler would have placed better than
seventh but for an unhappy encounter
with the Tchaikovsky concerto. Before that she had clone everything almost faultlessly. However, conductor
Karl Eliasherg, from Leningrad, who
had the thankless task of leading
twelve (!) performances of the concerto on three successive evenings. did
little to aid soloists, each of whom was
restricted to an hour's rehearsal with
orchestra. Between him and Flissler
there was, to put it mildly, no rapport.
This was her first international corn petition, though she won a Naumberg
award in New York.
As a general thing, the foreign eon-

Continued on next page
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"... quite

up to professional standards...
capable of producing superb tapes ..."

-High Fidelity Magazine

Rated "A" by one of the two
major independent consumer
testing organizations.

..but

e

<NORELCO

`CONTINENTAL'

is more than just a fine
hi -fi tape recorder

FOR EXAMPLE
... He uses the
'Continental' at its
SLOW speed

3 SPEEDS FOR VERSATILITY
SLOW: 1;'a INCHES PER SECOND designed for speech
with the ultimate to tape ecoromy
MEDIUM: 33/4 INCHES PER SECOND the perfect
"compromise" speed - for critical
speech recording as wall as excel.
lent musical reproduction
FAST: 71/2 INCHES PEP SECOND
for high tideluy at Is

-

best

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO.,INC.

Continued from preceding page

testants seemed much taken with the
Russian attitude toward fiddling. One
Argentine boy, eliminated in the early
annuls, plans to stay her to study
with Oistrakh. So does a young Spaniard, who until he carne here was
washing dishes in Paris to pay for his
studies. The Moscow Spanish refugee
colony is chipping in to buy him a
new violin. One Poznan tvinner, a
Turkish girl, already has achieved the
honor of studying with King David.
Oistrakh is worshiped by his pupils,
and with good reason. He works like
a demon at the Conservatory; his
daily teaching schedule inns at least
eight hours. The same is true. of
Kogan, who probably ranks as the
teacher next in demand. A pupil of
his, Valentin 'Auk, placed sixth in the
tourney. (What teaching obligations
are recognized by Jascha I- leifetz,
Isaac Stern, Josef Szigeti, and their
compeers in America ?)
The victorious Valery Klimov is a
handsome, sharp -faced blond. He was
born in .1931 in Kiev, where his father,
an opera and ballet conductor, began
teaching hint violin when the boy was
five. At seven he entered the Odessa
school of Stolyarsky, fabulous teacher
of Oistrakh, Nfilsteilt, and many another. He left school daring the tvar
to serve in the armed forces; when
he returned, Stolyarsky was dead. In
1953 he (vent to Moscow and was
accepted as a pupil by Oistrakh.
For the last few years Klimov has
been playing a. Stradivarius furnished
On Ioan by the government, while he
toured Russia and northern Europe,
hut for the competition he used a
Ciiadagnini with a bigger tone, borrowed from Oistrakh. He practiced
eight hours a day during the run of
the contest. As did Joyce Prissier, he
had trouble with Eliasberg and the
concerto. but his performances in the
semifinals were good enough to carry
him through. Especially notable was
his absolutely dazzling performance
of several Paganini caprices, and of a
couple of typical Russian showpieces,
full of technical near -impossibilities.
Withal, he showed always a high
grade of refined musicianship.
As this is (ritten, the thirty -five
piano contestants are playing the preliminary rounds of the second half of
the contest. The violinists presumably
have gone home to rest, except for
Klimov, who is bound for Prague,
Vienna, and more applause.
PAUL Moon
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SP -215 and SM-244 Stereo Components
SP -215 and the SM244, Pilot
brings to stereophonic sound a caliber of engineering skill that
has become a byword in high fidelity. Designed especially for
stereophonic high fidelity, these new bi- channel components provide the finely matched quality performance essential for good stereo.
The SP-215 is a complete stereo preamp and audio control system. It is in effect, two matched control- preamps housed in one
enclosure. Versatile beyond anything known today, the SP -21$

With the announcement of the

may be used with any stereo signal source: FM -AM stereo broadcasts, stereo tapes and stereo discs. A separate output is provided

for making stereo tape recordings from any of these program
sources as well as with microphones. Two panel- mounted VU
meters permit each channel to be precisely monitored for the recording. And there are independent controls for adjusting the
reference and peak recording levels on each channel. The SP -215
may also be used for conventional, non -stereo high fidelity.
Features of the SP -215 include bass and treble controls,volume
and loudness controls, as well as a balance control for equaliz.
Mg the level between the two channels. The SP -215 outputs may

into any two basic power amplifiers, such as the Pilot
AA -908 or Pilot AA -410A. Both power amplifiers are operative,
and the available power output is the sum of both. Pilot SP -215
Stereo Control -Preamp System complete in enclosure $189.50.
The SM -244 is a complete stereo control -preamp and amplifier
system, all housed in one enclosure. The two built- power amplifiers are rated at 14 watts each (28 watts peak each) at less than
1% distortion. Inputs are provided for FM -AM stereo, stereo
tape and stereo discs, microphones, auxiliary, and a separate output for making stereo tape recordings. There are bass and treble
controls, volume and loudness controls, plus a balance control
as on the SP -215. Whether used as a stereo or non -stereo system,
the SM -244 provides an available peak power of 56 watts. Pilot
SM -244 Stereo Control -Preamp -Amplifier System, complete in
enclosure $189.50- prices slightly higher in west.
Hear these new Pilot stereo components at your hi -fi dealer
today! For complete specifications, write to:
'Pilot Radio Corp. 37 -06 36th St., L. I. City 1, N. Y.
Jlfanufacturers in electronics for over 39 years.
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NOW HEAR THIS!..UA NEW HI -FI
JOHN GART AT THE CONN ORGAN

John Gart, in his new Kapp recordings, reveals the full depth and breadth, the
magnificent voicing of the Conn Organ.
But even a beginner will enjoy playing a Conn right away. The simplest of music,
expressed through the rich tonal beauty of the Conn, creates satisfactions never
before experienced. And as your playing proficiency grows, so, too, will your pleasure.
Mr. Gart used the Conn Artist model for his newest releases. There are, in addition,
three models styled by Raymond Loewy for the home, starting at $996. All Conn
Organs create their tone the same way, using electronic principles that please the
most fastidious hi -fi fan. (You can also channel the tone into your own system if
you wish.)
See your Conn Organ dealer for more details, or send the coupon below.

-

The Conn Rhapsody

CONN ORGAN

Conn Organ Corporation

Dept. HF.6
Elkhart, Indiana
Please send me your free booklet "How to Choose the Organ for
Your Home."
CI Please send electronic description of Conn organ tone production.
Name

PRODUCT OF AN 83 -YEAR TRADITION

Address

City
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Younger Thar Spring-

Wonderful Guy.

John Gart, organ virtuoso, has been able to faithfully
capture the true sounds of the theatrical pipe organ. The
dynamic range sweeps from the faintest whisper of a tone
to a crescendo of majestic proportions. Each playing brings
you the thrill of new Hi -Fi dimensions.
FREE! Write for ¡(app's latest Long Playing Catalog
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He who is fortunate enough to own the Garrard 301 Transcription Turntable
and the Garrard TPA /10 Tone Arm can enjoy the unique pleasure of
knowing that his is the finest ... the handsomest ... record -playing
combination in the entire high fidelity galaxy.
A pair of great products... great
because they reflect 35 years

of skill and the standards
of leadership. No gadgets...
no compromises.. . only
the time- proven features
which guarantee
continuing, undeviating
excellence.

WORLD'S FINEST
RECORD PLAYING

EQUIPMENT
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Model 301

Model TPA/10

PROFESSIONAL
TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE

TRANSCRIPTION

Features continuously variable control of tact speed...
the record can be 'tuned" to match a musical instrument
Heavy.duly Slott shaded motor is entirely Garrard built
Cast aluminum turntable is a full fill Ib. . . .
dynamically.balanced
Motor and connected levers are completely isolated
from unit by an exclusive damping system of tension compression springs
Exclusive buittin pressure lubrication system
Performance of each 301 is certified with a written
individual test card
$89.00
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TONE ARM

Built to insure professional duality performance, with
traversing and vertical friction reduced to absolute
minimum by special cone type ball. bearing pivots,
as in the finest chronometers

Takes any cartridge

fits into

more installations than any other professional tone arm. since it is adjustable in length and
tracking angle . . . plays up to a full 16' record
Simple to install, with specially designed templates

Motel RDri
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Some Things Were Due to Recede
ALMOST NOTHING turns us all into experts, or
philosophers, so quickly as an economic secession. Especially is this so when the recession is as unconventional
as the one making itself manifest at the time these lines
are being written.
The main focus of trouble seemed to be on the automobile business; where sales had fallen drastically and
suddenly. And this had, naturally, affected the industries -steel and the like -who sell their wares largely to
automobile companies. At the same time, however,
prices of other commodities were higher than ever. So
was the national median of personal incomes. So were
savings bank deposits.
This incongruity impelled a lot of brave new experts
to blame the whole current disturbance on the automobile makers. Among their severest critics, indeed, was
the President of the United States, who said (in effect)
that the industry's woe was its own fault, for not offering
Americans the kind of cars they wanted.
The President was being unfair, of course. 1958's passenger cars were designed in 1956, when the American
people seemed dearly desirous of cats ever longer, lower,
gaudier, faster, and costlier.(Plymouth, two years earlier,
bad offered them a shorter, neater, less expensive model,
and had been soundly snubbed for its pains.) Fair or
unfair, though, the President may have perceived a fact.
If he did, and if the fact is ivhat I think it is--and I am
not alone
is one which ought to hearten us, or at
least those of us who do not live in Detroit.
The postwar compulsion toward ostentation -buying,
or show-off buying, may be at an end.
This would be welcome. Far a decade now our automobiles (which are not the only instance, just the most
obtrusive) have served less as machines to move us from
place to place than as means to express social and economic aggressions. From the driveway they glared across
the way at the Joneses; in factory parking lots they glistened contemptuously at visiting foreigners. To the rest
of the world they did their best to make us seem a nation
of crass, tasteless, soulless braggarts. Which we are not.
We have, though, lent ourselves to the legend, by a
childish overwifingness to overpay for overelaborate
conveniences, while skimping on things which are
equally important to a well- balanced high standard of
living. I am thinking of the man who has readily laid
out $3,000 for a new car while maintaining that $3.50 is
too much to pay for a book or a concert ticket, or that

-it

$350 is enough to pay for a home music system.
This man is deluded, but I don't think he can be
blamed for it. By highly- trained, highly paid experts at
persuasion, he has been convinced (at least momentarily)
that his heritage, the American heritage, consists chiefly
of physical comfort, mechanically achieved. This is plausible, and probably harmless, but it doesn't happen to
be true. There is nothing peculiarly American about
gadgetry. The automobile is by origin not American, but

French, just as the sonata is Austrian, the novel English,
the opera Italian. All these things come to us alike, as
part of a common culture, for. our adoption, our use,
and our enrichment. And it makes no sense to let one
aspect of a culture preempt a disproportionate amount
of either our attention or our money.
If we are, as we may be, on the brink of a reconsideration of our blessings, how da we go about,'it?
I think we look at oui lives anew. We have comfort
now, and convenience, and better health than ever before. We have some assurance of security. And -most
apposite to the thoughts on this page -we have leisure,
and homes to spend it in. Perhaps it is time to give some
thought to our worthiness, to our fitness for leisure.
Leisure should be something more than watching television and reading the sports page, though these have
their places. I suggest an acquaintance with the arts,
which range from homely to sublime. Music is my favorite, but there are others. We cannot these days collect
Renaissance paintings, but color reproduction has become almost an art in itself, and prints are not expensive.
And quite like an art is something else, that costs nothing
at all: conversation (though this must be practiced, and
kept from degenerating into chat). Reading offers enormous delights. It is not quite free, but bookshelves are
cheap, and the complete novels of Jane Austen (have
you ever read Mansfield Park ?) cost less than four dollars. Rare editions do cost money, but they can be beautiful, and they long outlast chrome bumpers.
Music is the greatest of the Western arts, the most
searching, the most ennobling. Do you have a twohundred-hour library of it in your home, at your instant
call? You could, for $800. And with it, an instrument to
bring forth every sonorous accent that Bach wrote into
the C minor Patacaglia, oc Verdi into Ocello, for less
than half what you pay for three hundred horsepower to
get the kids to school and the groceries home from the
supermarket. Think about it.
J.M.C.
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Authoritative but unorthodox is this report on the process that has given us
rock- and -roll-and a most interesting process it has been. Mr. Ackerman, as
music editor of The Billboard, leading entertainment journal, for many years
has been surveying trends in American popular music. This one he rather likes.

by Paul Ackerman
IN ONE ASPECT of America's

cultural life, intcgralion already has taken place. This has occurred in the
field of popular music
specifically, the creation of

-

-

popular music
where it is in evidence not as a regional
phenomenon but clear across the length and breadth
of the land. "Today, if one listens to a radio station and
checks off the so- called top tunes or records
meaning
the songs and records that lead in retail sales and disc
jockey programing -one cannot help being impressed
by a fact of both sociological and musical import. The
songs not only come from all over the forty -eight states,
but are patently the creative products of many different
social and racial groups.

-

Tin l'an Alley, that mythical Manhattan area whose
denizens once controlled American popular music, still
exists; but it has come upon hard times. its music publishers and songwriters face formidable competition from
written and recorded in hundreds of large and
small towns: Bakersfield, California; Nashville, Tennessongs

Houston, Texas; many more. And the music, in
breaking free of Tin Pan Alley, has acquired a grass
roots quality, rich with Negro and hillbilly lore in its
lyrics, melodic lines, and styles of performance.
The product, of course, is not uniformly good. Much
of it is bad -just as bad as were many pop songs of ten
and twenty years ago. But it is the opinion of many,
including this writer, that the changes and developments
of the past decade have exercised a decidedly good rather
than evil influence upon the American musical heritage.
That the developments have been far -reaching is
indicated by the controversy raised. Teen -agers, it would
seem, instinctively like the new musical product. Nlany
see;

adults detest it as somehow primitive, possibly disturbing. But few people -outside the MUSIC business-have a
true understanding of what this musical genre, loosely
termed Rock -and -Roll, really is, or of the reasons behind
its great current popularity.
Whence and how has it come upon us?
Looking back on the musical scene, I should say the
process of change required about ten years. The music
business of that era was divided into three distinct
categories: popular or "pop," essentially the product of
Tin Pan Alley; Country -and- Western, or hillbilly, a
rural musical product indigenous to sections of the
South; and "race," later known as "Rhythm -andBlues," the music of the Negro.
JUNE 1958

of demarcation.A councountry market, rhythm- and -blues
in the Negro market, and pop nines in the urban white
market. The last -named field was by far the largest.
Songs rarely crossed the lines

try

song sold in the

As the decade advanced, several forces got under way,
eventually to make integration possible. One of these
contributing elements was the decline of the dance band business, whose last great period was the Swing
era of the 1930s. Talent managers during the 194Os
claimed it had become difficult to tour a band profitably,
because of high traveling costs and bothersome union
regulations. Meanwhile, as star personalities, vocalists
rather than bandleaders were taking the spotlight.
As grosses from road tours grew smaller, the big band
became a factor ever less important in show business. By
the early and mid- I940s, many of the remaining name
bandleaders-Stan Kenton, Woody Heenan. even
Benny Goodman, for a time--stravcd off into thc highbrow byways of music. Influences like Bop appeared,
with such high priests as trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie,
altoist Chancy (i'he Bird) Parker, pianist Thelonius
Monk, and their ilk. The age was frill of talent and, for
the cognoscenti, glamor -but it offered nothing to the
thousands of young people who liked music with a beat;
something danceable, understandable. not too "far out."
It was about this time that my staff of reviewers on
The Billboard began to get puzzled phone calls from
record manufacturers who catered primarily to the
Negro market. Herman Lubinsky, of Savoy Records,
reported that suddenly his Negro discs were selling
"pop " -i.e., to the white market. And as time went on,
others told us the sanie thing: Jerry Wexler of Atlantic,
Lou Chudd of imperial. Phil and Leonard Chess of
Chess Records. The reason was not far to seek.
The Negro material had excitement. It was recorded
with fresh and bold arrangements. Even Negro vocal records, furthermore, were danceable; and the youngsters,
beyond a doubt, loved the beat. It apparently mattered
little that the performances lacked traditional pop
instrumentation. The kid with eighty-nine cents in his
pocket- enough to buy a record -scarcely missed it.
He loved the honking tenor and alto saxophones, the
funky sound of the guitars, the unabashed drive of the

drums and pianos.

The rhythm-and-blues producers who understood
what was happening immediately broadened their distribution, to tap the full potential of the white market.
Meanwhile, several disc jockeys, notably Allen Freed,
who some five years ago originated a program at WJ\W,
Cleveland, latched onto the trend. Freed, sometimes
35

Jimmy Rodgers

Hank f%rllianu

Elvis Presley

credited with being the first to use the term "Rock and- Roll," won tremendous audience acceptance. He
began promoting live shows at auditoriums and armories,
and his Negro artists-all of whom recorded for various
rhythm and blues labels- proved as strong at the box
office as they were on records. Other promoters were not
slow in following his lead.
The invasion of the white pop field by Negro musical
influences was now an accomplished fact. Recordings by
Negro artists on what were once considered strictly
rhythm and blues labels kept appearing on the bestselling pop charts with ever increasing regularity: Fats
Domino on Imperial; LaVern Baker, Ruth Brown, and
Ray Charles on Atlantic; Little Richard on Specialty;
Chuck Berry on Chess, and many another.
The ballad -for decades the thirty - two -bar song form
of the pop market, European in its derivation-suffered
a disastrous decline in popularity. In to replace it came
the blues, both in its standard twelve -bar form and in
various modifications. Classic blues as well as new blues
material made the best -selling record charts. To mention
a few, there here Joe Turner's Shake, Rattle and Roll,
on Atlantic in 1954; Ray Charles's I've Got :l Woman,
on Atlantic in 1955; Chuck Berry's Maybelline, on Chess
in 1955; Pats Domino's Yes
s Me, on Imperial in 1956.
And blues discs by white artists also became more numerous. In fact, last year between twenty -five and thirty
per cent of all single records issued were blues.

Ii
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The major pop studios could not ignore this, even if
they wanted to. Early in the development .Mitch Miller,
Columbia Records' pop artists -and -repertoire chief,
procured and began studying tapes made at Atlantic
Records. Bob Thiele, at that time Coral Records'
artists -and -repertoire chief, and his musical director,
Dick Jacobs, did likewise. Norm Wienstroer, Coral's sales
chief, remarked "Those boys at Atlantic arc certainly
talented " -as he rushed out a "cover" (a flatteringly
exact copy) of another Atlantic hit, The Chrcl(en and
the Hawk.
But in many segments of the music business, gloom
persisted. Many pop artists, publishers, and songwriters
were being elbowed out of the top rank. The major
record labels, too, were not altogether happy having to
make rock-and-roll. And they found it hard to buck the
small, fast -moving independent companies. who had an
initial monopoly of artists and know -how in this field.
But they had ro "cover," and they did.
As things stand note, to sum up, white or essentially
pop labels, in order to maintain their status in the pop
market, have been forced to use Negro-influenced material. And, as an interesting corollary, the Negro artists
and labels that used to cater primarily to the rhythm
and blues market have made a visible effort to become
more "pop" or "white" in their musical product. Once
having had a taste of the lucrative white field, they
intend to stay there.

ANOTHER broad influence has affected the mainstream
of American pop music. This is the Country-and -Western
-or hillbilly- culture, with its chief orientation in
Nashville, Tennessee, home of WSW's "Grand Ole
Opry." Like the rhythm -and -blues field, the hillbilly
music world once was distinct and self- contained -with
its own songwriters, its own singers and instrumentalists.
and its own market of buyers. Just as you could not
generally buy a rhythm- and -blues record in a pop store,
you could not get a hillbilly record either. A segregated
market existed.
It occasionally happened, however, that a country
song or artist proved of such power as to sell well in urban
areas. One of the earliest examples was Jimmy Rodgers,
the "Singing Brakeman," thought of by many as the
father of present -day country music. Rodgers died in
1933, but his contribution to American music was
recorded and published by Ralph Peer. Most of his
material is folk blues -standard twelve -bar blues-with
an earthy, down -home flavor: "I'd ruther drink muddy
water
Than be in
Sleep in a hollow log
like
a
dirty
Atlanta Treated
dog" -from Rodgers'
Blue Yodel. The tern "Singing Brakeman" attests to
the fact that Rodgers was a railroad worker and that
soute of his songs are in the tradition of great railroad
songs, as these stanzas from his Brakeman s Blues: "Portland, Maine, is just the same As sunny Tennessee
Any old place I hang my bat Is home, sweet home,

... /

... /
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to mc." And: "If that's your mama Better tic her to
your side; 'Cause if she flags my train I'm sure gonna
let her ride."
Of country singers and songwriters closer to our day,
Flank Williams was undoubtedly the most influential
of the traditional
pre-Elvis- group. Like Rodgers,
he excelled as a writer, a recording artist, and in personal
appearances. He was born on a farm in Georgiana, Ala hama, in 1923, and died on New Year's Day 1953, in
the back of his automobile, en route from his Nashville
home to a personal appearance. Prank Walker, pioneer
record executive who had much to do with Hank's
development as an artist on the M -G -M label, once
remarked that success had killed him.
A few days after the New York Times carried a page one story on the death of Williams, Williams scored one
of his biggest record successes. This was Kaw-Li'athe tender, imaginative song about the unrequited love
of two wooden Indians-curiously similar in thought to
Kcats's Ode On A Grecian Urn.
The record burst far beyond the country market and
became a pop hit. And though other record companies
"covered" it with pop versions, Hank's version was the
smash, with its plaintive lines:

/

/

-or

Kaw -Liga was

door...

a

wooden Indian, standin' by the

He fell in love with an Indian maid, over in the antique store.
Kaw -Liga! Just stood there-never let it show,
So she could never answer Yes or No!

He always wore his Sunday feathers and held

a

tommyhawk;
The maiden held her beads and braids, and hoped
some day he'd talk.
Kaw -Liga! Too stubborn to ever show a sign
Because his heart was made

of knotty pine!'

-

It was in the so- callcd "weeper" category that Williams scored his greatest hits -such songs as Your Cheatia'
Heart, Half As Much, and Cold, Cold Heart. However,
he also wrote happy songs, among them Seuin' the Woods
on Fire and Hey, Good Lookini , and satiric songs, such as

I

Won't Be Home No More. And, like many hillbillies,
he had a fine feeling for sacred material, indicated by
such songs as When God Comes and Gathers His Jewels.
Too, he shared the hillbilly's preoccupation with morbid
themes, witness I'll Never Get Out of This JVorld Alive.
He loved blues, too, and recorded many of his own, such
as Honky Tonk Blues, and those of others, notably Clarence Williams' My Bucket's Got a Hole In It.
Mitch \tiller of Columbia Records once said that
there was nothing in the song world so powerful as a
good country song. He spoke from experience, for since
Tony Bennett's Cok!, Cold Heart, many a pop hit of
hillbilly material has been produced by Mitch \tiller.
But the full tide of country music was still to sweep
Copyright
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into the pop current. The death of I -lank Williams
removed from the scene its most colorful talent, and for
a time the rural genre seemed content to stay in its hills.
This was deceptive, however. In a short time it was to
break out and change the sound of American music.
Three men were to be the catalysts: Sant Phillips, Elvis
Presley, and Steve Sholcs.
In Memphis, Tennessee,

a Southerner in his early
recording studio. His name was Sam
Phillips, and he was enamored of the blues-not only
Negro blues but also "country blues." Phillips started
by recording primitive Negro blues shouters. He turned
over the masters to various labels in the rhythm and
blues field.
Ren Grcvatt, writing in The Billboard's "On The
Beat" column, quotes Phillips in a recent interview: "I
made Rocket 88-one of the great rhythm and blues
records of the modern era -with Joe Hill Lewis in my
studio. I made records with others too, like B. B. King.
Flowlin' Wolf, Jackie Brenston, and Roscoe Gordon.
I recorded a quartet of prison inmates called "The Prisonaires" in a famous record called Walkin' In The Rain,
and I made a lot of others."
In 1953 Phillips started his own label, called Sun.
One day a youngster, accompanied by his mother,
stalked into the studio and asked for an audition. Phillips made some test tapes, walked out of the control room
and told the lad: "I like what I hear, son."
Phillips had found Elvis Presley.
Presley excelled in country blues, which differs in
sonic ways from Negro blues, but in other ways is closely
akin to it. Paul Cohen, Decca Records' country -andwestern recording executive, puts it thus: "The hillbillies traditionally use strings-guitars and fiddleswhereas the Negroes use horns, but many elements are
basic to both." In the blues, the two meet solidly.
\Ivry of Presley's early efforts were blues-- lfysterw
Train for instance, which he made for Sun Records in
1953 -and he kept up the blues tradition in his later
discs, with such sides as I Gotta Woman (written and first
recorded by Ray Charles on Atlantic), Jail House Rock,
and the like.
Phillips recorded Presley with simple though artful
string accompaniment, producing with funky guitars
what we came to call the "sharecropper sound."
Presley's success was such that he quickly displaced
the leading country singers on the best -selling record
charts. Well-entrenched artists, talent managers. and
other members of the trade resented him fiercely. One
day I had two phone calls from music executives in
Nashville, Tennessee. Both demanded that The Billboard
remove Presley from the best -selling country chart on
the ground that -so they said-he was not truly representative of the country field. One of them said bluntly.
"Ile sings nigger music!" (We didn't take him of]'.)
Presley's records were by now -1954 -not only
Continued on page 107
taking over the country

thirties had built

a
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Thomas Schippers completed

his third consecutive season as a conductor at the
Met; during the same period he made a highly successful
series of guest appearances with the New York Philharmonic; several records made with England's great
Philharmonia Orchestra have recently hen released;
and this month, in Spoleto, Italy. he conducts Verdi's
Macbeth to inaugurate the first Festival of Two Worlds,
of which he is musical director. Perhaps none of these
achievements is remarkable in itself; put together, they
seem to spell extraordinary-especially for a Michigan born conductor aged barely twenty -eight.
At first encounter, Schippers could be taken for a very
familiar American type: the young- man -in -a- hurry. His
brisk, long -legged stride, his too -fast driving, his im-

patience with trivial mechanical obstacles such as
traffic lights and stuck typewriter keys -all these could
seem to suggest a driving personality hell -bent on
Getting Ahead.
The drive is there, certainly, and so is the impatience;
hut they are healthily mixed with that other ingredient
which, in an artist, means the difference between mere
notoriety and genuine distinction: seriousness. Anyone
who has played cards with Schippers (as I have) can
testify that the dynamic conductor is a maddening
opponent: he is deliberate about every move, and in a
simple-minded game of rummy, he will ponder the
choice of a card as if he were deciding the fare of nations.
This same deliberate quality goes into his music making.
On the podium he is electric. never wasting a gesture,
never missing a nuance: this electricity, however, is the
end product of hard, slow work. Though he is a ligh ningfast sight reader at the piano, he does not learn a score
rapidly. Each year's concert season is preceded by

.

the career of

Thomas Schippers

Crescendo from Kalamazoo
by William Weaver
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months of seclusion and study (preferably in the Italian
Dolomites, where seclusion can be freshened with
mountain air and study can be punctuated by long
walks through stupendous scenery).
In a sense, success carne to Schippers early -at least
in the circle of his home town, Kalamazoo. where he
was born in 1930. By the time he was six he was performing in public as a child- pnxligy pianist, and not long
alter he had a brief career as a boy soprano. However,
his inbuilt drive was beginning to operate. He was
restless. Kalamazoo was too small. He wanted to broaden
his geographical horizons, deepen his knowledge. Finally, when he was entering his teens, he had his way.
He went East, to Philadelphia and music school.
Like many a conductor, Schippers is given to dramatic
expressions off the podium as well as on. In reviewing
his career for an interviewer recently, he said of this
stage in it: "I thought my life was over." I le shook his
head gloomily, as if to rid himself of the memory. That
hellish moment was in 1944, when he was all of thirteen.
The troubles scent to have been two: loneliness and impatience. Gawky (he had grown almost to his present
height, over six feet), homesick, shy, he knew nobody in
Philadelphia. And, anxious to immerse himself in music
on a virtually round- the -clock basis, he was annoyed that
he couldn't find teachers who would share this pace.
Studying organ and composition (conducting at that
point interested him not at all). he stuck it out in Philadelphia for two lonely years- alternating his hours of
study with a job as organist in a local church. Finally
he decided he might to move on to Yale and study
composition with Paul Hindemith. No doubt this was a
splendid idea, but when Schippers arrived in New 1laven,
Hindemith was getting ready to go to Europe, and he
had no disposition whatever to postpone his trip for
young Mr. Schippers. After a short, fruitless stay in
New Haven, the latter was back in Philadelphia, feeling
more frustrated than ever.
T íc next place to go seemed obvious. In 1946, Schippers went to New York. He registered at the Juilliard
School, but it was in the following summer that there
came the first of the lucky breaks that really started him
on his career as a conductor. On a hot New York summer
evening, he went with a friend down to Greenwich
Village, where a little organization called the Lemonade
Opera had recently started giving performances. As it
happened, on this very night Max Leavitt, head of the
company, was in the act of firing his current musical
director. Schippers was introduced to Leavitt and
promptly offered a job. It was accepted on the spot.
Break No. 1.
This was the beginning of what promises to become a
lifetime love affair between Schippers and opera. But
the beginning had its difficult moments: for one thing,
the sixteen -year -old Schippers was as tall as the present day Schippers, and in the low -ceilinged church basement
%whcre the Lemonade Company operated, the shoulders

and head of the young maestro seriously interfered with
the paying public's view of the stage. A stagehand
sawed off the legs of his chair, and the director made
Schippers promise to crouch down as low as he possibly
could. So, with his long legs stretched out at either side
of him, a foot tucked under each of the two pianos that
formed the "orchestra" he was conducting, Schippers
huddled in his truncated chair and led the sprightly
young singers through a number of operas, including
American premières of such works as Haydn's The an
in the Moon and Mcndclssohn's The Stranger, as well as
the world première of Kurt \Veill's Down in the Valley.
This last was only the first in a distinguished line of
opera "firsts" conducted by Schippers.
Meanwhile, throughout that summer and into the
following fall, the Michigan marvel supplemented his
meager income from the Lemonade Opera (some of
which had to go for massages to take the kinks out of
his bent neck) by making regular trips to Philadelphia,
where he was still choir master and organist of a church.
Then came Break No. 2. Though perhaps less sensational than other strokes of good fortune, it chance
incident of the winter of 1947 was to have lasting con-

Schippers comdmcts: six

feet can blot out

a basement stage.

sequences. At that time, Schippers had a friend who was
a singer at the Metropolitan Opera. Just beginning, she
was given only small roles; but fortunately in the opera
then being prepared -The Tales of Holinnmtr small
roles abound. One day she asked Schippers to walk her
to rehearsal. He did; the accompanist didn't show up;
the coach was getting desperate; Schippers offered to
oblige. For some weeks afterward, he found himself
helping out at piano rehearsals.
His paynient consisted chiefly in being allowed to
hang around backstage. a familiar figure not only to
stagehands and supers but also to the men who run the
Met -his future compeers. There Schippers' incipient
interest in opera grew into an abiding passion. Undisturbed, he was able to observe, from within, the daily
life of a great opera house.
His remarkable gifts as a pianist and his sensitivity
as an accompanist won him the immediate respect of the
Continued on page 105
singers whom he was called
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Zinn Francescatti perParis, Marseilles. Turin,

FROM LAST MARCH To JUNE,

formed in Amsterdam,
Rome, Bologna. Milan, Florence. Liège. Bordeaux,
and London. meanwhile making two recordings for
Columbia. In August he will start again -Salzburg,
Besançon, Stockholm. and so on. "A life." he says,
"to kill a man, yes ?" But it has not killed this merry
Marseilles -born violinist, partly because of Fiddletop.
Fiddletop, near Monterey in western Massachusetts.
has ten rooms, 130 acres, a kitchen garden (tomatoes,
strawberries, peas. beans. herbs). and twelve fewer
woodchucks than it had last summer, thanks to Fran ccscatti and his Parker .22 rifle. (I-le treed a raccoon,
too, but didn't shoot it. It looked too human.)

Fiddler's Rest

Hrctt
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What Francescatti likes best about Fiddletop,
however, is, as he puts it: "For two months, no
timetable." If the sun shines, he may go haying,
on his Farmall Cub tractor. If the day is wet,
he can stay indoors and read. Or (lo absolutely
nothing. Or even play the fiddle (an immensely
valuable Hart Stradivarius) -which, he says,
is great fun when von don't have to. Sometimes
he is joined by his mother, Mine. Erncsta
Francescatti, also a violinist, and his wife
l'olande, who plays the piano. "Every day,"
he says, "is a big beautiful vacuum when it
begins, ready to be filled with everything."
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Photographed shortly before bit death, Edwin Weise
listens to one of his recorded rolls. At right, bit
daughter rummages through the library. Below, slots
in a paper strip recall the fingers of Edvard Grieg.

by Paul Moor

Player Piano

JV1aestro of the
my joints have not yet begun to creak
audibly, still I appear to have reached that estate
where my own frame of reference has begun to jibe less
and less with that of the generation which has begun to
help me with my coat and call me "Sir." For example,
being on hand in Studio 81-I to hear Horowitz play the
Brahms Second in open concert with Toscanini for me
seems, to coin a phrase, only yesterday; but scarcely is
my talc of this event out of my mouth than the opaque
regard of younger auditors reminds me that for
them this unique constellation of talents means mainly
an LP of such antiquity that RCA Victor issues it only
with special, explanatory notes. Not long ago I made
ALTHUUCH

of my listeners,
strapping youth with a blue-black beard and a draftregistration card, replied simply, "The what ?"
Unhappy generationl What do they have, what can
they possibly have, to replace the transports I experienced as a child visiting at my Uncle 01's and Aunt
Q- Belle's, in Mississippi, manipulating the levers, pumping like a fury, and somehow, almost miraculously,
eliciting from the upright piano before me such expressions of contemporaneous Zeitgeist tus In a Little
Spanish Town and Where the Shy Little Violets Grow.
The seizure of nostalgia induced by the poverty of
that callow youth's experience refused to leave me. It

some reference to the player piano; one
a

Last February 4 died Edwin Weite, the last of the great makers of player pianos,
who dealt with monarchs and captured on paper rolls the fingers of a half century's
piano greats, including Debussy, Busoni, Ravel, and Scriabin. Mr. Moor, traveling
through the Black Forest, visited him and talked to him three weeks before he died.
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found myself in the superb,
rugged landscape of southwest Germany, and recalled
that one of the leading figures of player- pianodom lived
in the region. Edwin \1'cltc. who died only this past
winter, was inventor of a process whereby the world's
greatest pianists had recorded their interpretations on
moving rolls of paper long before Mr. Edison's talking machine achieved its first vogue. In the five decades
after \ Vclte patented his "reproducing piano" mechanism, he saw it rise to world fame, flourish for about a
quarter of a century, and then fade a victim of the
phonograph and, especially, the radio. I had heard that
long -forgotten performances by some of the giants of
modern pianism- Busoni, D'Albert, Leschetizky -still
existed on piano rolls in Herr \\'eltc's archive of some
five thousand titles. Among these were piano rolls by
such composers as Grieg. Mahler, Debussy, and Richard
Strauss, playing their own works.
During that Black Forest visit 1 put in a long- distance
call to the number listed in the Freiburg telephone book
for "Weltc, Edwin -engineer, rtd." The feminine voice
which answered said her father could not come to the
phone, but after I explained my interest she returned
to say they would expect me that evening after dinner.
I drove over, taking not the shortest but the most scenic
route-unforgettably spectacular, the mountains, gorges,
streams -and, after dinner in a restaurant tieing Frei burg's cathedral with its scatological gargoyles, I left my
car in the square and took a cab to Sillerbachstrasse,
number nine.
Edwin Welte's wife, dressed for company, received me
in the foyer of their apartment. "1 must tell you a little
bit about my husband," she slid, with a rehearsed manner and in the emphatic, singsong dialect of the Schwarzwald, which seems to italicize every syllable. "I -It's
eighty -one years old, you know. Early in 1957 he sufwas renewed last year when

1

fered three strokes, the last one quite serious. He has to
stay very quiet, and he tires easily. Also, you may find

him difficult to understand -the last stroke made his
speech rather unclear." I mumbled something about
perhaps not seeing him at all, but Frau Welte said,
"Oh. no, no -he's counting on seeing you."
She opened a door and there sat Edwin \Vcltc, in an
armchair with a fleecy blanket tucked about him from
the waist down. Raising his hand to put it into mine
seemed an enormous effort for him; and his greeting, of
which I understood not one syllable, had to be repeated
for mc, like everything else he said that evening, by his
wife, with the occasional help of their unmarried
daughter, who also had joined us. Yet even felled by
heart disease, paralysis, and deafness, Edwin \Velte at
eighty -one made a forceful impression; in his prime, he
must have been a tornado. In his lapel he wore a ribbon
denoting a coveted German World War 1 decoration,
and a cluster of medals also hung on the wall in a box
frame. It was not hard to visualize the old gentleman
forty years earlier as a spruce officer of the Imperial Army.
JUNE 1958

The three Weltes gave me a bit of background information. Herr \Vcltc's grandfather Michael, a Black
Forest music -box maker, achieved a measure of fame as
inventor of the Orchestrion. This glorious machine driven instrument, the apotheosis of the music box, was
composed of pipes, reeds, and drums, and played selections triggered by a sort of enlarged music -box cylinder.
A sensation greeted the one exhibited at Frankfurt -amMain in 1848. Eight years later found even the Grand
Duke Leopold of Baden ordering one, and King Charles
of Rumania took delivery on another in 1878, two years
before the inventor died.
In 1885 his three sons brought out an Orchestrion
which played from perforated paper rolls far more convenient than the cumbersome wooden cylinders; but
the demand for Orchestrions, never overwhelming,
gradually dwindled to the vanishing point. even despite
a special award won at the 1904 World's Fair in St.
Louis. Alarmed by the disappearing Orchestrion market,
Edwin Welte, old Michael's grandson, and his brother in -law Karl Bockisch retired to the workshop and duly
emerged with the reproducing piano. which adapted the
Orchcstrion's roll of paper to a more convenient and
conventional household instrument. By 1905 they were
corralling the leading pianists and composers of the day
to record for the instrument they had rather whimsically
christened the "\ \'cite- Mignon." Their success was immediate and electrifying.
For that pitiable generation not old enough to include
among its souvenirs the \Veltc- Mignon, Ampico. Duo Art, or other player pianos whose cheery, preternatural
jinglcjanglc enhanced the less anxious years of this
century, we perhaps had better pause here for a brief
breakdown on how they worked. A roll of paper, about
eighteen inches wide, passed at a slow, uniform speed
over a metal bar that contained a row of holes -one for
each note on the keyboard, plus extras at each side controlling the pedals, respective volume of treble and
bass. and so on. A pump (electric in the Wcltc- Mignon
but operated by foot pedals in bumbler versions, such
as my Aunt Q- Belle's) developed a suction exerted,
through the boles in the metal bar. upon the moving
paper. When a perforation in the paper admitted air to
a hole in the bar, pneumatic action would bring the
corresponding hammer (or pedal, or whatever) into
action.

If

the principle sounds somewhat primitive in a
civilization endowed with three- channel stereophonic
tapes. there are plenty of testimonials to show that the
Velte- Mignon hit the musical work' of that time like

\

"...

this instrubomb. Felix \\'cingartncr wrote of
ment of genius." The Scots master pianist Frederic
.
Limon' in 1905 voiced the common sentiment:
it is only a matter of regret that it was not invented
some seventy wears ago. when the two great masters of
piano playing, Chopin and Liszt, were at the height of
a

"..

their fame."
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Then came the phonograph, movies, and radio, and
the player piano went the way of the also once numerous
carrier pigeon. In 1931 the Welie firm turned out its
last reproducing instrument, and Edwin Wclte resigned,
disillusioned, to work on an idea for an electronic organ.
It was the second time he seemed defeated, and not yet
the last: \Vorld \Var had resulted in confiscation of the
lucrative piano branch -factory he had established at
Poughkeepsie, New York after a trip to the United
States in 1906; the bombs of World War II brought
total destruction of the only working model of his
electronic organ ever completed. From that time the
\Veltcs lived on one floor of what. before French occupation troops moved into Freiburg, used to be entirely
their own house.
During my call on the 1VeIces, our conversation
ranged widely. Among other anecdotes I was told about
a prank the Kaiser once played on Edvard Grieg. The
Kaiser's yacht, equipped (as was every self -respecting
ocean liner of the day) with a We Ite-Mignon, put into
Bergen one summer's day, and Grieg was invited aboard.
The Kaiser greeted the composer and, remaining standing, engaged him in chitchat, during which Grieg,
naturally, also stood. During this exchange, an attendant
of the Kaiser's, under instructions revealing a side of
Wilhelm for which he is not primarily remembered, set
in motion in an adjoining salon a We Ite roll of Grieg
playing one of his own works, but a roll which, it transpired, he had not yet heard. According to WeIte, Grieg
at once recognized his own style of playing; but not
imagining there could be a We Ite- Mignon on a boat, he
was in a frenzy of curiosity, shifting from one foot to
the other until the Kaiser should release him to sec who
this incredibly accurate imitator ryas. The Kaiser finally
had pity; he admitted his little joke and erupted into
ponderous Prussian guffaws. Grieg's own reaction unfortunately is not recorded.
Another shipboard incident concerned the wife of
Ferruccio Busoni, who was returning to Europe after her
husband's death. Although all but paralyzed by grief
and the loneliness of the just -bereaved, she had borne
up heroically until, one day when she was lying in a
deck chair and staring immobile at the sea. there drifted
out from the saloon the sounds of a piano. Shc listened,
unbelieving. "Ferruccio!" the new widow sobbed,
finally breaking down. "Oh, Ferruccio mio!" By unlucky coincidence, the music was one of the many
recordings Busoni had made for WeIte, and for the
widow the faithfully reproduced sounds once evoked by
those beloved hands were a sudden call from beyond
the Styx.
At the height of the Welte- Mignon's vogue, WeIte
and his brother -in -law held regular recording sessions in
Freiburg and Leipzig. For such lions as Debussy and
Ravel they took their equipment to Paris, and for the
numerous Russian titans of that era they went to what
was then still called St. Petersburg. Among those whom
1
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Wclte persuaded to record for him were the composers
Debussy. Granados, Saint -Satins, Grieg. Richard Strauss,
Mahler, and Reger, plus such pianists as Busoni, Eugen
d':\lbert, the great Venezuelan keyboard empress Teresa
Carreño, Alfred Rcisenaucr, Lamond, Leschetizky, Alfred Grünfeld, Max Puaer, Nikisch, Dohnányi, Franz
\aver Scharwenka, Emil von Suaer, Stephan Raoul
Pugno, Bernhard Stavenhagen, Vasscli Sappelnikov,
and Olga Samarolf. Others in the long, long list were
Backhaus, Fannie Bloomfield- Zcisler (a Liszt pupil, as
were a fistful of these other names), Falla, Fatly!, Edwin
Fischer, Ossip Gabrilovitch, Gieseking, Josef Hofmann,
Horowitz., Landowska (playing Schumann, Schubert,
Chopin, and Liszt's transcription of the Dance of the
Sylphs from Berlioz.'s Damnation of Faust!), Josef
Lhevinne, Ell' Ney, Vladimir do Pachmann, Paderewski, Egon Petri, Ravel, Schnabel, Alexander Scriabin,
and Serkin. There were giants in those days, and at one
time or another Welte enticed most of theme to his piano.
That same evening at the Arches', I listened to a wide
selection front the old inventor's treasure chest. In view
of the unquestionable boon of having these piano rolls
at all, it is perhaps ungrateful to start finding faults.
Unfortunately there were a number of faults to find,
with the reproduction as such. The greatest flaw, I felt,
was a lack of fire -and this from the greatest pianists
of an epoch when, due to Liszt's influence, pyrotechnics
enjoyed a tremendous vogue. All the notes were there,
but the volume was not. The fault lay purely and simply
in the suction motor of Herr Welte's piano, at least of
the one in Freiburg: it simply did not have the pneumatic power to bring the hammers crashing against
the strings as the music and its interpreters at times
cried out for them to do. There also was an occasional
irritating small unevenness of tempo, caused, apparently, by a fluctuation in the roll's speed of movement
in relation to the number of perforations passing simultaneously over the bar; it is inconceivable that this
could have posed, in any era, for rubato. And while
separate dynamic controls affected treble and bass,
the bringing out of an inner voice, for instance, was
technically impossible. There also were no nuances of
quarter -, third -, or half-pedaling: for the literal mechanism of the \Velitc- Mignon, if the pedal is not up, then
it's down; and that's that.
Some of the music on these rolls seems today ridiculously banal. tasteless, and even cheap. unless one has a
sense of period and of humor. There arc Liszt trans scriptions galore: La Campanella; the Schubert Soirées
de I'ienne; the Fantasy on Beethoven's Ruins of .Athens;
a side- splitting potpourri front Lucia di Lammermoor,
superbly played by Busoni; Reminiscences based on Don
Giovanni; Mendclssohn's On Wings of Song; Chopin's
My fops. The listings probably scrape bottom with
Carreño s playing of her own simpering Petite Valsc, and
one must seek consolation over Nikisch's hatchetContinued on page III
murder of three Brahms
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by Percy Wilson

Towanda tit*.
\'l'ELY

read an article in a British illustrated magazine about the American home. It a'as a fascinating
study by an American woman writer of the contrasts in
color and the experiments in style which, she said. arc
typical of American desire for change but have been
lacking in British designs.
The illustrations were both bold and attractive. But
one of them simply shocked me, and 1 hope it is not
typical Of any American (or British) honk. It showed a
record player on a low platform at the side of a room,
left open to the air. and with a rack containing records
open and without sleeves-alongside it. On the floor in
front %vcre more records, lying on top of one another,
with their sleeves negligently disposed underneath.
Wha( those discs must have collected in the way of
dust and dirt I shudder to think!
In the old days. belirc electrical recording came along,
the problems of dust and record wear hardly seemed to
bother us. One cherished one's record of Caruso and his
contemporaries in "Chi mi frena" and "Bella figlia del
amore," of course, but the clfect of dust was negligible
compared with that of heavy sound boxes and steel
needles. When fiber needles made their appearance. however, dust did begin to make a difference: the "libcr
fans" began to make a ritual of record playing, much as
the "hi-fi fans" do today. The need for cleanliness was
stressed, and cleaning pads and brushes began to be used.
I remember advocating the use of cotton cord instead of
plush in one of my early Gramophone articles, on the
ground that cotton cord retained a little moisture and
so discharged any static electricity that might build up
on the shellac disc.
The advent of electrical recording made the importance of cleanliness more apparent. Even with shellac
discs and steel needles the pops and clicks. and the "gray
lines," developed much more rapidly on dusty records,
especially on some makes in which the grooves had been
cut deeply and with a narrow top width. The electrical
system, by extending the frequency range of recording,
had increased the complexities of groove contour and at
I
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the same time had made it more vulnerable to abrasive
action.
It was not until LP discs were introduced, however,
that dust and static became truly crucial factors in the
lives of records and styli. The reasons are not far to seek.
Obviously, the use of a microgroove makes the indentations extremely vulnerable to tiny particles of
airborne dust. and because of the extended range of
recordings these indentations are themselves tinier
and more easily rubbed out than ever before. The
use of a slower turntable speed also accentuates these
troubles, since so many more indentations are packed
into each inch of groove length.
.\ modern LP microgroove is indeed a miracle of
detail. as the microphotographs show. I am indebted for
the illustrations in this article to Cecil E. Watts, who has
made an intensive study of grooves and record wear. His
microscope table with its traverse gears, rotating turntable, and multiple lighting system is a wonderful mechanism which ensures high definition viewing and photography, particularly in the midnight hours when there is
no passing traffic to shake the house.
The groove shown in the first picture had been scrupulously cleaned before the photograph was taker.. Contrast this with the next picture, which shows the presence
of air-borne dust in a microgroove that had otherwise
been kept clean. This at the very least would lead to
imperfect tracing of the stylus. and to impulsive pops
and clicks.
\\'hat then shall we say of picture 3, which shows some
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imp;qped microgroove, in pristine condition.
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Picture

2.

Picture

3.

Picture

really gritty particles embedded in the groove? All the
baci tracing and surface noise effects will be accentuated
and, in addition. stylus wear will be much accelerated. If
records are left in that condition. it will not be long
before the stylus begins to look like a chisel, and then the
fun really starts.
Picture 4 shows what happens. Record material is
shaved from the walls of the groove, especially at points
of high acceleration. Some of it falls to the bottom of the
groove; some of it is wedged across. Much of it becomes
molten under the heat created by the pressure of the
stylus. In that condition it will partially obliterate some
of the indentations and some of it carrying with it the
particles of gritty dust will adhere to the stylus itself.
Thereafter, the abrasive action is increased, and we get
the effects shown in picture 5, where much of the modulation has been ironed out.
I should stress at once that this does not represent a
really bad case. The record was still playable, and indeed
some people would not notice much amiss, beyond a
little roughness. But the effect is cumulative; once this
stage is reached the combination of groove and stylus
wear soon becomes ever more destructive.
These illustrations will have served, I hope, to demonstrate the wisdom of scrupulous care in the playing and
handling and storage of records in order to keep them
clean and free from dust. But the more important part
of the story still remains to be told. Not only is vinylite,
the modern LP material, softer and therefore more easily
melted and worn than the old- fashioned shellac (with its
various "fillers "), but its tendency to attract dust is
powerfully increased by the use of a nonconducting
stylus such as a sapphire or diamond.
Remember the Wimshurst machine from school science classes? Two glass or celluloid discs were set rotating in opposite directions and were rubbed on the surface
by brushes. A high- voltage charge was thereby created,
and this could be transferred to collectors at opposite
ends. During the Second World War the principle was
developed in the Van dcr Graaf generator to give static
charges of very high voltage.
Well. the modern LP record is a highly suitable element for the creation of static electric charges both by
rubbing with a stylus and by the mere extraction from a
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sleeve, especially

if

Pictu'e O.

5.

the sleeve

is

made

of plastic which

does not retain moisture.

Quite high electric charges can in fact be created and
retained by a microgroove disc. And a static electric
charge always attracts dust, hairs, and what not. I recall a
remarkable illustration of this. One day when I was
visiting one of the Gramophone record reviewers, his
Persian cat jumped on to the reviewer's shoulder just as
he was changing a disc on his record player. Believe it or
not, the cat's hairs stood on end; some of them flew about
eighteen inches across the space to attach themselves to
the surface of the record! On another occasion when a
friend of mine was turning over a record. he became
conscious of an intense tingling sensation and only then
noted that the hairs on his bare forearms were standing
on encl.

will happen to hairs, what
atmospheric dust? The sad truth is that

effect on
if records arc left
lying about, or if the turntable and other parts of our
record players are not kept clean, the discs become
smothered with dust. Even keeping the records in
polyethylene sleeves is not a complete answer; for, as
already noted, the rubbing of the sleeve on the disc
creates a static charge which attracts dust.
1f that

is the

Where do we go from here? The first suggestion of the
recording companies was that before being played each
record should be cleaned with a barely damp cloth. Such
a procedure would discharge the disc so as to defeat its
special attraction for dust. But this method dots not
take care of static charges induced during playing, nor
can it remove completely all the dust that has been
trapped in the groove. The next idea that came along
was to treat the surface of the disc with an antistatic
liquid. Several such liquids have been proposed, the simplest of which is one or another of the detergents used
by housewives. In course of use, however, these detergents have been found to have the effect of roughening
the surface of the record; they remove the natural oils
that are used by the recording companies to make the
record material flow during pressing, and in this way the
disc lubrication is reduced. The effect of this is to be
seen in picture 6, which is a highly magnified section of
groove showing how the surface is rubbed up by tracing
without lubrication. This microphotograph was taken
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after only one playing with a diamond stylus at 3 grams
playing weight. Clearly, that process should not be
repeated.

Other antistatic liquids do not have this effect. One
is commonly used is glycocthylene (or, to give it
its full name, polyethylene- glycol -400- monolauraate).
It is used in factories to prevent the accumulation of
static on conveyor belts. It has proved particularly successful as an antistatic for discs but only for a short time
after its application; it has the advantage of being an
electrical conductor even when dry, but in that state it
does not aclhere readily to record material. Other anti statics that have been used with successful temporary
effects, but display similar limitations, arc molybdenum
disulfide and cctyl trimethyl ammonium
monium bromide.
that

Several methods have been used to

of static during the playing

inhibit the creation

process. The first is to attach
radioactive particle to the underside of the pickup or
to the arm. This ionizes the air in the vicinity of the
stylus, thereby discharging any static on the disc itself.
But it sloes not remove any dust that may be there, or
prevent more dust from falling; it only neutralizes the
special attraction to dust.
"I-he second method is to attach a brush to the cartridge, but again, this is not sufficient in itself, since it
only disturbs the dust.
Other methods involve combinations of brush and
radioactive particle, or of brush and antistatic liquid.
Typical is one devised by Mr. Watts and now in commercial production. It consists of an arm, pivoted at one
cad, and at the other supporting a plush pad dampened
with ethylene glycol. It is carried across the record by a
small brush of nylon bristles, each bristle with a cone shaped tip. These bristles ride in the grooves and touch
the bottoms, disturbing the dust that may be lurking
there. The pad deposits a small amount of antistatic on
the record and simultaneously collects the dust that has
been disturbed. The pictures show its condition after
playing one twelve -inch LP side, and what it picks up
during a replay immediately afterward-demonstrating
that the effect, although drastic, is still not perfect.
Probably what happens is that the antistatic does not
conic into operation quite soon enough; there is still
some electrical attraction to prevent the brush and pad
a
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The Watts Parastat discharger, shown at rest and in action.

from loosening and collecting all the particles. This
conclusion is borne out by the fact that the efficiency of
the device is greatly improved if a radioactive particle
with an area of activity of a few square inches is attached
to the arm just behind the plush pad.
Unfortunately, the most potent radioactive materials
are not suitable for general public use: they don't have a
high enough tolerance factor. One does not want to give
it user a high dose of radioactive emanation every time he
plays a record! From this point of view gamma radiation
is taboo. One wants adequate beta radiation with only a
small amount of gamma.
As an experiment, I managed a year or two ago to get
hold of a tiny particle of yttrium and strontium -90 and
found it most successful as a destaticizer. But it is dangerous stuff to leave about. A line source of radioactive
tantalum wire with an emission of about one tnillicurie
was also found to be adequate: thirty -two turns of a
record %Yere enough to discharge the static completely.
But the wire, too, has too much gamma emission for
safety at a distance of less than a foot or so.
Further experiment showed that an emission of about
l0o microcurics world be sufficient to do the trick in
combination with brush and glycoethylene. Even this
combination, however, did not stake the record permanently inert to static: the effect wore off with time. Further. it dici not deal with the problem of creation of
charge by the mere insertion into or withdrawal of a
disc from its sleeve. Such a charge can be quite potent.
It is possible that now ?air. Watts has come up with
the real answer to these problems. His new machine,
which he calls a Parasiat. permanently destaticizes both
sides of a record in a space of ten seconds. It is a somewhat elaborate device for home use, but it could well be
tisecl by manufacturers or even dealers, since its effect is
long lasting.
The pictures show general views of the instrument.
It consists mostly of a rotating spindle on a special stand.
A disc is placed on this spindle between two perspex
jaws, on each of which a pad and row of nylon bristles is
disposed. When the top paw is brought down, the record
can be rotated by means of the handle; then the pads and
bristles can be brought into contact with each side of the
Continued on page 110
disc by a lever arrangement.
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This
is where
the music
begins

New Transcription -Type Tone Arm Makes Collaro
World's First True High Fidelity Changer
Selecting your own high fidelity record playing system can be
an exciting and rewarding experience. You look for an amplifier
with low distortion and low noise level. You want a speaker
capable of reproducing the entire audible range. And you want
to mike certain you pick the right record player to go with your
system- because that's where the music begins.
The right record player for today's fine high fidelity systems is
the all new Collaro -the turntable that changes records- featuring the revolutionary transcription -type tone arm.
The new arm is one-piece, counter -balanced and will take any
standard cartridge. Resonances are below the audible level.
Between the top and bottom of a stack of records there's a
difference of less than 1 gram in the tracking weight as compared with 4 to 8 grams on conventional changers. This insures
better performance for your precious records and longer life
for your expensive styli.
It's worth noting that Collaro quality is so well recognized that
leading American manufacturers of fine console units incorporate Collaro into their instruments in order to achieve the best
possible performance in a record player.
In addition to the transcription-type arm, the Collaro Continental features:
Four speeds, manual switch that permits playing single record
or portion of a record; jam proof mechanism, hold the arm in

mid -cycle and it won't jam; automatic intermix. plays 7 ", 10"
or 12' records in any order: automatic shut -off after last record
has been played; wow and flutter specifications, ti's (0.25 %1
HMS at 331/2 RPM, superior to any changer in the world;
muting switch and pop filter to eliminate extraneous noises;
extra heavy duty 4-pole induction motor; heavy rim -weighted,
balanced turntable for fly wheel action; removable heavy rubber
turntable mat; pre- wiring for easy installation; attractive two
tone color scheme to fit any decor; factory custom -testing for
wow, flutter, stylus pressure and correct set -down position.
Reflecting their custom English craftsmanship Collaro changers
are topicalized to operate under adverse weather and humidity
conditions. The hale, in blond or mahogany, is optional at
slightly extra cost and the Collaro mounts easily and quickly
on a pre -cut mounting board or base.
When you buy your Collaro, you're buying professional quality
equipment at a record changer price. Collaro prices start at
837.50. The Continental. featured above, is $46.50. (Prices are
slightly higher west of the Mississippi.)

R

ÇKAR
n/totaon

FREE: Coteau' new estates, contalaled guide ea
banditti record library plea complete Canoe Ilse.

WRITE TO DEPT H -018

ROCKBAR CORPORATION

MAMARONECK, N. Y.
Roaber is the American tales repratentativt for COnarO Ltd. and otaer
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LONDON: For an American, perhaps
the most refreshing aspect of life in
London in this spring of 1953 is the almost total absence of talk about The
Recession. England's economy seems
extraordinarily healthy, and the doldrums across the ocean appear very far
distant. Nowhere is business better than
in the record and high -fidelity equipment industries. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer inferentially acknowledged as
much in presenting his recent Budget.
To stimulate further consumer buying,
the Chancellor appreciably louvered Purchase Tax on a wide variety of goods.
But there were "a few big revenue
producers, notably cars. wireless and
television. gramophones and records. and
cosmetics" on which Purchase -Fax was
not reduced. These items remain taxed
at a rate of sixty per cent. The record
industry does not. of course, relish being
taxed so highly, but some comfort is
derived from the knowledge that records
rate with cars and cosmetics as important
producers of tax revenue.
One secs evidence of the flourishing
record trade everywhere. You cannot
walk more than a few blocks in central
London without passing a well- stocked
record shop, and there are said to be
literally hundreds of first -class dealers
in other cities and towns throughout the
British Isles. The firm of W. H. Smith
and Son, which controls thousands of
bookshops and newsstands in Britain,
has announced that 200 of its major
stores will shortly be fitted out for record
selling. It is thus understandable, in view
of this far -reaching network of dealers,
that EMI and Decca should view the
incursion of mail -order record clubs here
with genuine alarm. To date. British
record clubs have been fairly small in
scope; they have only nibbled at the
fringes of the business. But if, as rumor
has it. Philips launches a Columbia -style
record club here in a really big way, there
will be some explosive repercussions.
The equipment makers are naturally
JUNE
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ROLAND GELATT
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sharing in the boom. According to the
Radio and Electronic Component tI:muf,-acturers Federation. production of
components increased seven times in
volume from 250 million units in 1946
to 1.750 million units last year. I could
obtain no comparable figures for high fidelity equipment as such, but the
crowds who thronged this year's London
Audio Fair showed that interest in goxl
sound here is at an all -time high. The
third London Audio Fair was held, as
before, in mid-April at the Waldorf
Hotel, and some 53.000 people attended
during the four days it was open.
Previous London fairs have been described as the quintessence of good manners and soft -volume gentility. \Vhat I
saw of the 1953 fair did not seem all that
impeccable. Crowds coursing frenziedly
through corridors and high -pitched
sound seeping through walls made a
transatlantic visitor seem very much at
home. I wonder, really, whether it is in
the nature of the beast for an audio fair
to Ix altogether manned-.

STEREO SOUND, on discs and tape,
got top billing at this year's London
Audio Pair. As it turned out, the discs
crashed the party at the last minute.
Originally there had been no plans to
demonstrate stereo records this spring.
Neither Decca nor E \II intended
marketing them here until much later

&Ytosely

and

Pye- cohorts

at stereo work.

ers

in the year. and it was considered foolhardy to stimulate interest in disc stcreophony too early in the game. Pye Rec-

ords, however, jumped the gun and
succeeded in opening up the London Lair
to disc stereo as well as tape stereo.
The news broke two days before the
fair opened. when members of the press
were invited to the Waldorf for a surprise preview of stereo discs and equipment that Pre had just developed. The
tliscs themselves provided no great revelation. They are cut according to the
45/45 system. though they differ in
some particulars from the \\'estrex records. The chief news pay in their immi
Went availability. Pve't first release of
stereo records is scheduled to reach 13rit ish
dealers in \ lay. The Halle Orchestra
dominates the list with four records
devoted to symphonies by Mozart, Beethoven. Dvo ;aik, and Sibelius, and a fifth
given over to opera overtures. Other
stereo discs announced by Pve for release
in \lay include a Bach- \Vidor recital
played by Ralph Downes on the Royal
Festival 1-pall organ. a collection entitled
"Larry Adler in Concert," and a number
of pop songs done in stereo on seven -inch
45 -rpm. The price of these records "will
le less than twenty -live per cent above
the current prices of conventional records." Incidentally. the stereo taping has
been done by Pve's own engineers under
the direction of John \losely. These new
discs. I was told, were made quite indcpenderdy of \{ercury's stereo tapings.
Along with the records. Pye gave out
details about a stereo disc player which
will Le available in June and will cost in
the neighborhood of 3170. This equipment consists of two small elliptical
speakers and a player unit housing amplifiers (3.5 watts stereo output). a Collaro
RC 4/564 turntable -arm assembly. and a
Ronette BF 40 stereo cartridge. The
latter comes from Holland and will
reputedly be sold in the States for someConfirmed on nur/ page
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ness. Although Pyc is one of Britain's
largest electrical manufacturers, its record division so far has concentrated

mainly on putting out British pressings
of recordings made by Mercury, Westminster, Vanguard, and other companies.
In the past twelve months, however, Pye
has invested heavily in some elaborate
recording equipment, and the firm is
now embarking on a full -scale recording
program of its own. There arc rumors,
indeed, that the reciprocal agreement
between Pyc and Mercury will not be
renewed. If such a rupture does in fact
take place, Pyc may eventually set up
its own subsidiary in the United States.
Callas bears lilies to Afalibrau.

where under ten dollars (with a sapphire
stylus). A somewhat more elaborate system is to be manufactured by a Pyc
subsidiary. Pamphonic Reproducers Ltd.
This one will cost about 5225 and will
use more powerful amplifiers and larger
speakers.
Pyc's press demonstration prompted
Decca and EMI to take the wraps off
their own stereo discs. Neither company
put on an official stereo disc demonstration as such. but sample records were
made available to exhibitors who were
equipped to play them. Both Decca and
EMI already arc well into production
of stereo discs in anticipation of their
general release -in England and the
United States -this fall. Arthur l-laddy,
Decca's chief engineer, tells me that the
initial Decca-London stereo disc release
will comprise more than two hundred
different recordings. In addition to its
stereo discs, Decca is manufacturing a
stereo cartridge in the factory that produces its precision navigation equipment.
Stereo discs did not quite steal the
show at this year's London Audio Fair.
Several new tape machines were exhibited. and there was as much interest
as ever in Peter Walker's electrostatic
loudspeaker (or rather loudspeakers.
since two of them tycre set up in the
demonstration room for reproducing
stereo tapes). Mr. Walker told me that
he cannot even begin to cope with the
demand for his electrostatic speaker here
in Britain. and as a consequence. for the
time being he does not contemplate exporting to the United States. There remains a possibility, however, that patent
rights to the Walker speaker may be
sold to an American manufacturer.

PYE'S ENTRY into the sterco disc picture presages for this company a more
ambitious program in the record busi-
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EASILY the most rewarding evenings
in my first fortnight of London concert going have been those on which Otto
Klemperer conducted the Philhamtonia
Orchestra at Royal Festival I -lall. Klemperer has become an idol of the London
musical public and invariably sells out
the house. This will come as no surprise
to anyone who has heard his recent recordings with the Philharmonia and twho
knotty the vigorous, disciplined quality
of his work these clays. To see Klemperer
in person adds a further dimension to the
intense devotion and straightforward
honesty of his music making. He walks
with a cane a trifle uncertainly and conin
ducts
usually with fists clenched
taut. abrupt movements; but he is nevertheless a towering figure of a man and
conveys a sense of towering musical authority. His Don Juan and -fill EttlenSpiegel verc the high spots of the two
concerts I heard; for once they sounded
like well -built symphonic structures
rather than gaudy strings of orchestral
effects. Walter Legge hopes to have
Klemperer record them for EMI -Angel
this fall.
Otherwise there has been little of great
moment to date. A concert by the visiting Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra under Franz Komwitschny turned out to be
no better than one might have expected
from its records. The strings have the
homogeneity characteristic of well -trained
German orchestras and the brass is
plangent and powerful, but the over -all
effect was rather depressingly soggy.
Conducted by a more vital musician
than Professor Konwitschny, however.
the orchestra might better live up to its
\fendelssohnian reputation.

-

-

DURING a quick visit to Paris I was
brought up -to -date on the French capital's reemergence as a source of important recordings for the international
market. Paris went through a lean pe-

riod, phonographically speaking. a few
years ago. but there is much in progress
now. Véga and Westminster have just
collaborated on the first stereo recording
of Berlioz's Requiem, made under Scher chen's direction in the Invalides, where
the work received its first performance
more than a century ago. Véga- \Vestminstcr are also recording the complete
orchestral music of Ravel, played by the
Paris Opera Orchestra under Manuel
Rosenthal.
Late in May, Sir Thomas Beecham is
scheduled to begin recording Carmen in
Paris The role of Carmen twill be taken
by Victoria dc los Angeles. Nicolai Gedda
is to sing Don José, and Janine Micheau
will take the part of Micaela. Earlier
Paris sessions by Beecham yielded the
Haydn London Symphonies (with the
Royal Philharmonic) and the Berlioz
Fantastique and Beethoven Pastoral (with
the Orchestre National). Another recent
Paris recording made by Pathé -Marconi,
the EMI French affiliate, is Glinka's .1
LiJe.for the Czar, conducted by Markevitch and featuring Boris Christoff:
Jacques Leiser, the guiding angel of
the "Great Recordings of the Century"
series. disclosed some of his plans for the
future. 'There is no space to detail them
all here, but Wagnerians ought to he told
that a record of 1Nalkiire and Gatterdanrnicrtrng excerpts featuring Frick' Leider
and Friedrich Schorr is in the works. A
recital of Loue Lehmann's opera aria
recordings for Parlophone -Odéon is also
on the way and much, much else. The
"Great Recordings" have turned out to
be a decided commercial success in
France.

\LABIA CALLAS is to record Donizetti's Anna ßolena and Verdi's Macbeth
this summer, if all proceeds according to
plan. En route to Milan recently the
diva spent a few hours in Brussels between planes. Pat hé-ilarconi's sagacious
Pat Amoore decided this offered a perfect opportunity for Callas to pay homage to Maria \Ialibrtn, the dazzling
early- ninetceth- century prima donna
%who lived at Ixelles near Brussels and is
buried there. Unfortunately, nobody it
La N talibran's chateau ever had heard of
the lady. Finally an old porter was found
who remembered seeing a bust of Mali bran in the attic. It was duly brought
forth. polished up. and mounted on a
pedestal. Callas arrived bearing lilies, and
the result is pictured above.
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look! they're here! new

STEREO
records from

ABC -PARAMOUNT
Six more significant reasons why your high -fidelity
system should start with the new

Electro -Voice
compatible
stereo cartridge.
Model 21D

Price $19.50 Net

Compatible because it will bring you stereo music
from stereo discs
Compatible because your monaural records will
be reproduced with a brilliance and fidelity never
before heard

Here's vivid, fascinating reality ... here's listening excitement
of a far wider scope than ever before possible.
With stereo ... you not only listen ... YOU PARTICIPATE!
Your Electro -Voice high- fidelity distributor has these six
sparkling musical treats IN STOCK Now. First releases in the
ABC Paramount Stereo disc library.
Stereo reproduction will be further enhanced using ElectroVoice high- fidelity loudspeakers and acoustically-perfect finefurniture enclosures. More important than ever are the
advantages offered by Electro-Voice ... foremost in highfidelity components.
EYDIE GORMÉ
1hérbarire10's

latest Recording!
Eydie Gorme
Vamps the Roaring 20's
Orchestra conducted by Don Costa
ABCS -218
Price $4.98 List

For additional information on the E -V Stereo Cartridge, please write Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Michigan
ti

Oriental Gorden
Authentic exciting music
of the East
ABCS -224
Price $4.98 list
Hi -Fi in an

More College Drinking Songs
sung by The Blazers
ABCS -219

Price $4.98 List

Heavenly Sounds in Hi-Fi
Ferrante & Teicher
ABCS -221
Price $4.98 List

World War Il Songs in Hi -Fi
The Four Sergeants with
Rose More Jun
ABCS -222
Price $4.98 List

I

It

\IltiS

IN HI-FI

Strauss in Hi -Fi

Symphony Orchestra
Conducted by Valentino
ABCS -143
Price $4.98 List
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Every re -issue restores a legendary performance to living experience and displays the
great artist at the height of his inspiration,
interpreting a work closely identified with
his name and fame. in France, these records
have won the 1957 Grand Prix of the
Académie Charles Cros. The packaging and
booklets, as always with Angel Records, are
a joy to the discriminating.
de -luxe

A new series of recordings featuring
memorable performances of classic works,
recorded before the microgroove era, by
artists of international reputation. Wherever music lovers gather, these artists are
wistfully recalled, for despite later competition, their interpretations remain unique,
meriting a place of honor in any library

-

of select discs.

".

.

,

will be warmly welcomed by all who value high fidelity performances even more than hi-fi recordings ".

-

FRITZ KREISLER Plays
Beethoven Violin Concerto with London Philharmonic
conducted by John Barbirolli
This 1936 recording is a memento of Kreisler's art when he was

sixty -one years old. Here, as always, Kreisler personifies Viennese
charm, warmth, sparkle, and sentiment.
Angel COLH -l1

PABLO CASALS
JACQUES THIBAUD
Haydn Trio t2 in G, Op. 73 Schubert Trio # lin B -flat, Op. 99
In 1926 -27, after 21 years of playing together, she Cortot Thibaud-Casals Trio recorded these famous performances which
critics still hail as definitive. Schumann wrote (about the music),
"The world sltines in new splendor a/ter hearing Schubert's
ALFRED CORTOT

Angel COLH -12

Opus 99 ".

-

Bach's Six Brandenburg Concertos
Complete
Soloists: Adolf Busch (violin), Evelyn Rothwell (oboe),

Aubrey Brain (horn), Marcel Moyse (flute),
George Eskdale (trumpet), Rudolf Serkin (piano)
Musical integrity and Adolf Busch go hand in hard. In
a model

1935,
the Brandenburg Concertos became

for authentic treatment of Baroque works.

Angel COLC-13 /14

EDWIN FISCHER Plays and Conducts Bach
Piano Concertos #5, #4, #1 (with Chamber Orchestra)
Recorded 1933.38, these discs present Edwin Fischer in his
musical prime. Like Bach at the harpsichord, Fischer conducts
from the piano.
Angel COLH -l5

NADIA BOULANGER

Music of Monteverdi

Vocal Soloists (including Hugues Cuenod & Doda Conrad) &
Instrumental Ensemble under the direction of Nadia Boulanger
David Hall's accolade is as valid today as it was inn 1937; "Sels a
very nearly all -tinte high in perfection of musical style, execution,
and reproduction; every one of the mine Monieverdi works
represented is a masterpiece."

ARTUR SCHNABEL Plays
Schubert Piano Sonata in B -flat Allegretto in C minor
In 1939, Schnabel had for music lovers no peer as "Beethoven's
high priest". Yet, to many it seemed as if it was Schubert on
whom hu lavished his tenderest affection. Olin Downes described
Schmabel's playing as having "perfect proportion, depth of
thought, and genuineness of feeling".
Angel COLH -33

SERGE PROKOFIEV
Composer-Pianist
Prokofiev Piano Concerto #3 in C major
(with London Symphony, Piero Coppola, Conductor)
and 18 short selections for piano solo
in 1932 -35 audiences still knew Prokofiev bosh as a composer
and as an excellent concert pianist. Titis disc, on which he plays his
own compositions, las, therefore, an extra degree of authenticity.

Angel COLH -34

ADOLF BUSCH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Adolf Busch, Conductor

this memorable recording of

Saturday Review, October, 1957

Angel COLH -20

FEODOR CHALIAPIN
Basso
Excerpts from BorisGodonnov, Arias from Russian and Ludmilla,
Roussalka, Prince Igor, Sadko
Recorded in 1925 -31 these interpretations have never been
equalled. Krehbiel described Chaliapin's Boris as "heartbreaking
in its pathos, terrible in its vehemence and agony".
Angel COLH -100

CLAUDIA MUZIO

Soprano

Italian Opera Arias from Sonnannbi/1a, Norma. Trovatore,
Traviata, Forti del Destino, Mefistofele, Cavalleria Rusticana,
Boheme, Tosca, Adriana Lecouvreur, L'Arlesiona
Included on this disc o/ 1934 -35 recordings are two arias
(Traviata d: Mefistofele) that every vocal record collector puts at
the top of a list of all -time greats. An Anna Magnani of opera,
Miizio was cast more frequently tran any other diva at the Mel
as Caruso's leading lady between 1916 and 1921.
Angel COLC -101

ELISABETH SCHUMANN
Soprano
Lieder of Hugo Wolf and Richard Strauss
These performances, recorded between 1927 and 1946, have been
hailed by critics everywhere as perfect.
Angel COLH -102

ANGEL
"Aristocrats of High Fidelity"

Future Angel Editions of GREAT RECORDINGS OF THE CENTURY will include Casals playing the Bach Unaccompanied Cello Suites, the
Cortot -Thibaud -Casals Trio in the Beethoven "Archduke" Trio, and Fritz Kreisler in the Brahms Violin Caneerio.

$')
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it that the right-hand part of the harpsichord, which frequently is as important
as the flute and solo violin parts, can
be clearly heard.
N. B.

CLASSICAL
BACH: Brandenburg Concertos
pletc )

Medea's Meditation and
Dance of Vengeance -See Prokofiev:
Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No.

BARBER:

(coin -

Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra (Munich),
Kurt Hertel, cond.
WESTMINSTER XWN 2219. Two I2 -in.
$7.96.
In most respects this belongs near the
top among the complete Brandenburg
recordings. Redel's tempos are convincing, on the whole; the playing k excellent; the balances are mostly just, a difficult thing to attain in this music; and
the sound is first -rate. Especially commendable arc the lovely viola playing in
No. 6 and the fine trumpeting in No. 2.
Only a couple of small weaknesses prevent this set from ranking with the Pmhaska, the \liinchinecr, and the Sachcr.
In No. 1. the basses are slightly behind
in the third movement, and the first Trio
of the Minuet is rather sluggish. No. 5
is the only concerto with faulty balance,
but it is serious here: the harpsichord is
too faint. That is no doubt how it would
sound from most seats in a concert ball
too, but here is one case where art can
and should improve upon nature. It is
up to the recording engineer to sec to

2, in G minor, Op. 16.

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in D, Op. 61
Igor Oistrakh, violin; Pro Arte Orchestra
(London), \Vilhelni Schuechter, cond.
ANCE7. 35516.
12 -in. $4.98 (or $3.98).

With most of the great violinists of the
world offering this concerto on discs, it
world be irony indeed if twenty-sevenyear -old Oistrakh turned up with the
most convincing recording.
But I'm not sure that le hasn't done it.
Certainly, if one enjoys this score from
a romantic point of view, the genuine
freshness and youthful exhilaration of
this performance is something that even
the finest of the older artists can nn
longer match. Technique may improve
with years and wisdom deepen, but two
or three decades of concertizing extracts
its own price in terns of both physical
and spiritual vitality. For those who prefer a classical reading of the score, the
Cnunimix edition remains outstanding;
but in the romantic style, young Ois-

trakh has taste, individuality, and power.
The recording favors the violin, thus
creating some moments of faulty balance
when accompaniment from the solo wind
becomes needlessly indistinct, but the
general effect is that of lifelike and
agreeable sonies.
R. C. M.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Violin: No.

8, ín c, Op. 30, No. 3; No. 9, in A,
Op. 47 ( "Krennlzer")

Nathan Afilstcin, violin; Artur Balsam,
piano.
CArlrol. PAO 8430. 12 -in. $4.98.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Violin: No.
6, in A, Op. .30, No. 1; No. 9, in A,
Op. 47 ( "Kreutzer')

Arthur Cruniiaux, violin; Clara Haskil,
piano.
Eric LC 3458. 12 -in. $3.98.

The Kreutzer Sonata is a better violin
concerto than the work Beethoven netnally tvrote in that forni, hence its
popularity and reputation even among
those who normally pay little attention
to the sonata repertory. A really distinguished new recording has been needed
for some time, and here we are suddenly given two in the saine month.
The Gru miaux- Haskil dise is the third
in what will he a complete edition of the
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Beethoven sonatas. (Only Op. 12, Nos. 2
and 3 and Op. 30, No. 3 are now lacking from their hands.) The excellence of
both artists, the effectiveness of their collaboration, and the agreeable quality of
the recording they have received have
been cited here before. This new record
is every bit as fine as its predecessors and
is recommended without any reservations.

Both the Milstein performances are
the work of an exceptional artist, the
coupling (Op. 30, No. 3 is the so -called
Champagne Sonata) is an attractive one,
placing what are probably the two most
popular Beethoven works in this form
hack to back.
The Crumiaux is probably the better
all -round huy, however: first. because it's
a dollar less in pries': second, because it
is a more brilliant performance in which
the pianist is a capable peer rather than
an accompanist. But if Milstein 15 one Of
your favorites, or the Capitol coupling
the other disc
is appealing, you will
R.C.M.
most acceptable.

fit

not juvenile stuff. Beethoven thought
this the best of his early work, and
generations of musicologists and string

players have agreed.
RCA Victor have a flair for all -star
chamber groups. and this one certainly
lacks nothing in reputation. \loreover
the artists seen, to enjoy working together, making this the edition of these
trios most people are likely to prefer.
The recorded sound is good but a
little confined, presumably due to a
R.C.M.
rather heavily treated studio.

CHOPIN: .Barcarolle, Op. 60 -See Mozart: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in C minor, K. 491.

CHOPIN: Piano Works
Nocturnes: in E flat, Op. 9, No. 2; in
D flat, Op. 27, No. 2; Polonaise, in C
minar, Op. 40, No. 2; Scherzo, in B fiat
minor, Op. 31; Barcarolle, in F sharp,
Op. 60; Waltzes: in C sharp minor, Op.
64, No. 2; in E flat, Op. 18.

BEETHOVEN: Thirty -three Variations
on a Waltz by Diabelli, Op. 120

Rudolf Firkusny, piano.
CAPITOL l'AO 8428. 1.2 -in.

Rudolf Serkin, piano.
CozusrnrA ML 5246.

Firkttsuy typifies the younger generation
of Chopin pianists at ils hest. lie sempulously observes the notes, accents, and
dynamic intimations (ratlike many of the
old tuners, who took ail kinds of liberties) He is a superlative technician and
commands tt singing tone. And he is not
a pounder. Where all too many pianists,
coming to the agitato section of the B
flat minor Scherzo, put their foot ors the
PedaI and whale the daylights nut of
the keyboard, Firkusny actually lifts his
foot and relics on his fingers. The effect
is delicious. He still is a little objective
in his interpretations. Mus :cal and sensitive as they are, a sense of really strong
personal involvement is lacking Yet
very few pianists of his generation can
give us this lied of Chopin, this combination of delicacy and strength coupied to a tone that has wonderful resource of nuance. Stich poised playing
can evoke nothing but admiration.
H.C.S.

12 -in.

$3.98.

Beethoven's Diabelli Variations, his farewell to the piano, come after even the
last of the thirty -two sonatas, although
begun before the completion of that
mighty series. Fittingly, they rank among
the greatest variations ever written and
are a suitable candidate for the premier
position among all compositions for key hoard iustruntents.
There have been acceptable editions
in the catalogue for a number of years;
indeed that of Leonard Shore for Epic
still rewards anyone's attention. But
there is no doubt that canting from a
pianist of Serkin 's reputation, this music
will now reach a wider audience than
ever before. Having heard hnn perforai
these variations in recital in the recent
past, I can say with some conviction
that this is an excellent recorded likeness. Of the playing itself little comment
is eeeried other than to observe that it
is in every way worthy of one of the
great artists of our tinte. This is inexhaustible music, responding both to Serkin's brilliance and the probing solidity
of the old Schnabel society recording.
Tite recorded sound is excellent, but
the background is noisy. There are voices
in it -one: of then Serkin s- miscellaneous raides. and crickets, real live crickets, singing with their lusty élan,
Bucolic Beethoven possibly is to be expected front Vermont pianists, and the
origin of the recording is presumably
the Marlboro Festival of 1957.
R.C.M.

$4.98.

timentales
Friedrich Guida, piano.
12 -in.
1.014130N LL 1785.

$3.98.

Where Gieseking in these works is all
color, delicacy, and perfume, Guida is
strong, direct, and even severe. Yet
somehow the music clous not suffer. In
fact, the interpretations of the young
Austrian pianist arc highly impressive
charged with rhythm, magnificently artieulated, Intensely musical. For once, the
listener is heating all the notes, and it
may cone as a novel experience ( only
too often pianists in impressionistic music
hide beneath a smokescreen of pedal).
This may not be everybody's Debussy
and Ravel, but it is a perfectly valid
outlook. I find it one of the most interesting and best -played discs of Freneh
piano music 1 have ever heard. H.C.S.

-

FAURE: Shylock, Op. 57
}Lalo: Divertissement
Frederick Widcmann, tenor (in the
Fauré); Philharrnonia Orchestra of Hain burg, Heinz Steinecke, coud.
M -G-M E 3520. 12 -in. $3.08.
Aside front the Nocturne, nothing of
Gabriel Fauré's lovely incidental music
to Edmond Harancotut's Shylock (a play
after Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice)
has reached dises, and none of it is ever
heard in the Concert bal:. This is a pity,
because the music, while not the equal
of that for Pelléas et .h&sande, has a
simple, chaste charm and a mood that is
generally reposeful. There are two vocal
sections, too, as fine as many of Faure s
songs.
As for the Lalo Divertissement, it is a
delightfully tuneful suite made up of
excerpts- mostly ballet music -salvaged
by the composer from his early, rllstarred opera Fiesque.
ln view of the fact that all the performers ou titis disc are Cernait, the
music emerges with an amazing number
of Caille characteristics. Steinecké s direction hais appropriate lightness and delicacy, and Widenianu's tenor solos in
the Fauré are reasonably French in
sound and accent. Although the repmdnctión lacks the sheen we have come
to expect from present -day dises, this
first complete recording of both suites is
eminently worth a hearing.
P.A.

HINDEMITH: Concert Music for Piano.
Brass, and Two Haros; Concerto for
Orchestra; Cupid and Psyche
Monique Haas, piano (in Concert Music); Berlin Philharmonie Orchestra, Paul
Hindemith, cond.
DECCA DL 9969. 12 -in. $3.98.

BEETHOVEN: Trios for Violin, Viola,
and Cello: No. 2, in G, Op. 9, No. l;
No. 4, in C minor, Op. 9, No. 3
Jascha Heifetz, violin; William Primrose,
viola; Gregor Pintigorsky, cello.
RCA Vrcron LM 2186. 12 -in. $4.98.

Don't let that Op. 9 fool you. This is

DEBUSSY: Pour le piano, Suite; Images:
Reflets dans l'eau; L'Isle joyeuse; Estampes: Soirée dans Grenade
}'Iaveh Sonatine; Valses nobles et sen-

Rudolf Firkusny: no pounder he.
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Another in the magnificent series of
Decca records in which Hindemith conducts his oven music with the Berlin
Philharmonic. None of the three pieces
has previously been recorded. The ConHIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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sert Music for Piano, ;rags, and Two
Harps (not to be confused with the
Concert Music for Brasa and Strings, of
which two recordings exist) is an example of the lofty, philosophic Hindemith.
It makes marvelous use of the severe,
commanding sonorities of brass and very
subtle use of the close -lying sounds of
piano and harps; the chorale and variation are of its substance; and the whole
proceeds from the same impulse that led
Hindemith to write his verbal panegyric
on Bach. Bach lies also in the background of the Concerto for Orchestra,
but the Bach who wrote for the Brandenburg house ensemble rather than the
Bach who composed for the Leipzig organ. The concerto is one of the most
zestful, brilliant. and vigorous things in
Hindemith's entire output; it is also very
large in its thrust and ceaselessly dynamic in its movement. Cupid and
Psyche, subtitled "Ballet Overhurc,"
brings in a third aspect of the composer's expression. Inspired by frescoes in
the Villa Farnesina in Rome, it suggests
the Italian Renaissance in its relatively
light instrumentation and its fluent tunefulness; it is also short and small -scaled.
This entire production has the ripe
authority of a very great musician, That
goes for the performance and recording
as well as for the music itself.
A.F.

LALO: Divertissement-See Fauré: Shylock, Op. 57.
MOZART: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in C minor, K. 491
}Chopin: Bnra.rolle, Op. 60

Walter Gieseking, piano; Philhanmonia
Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, conci.
ANGE!. 35501.
12 -in. $4.98 (or $3.98).
There must he something about this concerto that broke clown Gieseking 's icy
reserve vis -h -vis Mozart. Not that the
late master pianist throws caution to the
winds here. But the dramatic intensity
of this work, immediately caught by
Karajan's orchestra, sweeps through the
solo part as well. The result is one of
the more stirring performances of this
work on records, marred only by small
but important
tant matters of balance: the
bassoons arc too weak in the first movement, and the horns in the second. As
for the Chopin, one can admire the
unusual clarity of the playing, but much
of the color and poetry of the music
has been drained out of it here.
N.B,
MOZART: Songs (9): An Chlne; Das Lied

der Trennung; Des Kinderspiel; Die
Verscheceigung;
Abendempfindung;
Die kleine Spinnerin; Als Luise die
Briefe; Einsam ging ich jüngst; Sehnsucht nach dein Frühlinge -See Schumann: Frauenliebe und Leben, Op. 42.
PROKOFIEV: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 2, in G minor, Op. 16
}Barber: Medea's Meditation and Dance
of Vengeance
Nicole Henriot, piano (in the Prokofiev);
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles
Munch, cond.
RCA Vieron LM 2197. 12 -in. $4.98.

third movement, where the dancelike
section with the tambourine is set forth
with bewitching delicacy and ear- catching restraint.
Scherchcn, on the other hand, feck
impelled to hammer home his message
of newness, using heavy strokes and
often stretching the music out of shape
with excesses of tempo variations. The
quality of sound on both records is excellent, Westminster's being a (rifle fuller
as a counterpart to its conductor's
weightier tonal treahnent.
Whether or not one listens to both
dises, be should at least compare their
envers. Angel has a reproduction of a
brilliant Chagall illustration for an edition of The Arabian Nights, while Westminster affords a veiled peek into the
more intimate corner of a harem.
P.A.

Rimsky-Korsakoo
Prokoficv's third piano concerto has been
overemphasized in the record lists, and
one therefore especially welcomes this
absolutely first -class version of the second. (The only competing version, by
Jorge Bolet and the Cincinnati Symphony, is also very well played, but it is

SCHOENBERG: Variations for Orchestra, Op. 31; Serenade for Baritone
and Instrumental Septet, Op. 24; Four
Pieces, Op. 27; Canon: The Parting
of the Ways, Op. 28, Nn. 1
Vocal and instrumental ensembles, Robert Craft, coud.
COLUMBIA ML 5244.
12 -in.
$3.98.

What we have here are two vastly different attempts to solve what is now a

the puritanically intellectual world of
Arnold Schoenberg's theory, an interest
in timbre was equated with sensuality
and was rigorously ruled out of court;
but Schoenberg's car was entranced with
timb :e, and no one in history was more
inventive in handling it than he. The
Variations for Orchestra constitutes one
of his masterpieces in this respect. It is
a colossal virtuoso study in instrumentation. It has formal qualities of great importance, too, but its delicate intricacies
of color are of even greater interest and
significance. Color is also a major aspect
of the Serenade, with its instrumental
septet of three bowed strings, mandolin,
guitar, clarinet, and bass clarinet; but
this work, despite a few wonderful moments, is Full of that arid, implacable,
exasperating spinning out of notes of
which Schoenberg was sometimes guilty.
(There is none of that in the Variations, which are entirely gracious and
richly expressive.) The baritone is used
only in the fourth of the Serenade's seven
movements; he sings a twelve -tone version of a sonnet by Petrarch.
The Four Pieces of Opus 27 are four
short choruses, lucre sung by a vocal quartet. They depend much on their tests,
and since the texts are not given, they
fail to register one way or another. The
tiny canon called The Parting of the
%Vups
does register, however, in a
charming, satirical, madrigal -like manner.
Performances and recordings are very
gond. The participants in the vocal music
and the Serenade are well -known Hollywood performers. The orchestra used in
A.F.
the Variations is not named.

fairly common problem- namely, how to
make a work sound fresh and appealing
after it has been recorded umpteen times
on LP. Beecham's solution is by far the
more valid. Without ever sacrificing the
inherent color and drama in the music,
he has added just that touch of subtlety
that might attract jaded cars to his performance. This is most noticeable in the

SCHUMANN: Frauenliebe und Leben,
Op. 42
}Mozart: Songs (9): An Chloe; Das
Lied der Trennung; Das Kinderspiel;
Die Verschiveiguug; Abendempfindung; Die kleine Spinnerin; Als Luise
die Briefe; Einsam ging ich jüngst;
Sehnsucht nach dem Friilrlinge

incomparably poorer in recording.) The
second concerto is a big piece in four
movements, with many of the qualities
of dynamism, grotesquerie, and steely
display that characterize the third, but a
little more serious and symphonic in tone.
It was completely rewritten after the
third was completed, and is therefore
actually a later work.
The short Barber piece with which
the second side is filled out is adapted
from his Martha Graham dance score,
Cane of the Heart, and sounds as if it
ought to be highly effective when one
has Miss Graham's choreography to
watch along with it.
A.F.
RAVEL: Sonatine; Valses nobles et sentimentales -See Debussy: Pour le Piano,
Suite; Images: Reflets clams l'eau;
L'Isle joyeuse; Estampes: Soirée dans

Grenade.
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
Op. 35

:

Scheheraacrde,

Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra,
Sir
Thomas Beecham, cord.
12 -in. $4.98 (or $3.98).
ANGEL 35503.
Vicana State Opera Orchestra, Hermann
Schcrchen, coed.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18660. 12-in. $4.98.
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lnm*sird Secfried, soprano; Erik \Vorba,
piano.
th'ccn DL 9971. 12 -in. $3.98.
Seefried's Schumann is completely convincing. It has style and sensitivity behind it, and plenty of vocal resource.

Comparisons with Lehmann are inevitalb. Lehmann was more intensely feminine and macle a little more of the
words. Secfried, though she never neglects the shades of meaning in the text.
relies more fully on pure voice. She is it
colorist of amazing deftness, and her
voice, with its dark hues mud solidity,
is a perfectly responsive instrument. I
would call this the best modern recording of the Schumann cycle, and one of
the all -lime great interpretntiors. in the
Mor art, the soprano mostly contents her self with singing "straight." Occasionally

State Radio Orchestra of the U.S.S.R.,
Alexander Cask, cond.
\-to ,-ron MC 2015. 12-in. $4.9S.

because the critics expected another epic
in the style of the seventh and eighth:
the Ninth, however. is a light symphony,
barely twenty minutes long and fall of
the grotesquerie and sprightliness of
which Shostakovich is past master. It
nevertheless contains ar eloquent, if
short oration on a Solt bassoon here
performed by a veritable David Oistrakh
of that instrument. The whole performance, in fact, is magnificent, and the
recording is first- class.
The Festive Overture and the suite
from the movie score. The ,Memorable
Year 1919, are works of smaller stature,
but still hill of life and zest, and they
sat' equally well treated by interpreters
A.F.
and recording engineers alike.

Shostakovich's Ninth Symphony had n
bad press when it came out in 1945

Continued on page 58

she is a little. lacking in charm (compare
the way she ends Die Verschweigung
with the humor that Lehmann got into
the phrase), but she never makes anything but a beautiful sound and her
conceptions are musicianly all the. way
through. Erik Werbm supports her beautifully. Her voice comes through clearly,
but the piano has a somewhat tinny
H.C.S.
sound.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 9. in
1i flot, Op. 70; Festive Orcrture; The
Memorable Year 1919

All A rabella's Great Moments, Complete for the Devout
rAnVSS's Arabella was the sixth

and

final collabnration between the comS
poser and Hofmannsthal. Hofmannsthal

completed the libretto, refashioned from
his short novel Lucidar, less than a
month before he died, in 1929. The
composition of the music then took another three years, and the work was
produced finally in Dresden in 1933.
The opera met the usual objection that
Strauss was merely repeating Der Rosen kacalier, and this time with some justification. Botha composer and librettist had
set out deliberately to create something
that had "a read breath of Rosenkavalicr
in it." As in that work, there. is a soprano
in trousers, an anxious father bent on
making a suitable match for his daughter, a country squire who nsi:c5 coarseness avith instinctive breeding ( although
the mixture is not as before, since
\]suulryka is hardly a J3aron Ochs), and
a highly artificial and worldly social )milieu. Above all, there is the close parallel between Arabella and the \tarsehallin. Both are warm and :onerous and
witty, and over both there hangs a mysterious sutra of sadness only partially
explained by their predicaments (one is
bidding adieu to her girlhood, the other
to her youth).
Musically the resemblance between
the two operas is less striking hut none
the less present: the first net monologues
for Arabella and the \buschallin, which
bring the curtain dnaa )t on a quiet note;
the duets for sopranos; the waltzes; the
boisterous third act introductions. But
these arc, on the whole, surface similarities -the musical language of Arab°Ila is
quite distinct from that of the earlier
work. The orchestral texture, for one
thing, is far less rich: Strauss gives what
seems to me an inordinate emphasis to
the strings, especially to the violins playing in oft. There is little of that wonderful shimmering of wood winds and horns
and celesta that dislicguishes the Rosen kavalìer score. The phrases, too- except
in the lyrical high points -tend to be
dipped, telegraphic, nervous: and both
\iandryka and Matteo are asked to sing

Richard Strauss
music that is extraordinarily ungrateful.
My knowledge of the opera began
with the Angel release of its "great moments." I was enchanted. Later I heard
the \letropolitnn prodmctiun. and it
seemed to me then that between the
great moments there were too many
longucurs. This new London release eonfarms that impression. Angel did an excellent job of choosing the best that
Arabella has to give. i would add only a
few more "moments ": the avhole of the
second act scene between Arabella and
Mandryka ( "lch Itabe vine Fran gehabt
"); Fiakermilli's wild Schnellpolka- Strauss the parodist at his best:
and the beautiful interchange between
Arabella and Zdenka in the last act
( "Zdenkerl, du bist dfc Beare von rues
zweiert " ).
Schwarzkopf is the Angel Arabella,
and I thought nobody could approach
her-hut Della Casa delivers here the
greatest performance 1 have ever heard
her give. At points she differs from
Schwarzkopf in matters of interpretation,
but the difference is always intelligent
and often convincing. Schwarzkopf tends

to accent Arabclla's capacity for ironic
detachment, Della Casa her romantic
and mystic impulses. Both have ideal
voices for floating the heavenly Straussian
vocal line whenever they are called
upon to do so. Hilde Cue de) almost
( not quite) makes Zdenka credible, and
handles the second act "Schlossel Scene'
with amusingly large gestures. Anton
Dermota is a noisier lint more convincing
\latter) than Angel's Nicolas Gedda, and
Otto Edelmann's hilarious Count Wald ncr is even better than his recent Baron
Ochs for Angel. But George London is
less satisfactory as Mandryka than Josef
fulettenairh; his voice has developed an
alarming waver, and he sill too willingly
aids Strauss's tendency to make Mandryka bellow.
Orchestrally both London and Angel
leave something to be desired in the
way of precision of attack and balance
of choirs; but 1 find that more detail
emerges in the older recording, even if
its sound isn't as brightly resonant. The
devout, of course. will not be satisfied
with less than the complete recording
(and London doesn't cut a single bar);
others will find that the Angel selections
do nicely.-The last side of London's
album Is given over to a repressing of
the Four Last Songs sung by Lisa della
Casa, with Karl Thihm conducting.
Schwarzkopf sees more deeply into this
heartrendingly lovely music.
DAVID JOHNSON

STRAUSS, RICHARD: Arabella, Op. 79

.
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Lisa della Casa

(s), Arabella: Hilde

Cuelen (s), Zclenka; Judith Hellwig
(s), Fortuneteller; \limi Cortse (s),
Fiakernilli; Ira \falaniuk ( nit ), Countess
\4' aldner; Anton Dermota

(t),

Mattes);

Waldemar Kmcntt (t), Elsner; George
London
(b), Mandryka; Eberhard
\Viichtcr (b), Dominik; Otto Edelmann
(las), Count .V;tldner; Harald Pröglhöif (11s), Lmuoral; Chorus of the Vienna
State Opera; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Salti. Bond.
Lomoov A 4412. Four 12 -in. $19.92.
HIGH FIDELITY \íncwZtNE
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MARIA MENEGHINI

CALLAS

MEDEA
BY

The incomparable Maria Callas sings
one of the most dramatic roles in all opera

LUIGI CHERUBINI

literature, recorded against the glittering

IN COLLABORAZIONE CON LENTE AUTONOMO DEL

beauty of the world -famed Teatro Alla

TEATRO ALLA SCALA

Scala, and brought to you in the brilliant

TULLIO SERAFIN, CONDUCTOR
MIRTO PICCHI -Tenor
GIUSEPPE MODESTI -Bass

realism of Mercury's unsurpassed

RENATA SCOTTO- Soprano
MIRIAM PIRAZZINI -Mezzo Soprano

Living Presence recording technique.
Deluxe, illustrated, factory-sealed album,

handsomely bound libretto and program notes.
Three long playing records. OL -3 -104.

Hear These Other Distinguished New Mercury Releases
GERSHWIN
An American in Paris
Porgy and Bess

HAYDN
OBOE CONCERTO
.>

_-

WW1 Wew..491M10Mq Mlytr,
-aa

LORAL

MERCURY RECORD
CORPORATION
35 East Wacker Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois
JuNr. 1958

Gershwin
Porgy

An

American

and Bess Suite.

Symphony, Dorati.

In Paris
Minneapolis

MG50011

DVORAK
SERENADE IN DMINOR. >.
SIRJOHN BARBIROLLI
HALLE ORCHESTRA

Haydn Oboe Concerto. Dvoìik Sere
nade for Winds, Op. 44. Halli: Orches
tra, Barbirolli.
MG5004

COPLAND

RODEO
EL SALON MEXICO

OANZONQUBANO
A

ANTAL DORATI

:01E/S US ÇVMmonr

Copland

El

Salón

Danzan Cubano.

phony, Dorati.

Mézito; Rodeo;
Minneapolis SymMG50172
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VILLA LOBOS: Bachianas Brasileiras:
Nos. 2, 5, 6, and 9
Victoria de los Angeles, soprano (in No.
5); Orchestre National dc la Radiodiffusion Française, Heitor Villa Lobos, cond.
A«-.Ea. 3.5547. 12 -in. $4.98 (or $3.98).

similar to that in Vox's complete Op. 8,
the chief difference being that in one or
two of the fast movements the \lusici
adopt n slightly livelier tempo. The sound
in both is excellent, with Epic having a
narrow edge in clarity and depth. N.B.

As the composer puts it in his notes on

the sleeve of this record, "The Bachianas
Rrasileiras, comprising nine suites, were
written in homage to the great genius
of J. S. Bach. They were inspired by the
musical atmosphere of Bach in respect
to harmony and counterpoint and by the
melrxlic atmosphere of the folk nmsic of
Brazil's northwestern region." \Vhat he
oboes not say is that some of the suites,
such as Nos. 2 and 5, lean more toward
Brazil than toward Bach, while others, as
Nos. 6 and 9, place heavier emphasis on
Bach than on the folklore of Villa Lobos' native country. All nine are master pieces of their kind, Ixnvever; the entire
series comprises much of the best of
Villa Lobos, and it is to be hoped that he
will follow this recording with a disc or
discs of the other five .works in the series.
No. 2 has never been recorded before
except in a special disc made by the
Brazilian government for distribution at
the New York and San Francisco world's
fairs of 1939. This is very curious, for the
work -for full orchestra -is one of the
richest, most tuneful and exhilarating in
Villa Lobos' entire output, and its finale
is quite often used as an encore at pop
concerts. Its general character is suggested by the titles of its four movements
-Song of the Hoodlum (capadocio, here
mistranslated as "countryman "), Song of
Our Land, Dance, and The Little Train
of Caipire. This last is a Tconervillc
version of Pacific 231.
No. 5 is a very delicately balanced
pair of songs for soprano and eight cellos.
It has previously been recorded only in
its one -movement version, since its second movement was added seven years
after the first was published. No. 6 is a
very complex study in two -voiced conntcrpoint for flute and bassoon, played here
by Fernand Dufrenc anti Rena Plessicr,
who are, presumably, first -chair men of
the Orchestre National. No. 9 is a big,
majestic prelude and fugue for strings.
Performances throughout are completely authoritative, and the sound engineering is equally so. De los Angeles
brings off her relatively small part in the
proceedings most delightfully, but the
real stars of the disc are the instrumentalists.
A.F.

VIVALDI: Concertos, Op. 8 ( "11 Cimento den' armonia e dell' incenzione"):
No. 9, in D minor; No. 10, in B flat;
No. 11, in D; No 12, in C
Felix Ayo, violin; I Musici.
EPIC LC 3443. 12 -in. $3.08.

This completes the traversal by the Musici of Vivaldi's Cimento. and a fine set
of discs it makes, on the whole. The
first four concertos (The Seasons) are, it
semis to me, even better played nul
recorded elsewhere, but the last eight
have no superior on records. The interpretation of the pressent works is very
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RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY
J. MURRAY BARBOUR and FRITZ
KUTTNER: Meantone Temperament
in Theory and Practice

Robert Conant, harpsichord anti organ.
12 -in. $8.75.
MUSUROL.& r1 2.

couple of years ago this company issued
record demonstrating ancient Creek
tunings. The present one -also, obviously.
aimed at conservatory libraries anti the
like -shows timings employed in the period from about 1.500 to about 1750.
Facts and figures are presented in a
booklet, while Mr. Conant plays on specially timed instruments intervals in various meantonc temperaments and then
keyboard pieces of the time or selections
from them. In some of these pieces the
intervals anti chords sound extraordinarily satisfying when played in the
kind of tuning for which they were intended. Other pieces are chosen to show
the need for equal temperament. An
instructive disc which, as the booklet
points out, recpiires careful and repeated
listening for best results. Such listening
should make excellent training for anyone wanting to sharpen his sense of
N.B.
p'telt discrimination.

the opera house on several of these newly
issued selections-notably "Questa o
guich e" and "La donna c mobile" from
Rigaletto, and the "Ai nostri nuontf" duet
from Trourtore with hfinc. Louise
Homer. Handel's Largo is also a wonderfully vivid example of the great tenor in
his final baritonal phase. Here is Carso's
voice and technique with few if any
apologies necessary.
Side four is devoted to Italian and
Spanish songs, while the rest of the material presents such of the tenor's operatic
Humph!: as "Vcstf la giubba" and "Celeste Aida." A few concerted lumbers
combine him with such distinguished
colleagues as Alda, Farrar. Scotti, CalliCuurci, Ruffo, De Luca and others.
For those who preserve memories of
this vocal giant, and for others who feel
curiosity about his voice and art, this
trim album should prove a most attracM. DE S.
tive investment.

A

a

ENRICO CARUSO:
Caruso"

"The

Best

of

Enrico Caruso, tenor.
RCA Vlcron LM 6056. Two 12 -in. $9.96.
In April 1956, RCA Victor issued a handsome, dc luxe album, under the title
Enrico Caruso -An Anthology of His Art
on Records. This imposing release consisted of forty -six examples of Caruso's
matchless voice on three 12 -inch records.
Undoubtedly, the bulk and expense of
this issue prevented a certain number of
people from acquiring it. Probably with
this in mind, RCA Victor now has issued
a two- record album (about a quarter of
the size of the original) under the title
The Rest of Caruso.
Examples have been wisely chosen:
indeed. these are probably the cream of
the original crop, as well as a vehicle
to present the divo in his most famous
operatic moments. As to the sonic features of the newly taped records, an
RCA Victor official a rites me, "lt was
more or less a straight copy, but the high
end seems somewhat better on the new

album."
I think this is true. Certainly you will
here meet Caruso in superb form and
more nearly as he actually sounded in

SUZANNE DANCO:
gigue"

"Album de Mu-

Songs by Rossini, Bellini, Paer, Bruguière,
Panseron, Tadolini, Costa, Marliani, \Iereadante, 'torlacchi, tleycrbeer, Berton,
Bertin, Cherubini, Spontini, Onslow, Gordigiani, Bazzini.

Suzanne Darren, soprano; Ester Orcl, soprano (in the duet by Brnguière); Francesco Molinari- Pradelli, piano.
Eric LC 344:2. 12 -in. $3.08.
In 1835 Rossini cajoled seventeen of the
most distinguished musicians then in
Paris to join him in composing an album
for the private use of Louise Curlier, who
was (perhaps not incidentally) the
daughter of a powerful impresario. The
tradition of the drawing-neon song, written to be performed by musical young
ladies to an admiring domestic circle.
has almost completely vanished; young
ladies "put a record on the gramophone"
nowadays. But some of those pieces are
worth preserving, as this thoroughly delightful recording proves.
The songs arc in French and Italian,
the latter generally by ex-patriates who
had established European reputations by
1835 ( Rossini, Bellini, Cherubini, Spontini, Paar, Mcrcad:uite, Morlacchi). One
of the French contributors -Louise Bertin-was that extremely rare specimen,
a nineteenth- century lady composer. She
wrote a Faust opera and one called La
E.snmeralda, to a libretto by no one less
than Victor Hugo himself. Only one of
the offerings can be called great, Bellini's
piercingly sad Dolente immagine, but
only one can be called chill. that by
%Vebeí s old Dresden enemy, Francesco
\lorlacchi. Suzanne Danco sings them all
charmingly, but with less variety than 1
could wish. Molinari- Pratelli, rather
startlingly assigned to accompany her at
the piano, plays the simple arpeggios
with elegance.
D.J.

CARMEN DRAGON: "La Belle France"

Capitol Symphony Orchestra,
Dragon, cond.

Cannel

Continued on page 60
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9 NEW RCA VICTOR ALBUMS
BRILLIANTLY ALIVE IN NEW ORTHOPHONIC HIGH FIDELITY
Hi-Fi in Focus. A marvelous
hi -fi "close -up" of solo guitar,
in a daring variety of moods,
rhythms and sounds.

Top Percussion. Exciting experiment in the soul- stirring drum
effects of Afro -Cuban rhythms,
highlighting Tito Puente.

Glgi in Jazz. A mighty combo
explores the jazz side of the
fine new Lerner -Loewe score.
Top solo and ensemble work.

Trooping the Colour. The bagpipe and regimental band of
the Black Watch in triumphant
marches,

Coldstream Guards. Precision
recording of a precision military band, in richly colorful
marches. Fabulous brasses!

Say, Darling. Broadway's newest smash. The greatest scund
ever recorded in an original
cast album. You must hear it!

Sayonara. Oriental harmonies
and exotic instrumentation
supply inspiration fora musical
excursion via full symphony.

Highland Pageantry. More

South Pacific. Brilliant fidelity,
superb cast, huge symphony
orchestra make this original
soundtrack a sound sensation.

marches and airs by the superb

Black Watch bagpipe corps.
Proud music, fascinating sound.

RCAWTOR,
JU. L

1958
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CAPITOL PAO 8427.

12-in.

monia Orchestra, Otto Aekernnwn. cond.
ANGEL 35571. 12 -in. $4.08 (or $3.08).

$9,08.

glance at this album made me shudder
advance. But I moist hasten to admit
that from the very first measures of La
Marseillaise my attitude changed. Granted. this is quite a hodgepodge of French
music- Thomas, Debussy, Deifies, Offenbach. et al. -but Carmen Dragon has
given the lesser works considerable stature with his imaginative, never overdressed symphonic settings. The performance displays a wonderful combination of respect and gusto, and exeellent
sonies help in making this a most pleasant disc for warm -weather listening. P.A.
A

Here Otto Edehnann displays a voice
of unexpected beauty. The production
is not dissimilar to that of the Paul
Schüffler of some years hack: an absolute
smoothness all the way up the gamut
from low C to top C, completely unforced but telling; jerk swells and, on
the other hand, a fine dolcezza in soft
passages, wherein he manages to retain
the full quality of his voice while reducing its volume by a half or thrcxquarters. Neither his former recordings
nor his Metropolitan performances had
led me to suspect such lovely vocal
equipment.
But the comparison with Schöfler does
not extend to the dramatic qualities of
his singing. He is certainly not unin-

in

OTTO EDELMANN:
Wagner Operas'

"Scenes

from

Otto Edelmann, bass- baritone; Philhar-

`r.Cl `I G ITARR

I

RECORDINGS FOR THE GONNOIS$EVR

7,YS,iyeo

'
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SHORTLY AVAILABLE

FIRST VANGUARD STEREOPHONIC DISCS

The

recording project ever Intdertaken!

Tice most challenging

Berlioz

}

"1 f
.
'

(Grande Messe des Morts, Op, S)
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VSD- 2006/7

2 -12" boxed

Hartford Symphony Orchestra
Hartford Symphony Chorale and
Harft Schola Cantorum
FRITZ MAHLER,

200 Voices

vitif

i.

s

co,d,clo,

Full Orchestra

Four Brass Bands

J

r

13 Tympani

For the first time on records
the three dimensional
perspective and dynamic range of the living performance
.

.

.

SIR ADRIAN BOULT and the Philharmonic

Promenade Orchestra of London

BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONY NO. 3 "EROICA"
VSD -2002

SYMPHONY NO. 6 "PASTORAL"
VSD-2004

SYMPHONY NO. 5

SYMPHONY NO. 7
VSO.2005

VS0.2003
VIVALDI

Also RIMSKY.KORSAKOV

The Four Seasons
I

SCHEHERAZADE

(Complete)

V$D -2001
SOLISTI DI ZAGREB

Antonio )anlgro, conductor
Jan Tornasow, solo violin

"If

This Ain't The
Blues"

Violin Recital

Zinn Francescatii, violin; Columbia Symphony Orchestra, William Smith, coud.
(in Zigcunerweiscn and Havanaise);
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, cond. (in Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso and Poème).
COLUMBIA ML 5253. 12 -in. $3.98.

Two of the works on this disc- Zigeunereceisen and Havanaise -arc new recordings; the others have been transferred
from a 10 -inch microgroove disc made
some half dozen years ago. Though the
engineers have done a splendid job of
matching the two sides, there remains a
difference between them, particularly in
the later recording's greater clarity without distortion towards the center of the
disc. Frnncescatti, too, has grown in the
interino. Always the impeccable :artist.
he interprets all four compositions with
taste anti at considerable amount of brilliance and fire, where the latter is required. But in recent years his tone has
taken on a rounder, richer texture, and
this change is also noticeable here. Both
conductors- Ormandy and his Phìladelpina associate. \Villam Smith -handle the
accompaniments with poise and balance.

MARCEL GRANDJANY: Music for the

Harp

.

VS0 -2009
Of Wooing Wit and Wanderlust
ERice
UN2, baritone
with Male Chorus and Orchestra of
the Vienna State Opera
K

Anton Paulfk, conductor

12" RECORDS $5.95

CM ".

MARIO ROSSI

and the

Vienna State Opera Orchestra (Volksoper)
Miriam Solovlelf, solo violin
Sterto disc in limited edition, offered below
cost to Introduce you to the overwhelmIng
sonic experience of Vanguard
stereo
ereo

Q

SPECIAL PRICE

$2'98

VANGUARD RECORDING SOCIETY, INC., 256 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
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ZINO FRANCESCATTI:

P.A.

VS0.2008
JIMMY RUSHING, blues singer
with Ns All-Star Band

German
University Songs

duces the Weber-like phrases with a
vocal suavity unmatched in my experienec: bolt more than vocal suavity is
wanted here. I should like to have heard
hint do one of 1 -fans Sachs 's monologues
instead of the dull recitative of the
Land grave in Tannhifuser. The mighty
shoemaker is, after all, the final test of
any Wagnerian bass- baritone.
German texts arc provided, hut no
English translations.
D.).

Sarasate: Zigeunericeisen. Saint -Satins:
Havanaise, Op. 83; Introduction and
Rondo Capriccios°, Op. 28. Chausson:
Poeme, Op. 25.

I

REQUIEM

Wotan 's Farewell is quite
convincing (more so than in the London
recording of the complete Act Ill of
Walküre). But though he can convince,
he cannot quite move the listener as
Schaller even now does. The mixture
of love and sternness and reluctance
in the phrase "So kiixst er die Gottheit
con dir," as Wotan takes Brünnhildes
deity from her with a kiss, is (in part)
beyond him. Perhaps the least successful of the selections histrionically is the
one that ought to have been the easiest:
Dakrnd's aria from Act 11 of the Flying
Dutchman,. Edelman]) sings it absolutely
"straight," ignoring, or unconscious of,
its broad. Pogner-like humor. He protelligent;

Grandjany: Fantaisie an a Theme by
Haydn ( "Homage to Xavier Desargus" ):
Dans la brui du charrue et de 1enchanterncnt; Divertissement for liage.
Faure: Impromptu for the Harp, Op. 86.
Prokofiev: Prelude in C, Op. 12, No. 7.
Hindemith: Sonata for harp.

Continued on page 62
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TURKISH DELIGHT!
AFLP

1866

AFLP

1876

music

for your

-

AFLP 1867

every mood !

each 12 inch LP

$5.95

AUDIO FIDELITY

total frequency range recordings

Hot music

... sweet music .. music of foreign lands
.

-

all yours to enjoy in brilliant hi -fi on AUDIO FIDELITY records.
CIRCUS TIME with the DUKES OF DIXIELAND
of traditional circus marches. Volume 7

AFLP

1873

Tempestuous, bewitching, alluring music of the exotic Middle East. Featuring Mike Sarkissian.

AFLP

1867

New Orleans top performer in true Swinging Dixie in the finest New Orleans tradition!

AFLP

1877

SUTTON PLACE SOUTH
TURKISH DELIGHT

AL HIRT at Dan's Pier 600

"ZONKY"

Moonlight, chompogne and lush strings!

Mood music for a penthouse romance.

Ace Harris and Buddy Charles really rock that piano with solid interpretations of old time standards.

JOHNNY PULED and His HARMONICA GANG
GRECIAN HOLIDAY

Fascinating,

WRITE FOR

CATALOG

JUNE 1958

Kids from 6 to 60 will be "under the Big Top" with the Dukes latest album
AFLP 1863

FREE

A terrific new follow -up album of easy- swinging favorites.

Volume

rhythmic traditional Greek melodies Featuring Mike Sorkission & the Ensemble.

AUDIO FIDELITY, INC

770 Eleventh Avenue

AFLP 1876
2

AFLP 1859
AFLP 1866

New York 19, New York
61

Marcel Grandjany, harp.
12 -in.
CAPITOL PAO 8420.

three -section "tone poem," owing
much to Ravel; it exploits the harp's
coloristic effects in popular fashion without being musically inane, and gives the
composer a chance to do sonne of his
most beautiful playing. The Divertissement, dating from 1951, comprises a
well- wrought Canon, Fughetta, and
a

$4.98.

Marcel Grandjany's second recording for
Capitol is, in its repertoire, of nnich more
consequence than his first -and therefore
much more welcome. The three works
by Grandjany himself differ widely hi
style. The Fantaixie eonsists of an introduction, Theme, and Variations based
on a theme used for the same purpose
by Desargus, a famous French harpist
of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Grandjany has kept his
version a period piece, full of virtuosic
if rather meaningless embellishments
that have a teasing, fnistrating fascination. Dons la for @t, written in 192.2, is

Finale.

The three remaining works are also
sensibly varied. Fauré's impromptu, first
performed in 1904, is a longish, lyric,
and exceedingly lovely work in the composer's understated style. Prokoficv's
brittle Prelude (1913) and Hindemith 's
highly original Sonata (1939) have been
recorded by Nicanor Zebuleta (for Esoteric). Neither version of the two works

clearly superior to the other, and yet
there are countless absorbing divergencies in details. i prefer the drier recorded sound accorded Z;tbaleta; Grand jany's harp has a wonderfully lifelike
sound but at limes seems overly reverR.E.
berant.
is

WANDA LANDOWSKA: "The Art of
the Harpsichord"
Bach: Partita No. 2, in C minor, S. 82G;
Capriccio in B flat, S. 992; Fantasia in C
minor, S. 90G. J.K.P. Fischer: Passacaglia
in D minor.

Wanda Laandowska, harpsichord.
RCA V lc ron LM 2194. 12-in. $4.98.
A magnificent sample of Mme. Landow -

i

Sal rat

riaate>leat
Urania opens the world of stereo to your turntable -be prepared
for an experience in depth and direction stunning in its impact.
Urania Stereo Discs bring you as close to reality as the recording
art has reached, thanks to Urania's new Hyf' recording techniques.

(Westrex 45/45 system)

OFFENBACH: Gaite Parisienne (arr. Manuel Rosenthal).
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Rene Liebowitz, Cond,
USO 1002
$5.05

Ira, Hans Swarowsky, Cond.;
USD 1001
$5.95

ROSSINI- RESPIGHI: La Boutique Fantasque (complete
Ballet). Landon Philharmonic Orchestra, Rene Lieb
owitz, Cond, USD 1004 $5.95

musica Symphony Orchestra,
USD 1003
$5.95

SAINT- SAENS: Symphony Ho. 3 in C minor, Op. 78
(orch., organ a. piano). Vienna Philharmusica Orches-

RHAPSODY
FERRANTE and TEICHER
and

their Magic Pianos

A startling revelation of piano sound as it
really is. Through Urania's new Hyf' recording
techniques, familiar music reveals new, un-

dreamed of wonders.
Rhapsody in Blue; Hungarian Rhapsody Na. 2;
Roumanian Rhapsody No. 1; Cornish Rhapsody; Swedish Rhapsody; Hollywood Rhapsody. UR 8011 $3.98

Franz Eibner,

Organ.

-

"Strauss Sparkles in HiFi"
Unusual Waltzes, Marches 8 Polkas. Vienna PhilharJOHANN

STRAUSS:

Hans

Hagen,

Cond.

SOCIETY DANCES TO MILT SHAW and HIS ORCHESTRA
at the ST. REGIS
Milt Shari and his Orchestra.
USD 1005

-

$5.95

Our CHALLENGE!
Judged "BEST RECORDED PIANO SOUND" by our
Sound Experts Panel: Jerry Minter, Pres. CampoPenis Corp. al America, Audio Eng. Soc.; Harold
Weinberg, Audio Eng. Sec.; Stove Temmer, Pres.
Gotham Audio Dee. Corp., Audio Eng. Soc.
We bet a record you can't name "Rhapsody's"
equal for piano fidelity. II you think you can, send
sales slip with your choice's name and number, and
reasons for your selection to "Urania Panel." It
they agree, you get a FREE BONUS of any Urania
record you choose.

EXCITING NEW RELEASES from URANIA

U

High -Fidelity Series: TCHAII(OVSKY:
Symphony No. 2 in C, Op. 17 ( "Little Russian "),
Vienna Philhannusica Symphony Orch. Hans Swarowsky, Cond, UX 109 $4.98

Professional

Professional High Fidelity Series: BREAKING THE
SOUND BARRIER Vol. 2, The Mighty Wurlitzer Organ,
Barron Smith, Organist. UX 108 $4.98

jllifo
41110

"THE YOUNG BACH " -Fantasias, Preludes and Fugues,
Robert Noehren at Cleveland Beckerath Organ.
UR 8020
$3.98
"ON WINGS OF SONG." Naval Aviation Cadet Choir.
UR 9018
53.98
MASSENET: Le Cid; Espada; CHOPIN: Les Sylphides.
Orchestra de l'Opera de Paris, George Sebastian,
Cond. UR 0013
53.98

Hydrofeed

RAN IA

625 EIGHTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 18,N.Y,

ska's artistry, this disc ( which offers the
only recorded performances on a harpsichord of the three works by Bach) sets
up a goal for other kevhuard players to
aìna at. In the Partite the big movements
have sweep and excitement, while such
a movement as the Allemande, by a
slight rhythmic alteration of a type customary in Bach's time. is made into a
dreamy poem. The Sarabande, too, is
eloquently played, though hero the few
bits of rubato are not convincing. Mme.
Landowska does all that can be done
with the youthful Capriccio ( "On the
Departure of His Beloved Brother" ). She
intensifies the anticipated perils of the
brother's in:1m.y by considerable ornamentation of the section in which they
are describm1; and one will not soon
forget the brave sound of the postilions
aria as it rings out on this fine harpsichord. The Passacaglia by Fischer, an
older contemporary of Bach, is an impressive work, by no means overwhelmed
by its powerful, romantic neighbor,
N.B.
Bach's C minor Fantasy.

ROBERT SHAW CiiORALE: "A Mighty)
Fortress"
Mighty Fortress; Glorious Things of
Thee Are Spoken; All People That on
Earth Do Dwell; Now the Day Is Over;
Fairest Lord Jesus; Praise to the Lord;
For All the Saints; 'Use Up, O Men of
Cod; O God, Beneath Thy Guiding
lland; All Ilail the Pntc'r of Jesus' Name;
O Worship the King; O God, Our Help
in Ages Past; Prayer of Thanksgiving;
Now Thank Ille All Our God; All
Creatures of Our God and King.
A

Thomas Dunn, organ; Robert Shaw
Chorale, Robert Shaw, cond.
RCA Vfcron LAI 2199. 12 -in. $4.98.
Mr. Shaw leads his exemplary and sweet voiced chorus in fifteen noble and fa-

miliar Protestant hymns. '1-he arrangements avoid monotony. yet are wholly
self- effacing. never drawing attention
away from the text or the simple tunes;
and Thomas Dunn's accompaniments are
the soul of discretion. Unless hymns arc
sting in rude but wholehearted fashion
by a dedicated congregation, they ought
to sound like this.
R.E.

Continued on page 64
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®rid of Mintertaì..n men
Here at Home
"Harold Arlert s Blues-Opera Suite." Columbia CL 1099. $3.98.
It's about as difficult to appraise Mr. Arlen s Blues Opera by this suite as to judge
any opera by so-called symphonic syntheses. The suite, though containing
large chunks of such Arlen favorites as
Free and Easy, It's a Woman's Prerogative, One for My Baby, I Wonder What
Became of Me, Come Rain or Come
Shine, is much more than an overdressed
medley. It throbs with enormous vitality
and the colorful blues and jazz idioms
Arlen has made himself master of. (The
influence of Gershwin's Porgy and Bess
period is also discernible, but appropriate.) The hero of the suite seems to be
Samuel Matlowsky, who did the arrangement, and, I suspect, a fair amount
of the composition. In no other way can
I explain why Andre Kostelanetz's orchestra sounds so virile and exciting. On
the second side, devoted to such Arlen
standards as That Old Black Magic,
Stormy Weather, Blues in the Night, the
orchestra oozes the old elaborate
schmaltz

"Broadway." Norman Luboff Choir. CoTumble CL 1110. $3.98,Gaily and rhythmically, the Norman Luba$ choral group carols its way through
some of the best pop tunes. I particularly liked their merry manner with 1
Whistle a Happy Tune; their sense of
drama in How Are Things in Ciocca
Morra; their robustness in There Is Nothing Like a Dame.
"Cowboy." Recording from the sound
track of the filin Decca DL 8689.
$3.98.
George W. Duning here is more of an
arranger than a composer. In addition to a strong flavor of Aaron Copland,
there can be found bits of Autumn Leaves
and I'm an Old Cowhand. Mr. During
rather successfully captures the spirit of
the West, and he knows how to use the
melancholy horn, the dramatic piano
chord.

"The Jerome Kern Songbook." Betty
Madigan. Coral CRL 57192. $3.98.
Though somewhat hampered by Mantovani -like orchestration, Miss Madigan bas
a clear, unaffected voice and an Intelligent appreciation of melody and lyrics.

Her phrasing and tidy delivery make
They Didn't Believe Me, for instance, a
moving experience; and, despite a slushy
orchestra, her simplicity saves Bill from
becoming saccharine. Finally, she brings
refreshing good humor and straightforwardness to He Didn't Say Yes.
"George London on Broadway." London
5390. $4.98.
Ever since the late Earn Pinza's triumph
in South Pacific, operatic voices have
been trying themselves out in popular
music. Frequently, as with Helen Traubel in Pipe Dream, the results have been
unhappy. But Mr. London has avoided
the worst pitfalls awaiting his breed in
Tin Pan Alley. He is neither pompous
nor patronizing; and he has considerable dramatic savvy, as shown in If I
Loved You, where he builds the verse
section and saves his full, glowing voice
for the chorus. Excellent support from an
orchestra conducted by Roland Shaw.
"Jo Ann Miller." Audio Fidelity AFLP
1884. 85.95.
The pop record field is piled high with
singers wbo try to talk their way through
a song, usually with little success. But
Miss Miller adds to her breathy voice
a cheerful animal vigor that projects a
lusty personality into the living room. In
There'll Be Some Changes Made, she is
sexy and relaxed, somewhat in the Pearl
Bailey manner. Her Am I Blue and Nobody's Sweetheart Now are uncluttered
and never try to magnify the songs into

Creek tragedy.
"Tainting the Clouds with Sunshine."
Nick Lucas. Dears DL 8853. $3.98.
Generally, Nick Lucas' singing and guitar
style are the subject of satire. A survivor
of the early Eddie Cantor era, Mr. Lucas
believes in the importance of being earnest with his sprightly, sweet voice. But
when he does Among My Souvenirs and
Bye, Bye Blackbird, his sincerity and
feeling for melody make him much more
interesting than many of our current
country and western guitar carolers.
"Sometimes I'm Happy, Sometimes I'm
Blue." Jill Corey. Columbia CL 1095.
$3.98.
Bounce, in a pop singer, can compensate for many sirs, Jill Corey, whose
voice is a bit nasal, has plenty of lilt
to suit a happy mood in such songs as
Ain't Wo Cot Fun or I Double Dare You.
Moreover, in a sad mood -ballads more
than blues-she manages to capture wist-
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fulness and pathos in such songs as Better Luck Next Time, In Love in Vain.

"South Pacific." Liberace. Columbia CL
1118. $3.98.
Liberace, whose piano playing has never
overwhelmed me, Is surprisingly good in
these songs from South Pacific. In spite
of a plodding orchestra his Younger Than
Springtime is joyous; his Happy Talk
sprightly, with a nice Oriental flavor and
good tempo; and his This Nearly Was
Mine shows an unexpected ability to
curb embellishments in favor of unMuaawv Scrrul.swetr
adorned melody.

Foreign Flavor
"Gracie de Triana." Gracia de Trinan,
soprano; Justo de Badajoz, guitar;
Orquesta Montilla, Daniel Montorio,
cond. Montilla FM 114. $4.98.
Gracia de Triana leans heavily upon
flamenco techniques to flesh out her
treatment of Spanish popular songs. Out
of context, however, these borrowings
from cante fondo sound contrived and
-to my mind -detract from the vocalist's effectiveness. Her unadulterated
flamenco is, however, impressive. In sum,
while Gracia embodies a current fashion
in Spanish vocalism, her style probably
offers little of interest to North American listeners.

"Jamaican Drums." Royal Steel Band
of Kingston, Jamaica. Columbia WL
$4.98.
suave ensemble that can seduce the
ear with a percussive Serenade by Schubert as well as with items such as
Mambo Mento. Superb sound and ingratiating performances, but one misses
the unbridled spontaneity of Emory
Cook's pioneering forays into this medium -Brute Force Steelband (Cook
1092) and Jump Up Carnival (Cook
1072).
121.

A

"Trio

Monterrey."

Toreador

T 503.

$2.98.

Toreador is Montilla's new low -priced
label and this disc is one of the finest
of the initial releases. The trio is mellow -voiced and relaxed, specializing in
the melodic love songs favored by Mexican night -club patrons. Adequate sound
and a real bargain at its price.
O. B.

Baysa.I.r.
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R604 JAZZ EROTICA -Bill Holman arrangements for jazz lovers ... and lovers! Great numbers, by the greatest jazz all stars!
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1716 GEORGE WRIGHT GOES SOUTH PACIFIC
new slant on the score from the famous
Broadway musical. George Wright's 2 million selling popularity scores another hit on the mighty
five manual Wurlitzer Pipe Organ.

ELSA LANCHESTER SONGS FOR A SHUT-
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MUST encore to Et sá s smash
hit first album "Songs For A Smoke Filled Room ".
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1106 TABOO -The fabulous, exotic sounds o
Arthur Lyman's Hawaiian Village Group recorded
in Henry 1. Kaiser's aluminum dome structure,
Honolulu.
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1606 VULVE MILLS HARP WITH A BILLY MAY
BEAT Big band Billy May pile driver brass with
Verlye Mills jazz harp.
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R710 THE GEORGE WRIGHT SOUND -The all
time master of theater orgarist coaxes spectacular sounds from the fabulous five manual Wurlitzer Pipe Organ.

1105 JAZZ'N RAZZ MA TAZZ- RedhOt
rhythms from the Roaring Twenties with George
Wright's Varsity 5.

........»....«...11000 HIFI VARIETY -Includes most popular
tracks from 14 best selling HIFIR_CORO albums.
Really shows off your HIFI equipment.

NATURAL sound with guaranteed frequency response 16 to 20,000 C.P.S.

Every stereophonic HIFITAPE and HIFIRECORD laboratory-tested and factory sealed

At record shops and HIFI equipment dealers everywhere.

"The sound that named a company"

HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS,
California

INC.

1803 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46,
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THE BEST OF JAZZ

CUBAN JAM SESSION, Volume
PANAHT 8000. $4.98.

1

casionally.

This is, purportedly, the product of "six
hours of uninhibited, unhindered . .
music" by "all the talent in Havana that
wanted to come by and participate."
There is certainly a fine feeling of gaiety
and abandon in the steaming development of a mambo, a cha-cha -cha, a
conga, and an "opus For dancing." The
primary jazz interest lies in the casual
efficiency of the rhythm section and the
hot, piping flute of Juan Pablo Miranda.
The alto saxophone of Edclberto Scrich
leaves no deep impression, but his name
does and it is recorded here for the
information and wonder of posterity.

PAUL BLEY QUARTET: Solemn Meditation
GNP 31. $3.98.

ARNE DOMNERVS AND HIS GROUP:
Swedish Modern Jazz
RCA C! \r0EN 417, $ 1.98.

by John S. Wilson

AUSTRALIAN JAZZ QUARTET: Selections of Rodgers and Hammerstein
BETHLEHEM 6022. $4.98.

The inordinately genteel AJO generally
has a hard time developing more than
a jazz surface on jazz material. R & H
provide even more of an obstacle and the
Australians go down, swinging only oc-

Bley is an unusually articulate pianist
moving in what is quite evidently his
own way from a well- grounded jazz.
foundation. His playing has a tweedy
vigor something like that of Eddie Costa,
but he operates on a much broader canvas. The other members of his quartet
(Dave Pike, vibes, Lennie McBrowne,
drums, Charlie Haden, bass) give him
sensitive and, at times, imaginative support, but Bley is so far beyond any of
them as a soloist that the few occasions
when he is not front and center amount
to stage waits. This is au almost consistently interesting disc.

EDDIE CIIAMBLEE'S ORCHESTRA:
Chamblee Music
ExtAuucv 36124.

$.3.98.

Chanblea's band, which regularly accompanies Dinah Washington (to whom
Chamblee is married ), is a compact,
tightly voiced group with a bouncing
heat and no stylistic excesses. They play
a type of unpretentious ensemble jazz
fairly common in the Thirties that has all
but dieci out since then. Trombonist
Julian Priester plays some close- to -thcbone solos while Chamblee, on tenor saxophone, ranges from a light, easy way
with ballads to a shrill insistence that
borders on rock 'n' roll.

COOPER: The Music of Bob
Cooper
CONTEMPORARY 3544. $4.98.
BOB

One side is devoted to Cooper's Jazz
Theme and Four Variations, a group of
loosely connected, thoroughly unpretentious pieces that have a lot of fresh air
blowing through them. Cooper's work on
tenor saxophone, sometimes light and
glancing, at other times intensely but
smoothly hot, is more assertive and personal than in most of his previous appearances on records. Barring some needlessly frantic drumming by Mel Lewis,
Cooper's group is excellent, especially
when Frank Roso lino is contributing sonic
delightfully slippery trombone bits. The
other side, devoted to such standard material as Confirmation, Day Dream, Easy
Lining, is less rewarding, although Cooper
roars through Somebody Loses Me in
a grandly exuberant manner.

Since the early 1950s Domnerus has
ranked as one of the best of Sweden's
m :n»' good jazzmen. an alto saxophonist
swinging on the Benny Carter-Charlie
Parker axis with taste, imagination, and
skill. On one side of this disc he is heard
leading a quartet and a big band in recordings made in 1956: the other side is
devoted to 1957 quartet recordings. It is
startling :rod exciting to find that an alto
saxophonist as mature as Domnerus
showed himself to be in the 1956 recordings has grown even more by 1957. His
1957 quartet is a subtle, swinging group,
its tone set by Domnerus' willowy alto
lines (by now more Carterized than
Parkered), and his excellent use of the
clarinet (his Lady Be Good can stand
with any jazz clarinet performance). 'fhc
quartet is filled out by Gunnar Svensson's dark, churning piano, Georg Riedel's strong, explicit bass, and Egil Johan sen's firm but unobtrusive drumming.
The 1956 performances are worthy Domnerus works but the '57 selections are a
rare treat.

VINCE GUARALDI TRIO:
Is a Lonesome Thing

lnxrns

3257.

A

Flower

$4.9S.

Guaraldi is a remarkable pianist who
can, among other assets, play in a seemingly ethereal style that still conveys a
rugged, clown -to -earth feeling. He does
this with compelling skill on three selections on this dise. On other occasions he
shows a coaxingly swinging manner or
mulls broodingly through a ballad. 'there
is a warm, imaginative mixture of sophistication, basic blues, romanticism, and a
stimulating touch of wryness in these
performances, backed by a practically
peerless pair of supporters in guitarist
Eddie Duran and bassist Dean Reilly.
?sIACJIITO: Kenya
Rout-Ea-re 52(106. $3.98.

Machitoi s excellent Afro -Cuban rhythm
section Lays a strong foundation for several visiting soloists-Doc Cheatham,
Cannonball Addcrley, Joe Newman, and
Eddie Bert -and explodes by itself from
time to time. The tempos arc more deliberate and prodding than one might
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expect, and the visitors respond warmly
to the surroundings, particularly Adderley who plays with breezy guttiness.
GERRY MULLIGAN AND THE SAX
SECTION: The Gerry Mulligan Songbook, Volume 1
WORLD PACIFIC PJ 1.237.

$4.98.

Aside from the inappropriate title- Mulligan writes tunes, not songs-there can
be little quibble with this presentation
of Mulligan works. An utterly nonpareil
saxophone section has been assembled
-Zoot Sims, Al Cohn, Lee Konitz, and
Allen Eager, in addition to Mulligan.
The ensembles have both spirit and
polish, and the soloists have the authority one would expect. Even in such

challenging company, Mulligan's drawling, stomping baritone saxophone is the
constantly entrancing element, matched
at times only by Sims's alto. The others are left in their dust but, in these
circumstances, even the dust -covered
work is good. Selections include Four
and One ¡Moore, Sextet. Disc Jockey
Jump, and Venus De Milo.

JOE PUMA QUARTET AND TRIO
JUBILEE 1070.

$3.98.

The trio (Puma, guitar; Eddie Costa,
vibes; Oscar Pettiford, bass) heard on
one side is a superb group-three unusually tasteful, sensitive, and disciplined
musicians playing beautifully articulated
jazz that runs from light -footed merriment to polished stateliness. The quartet
on the reverse (Puma; Pettiford; Bill
Evans, piano; Paul u1otian, dnuns) is a
more routine affair, brightened by the
gentle insistence of Puma's solos.
TONY SCOTT QUARTET: South Pacific Jazz
ABC-PABA \coucT 235. $3.98.

Scott's attack on the South Pacific score
is lighthearted and engaging. He plays
both clarinet and baritone saxophone,
the latter with a brash, assertive, rain pipe intonation which he stretches to
rock 'Ii roll extremes on a buoyant
Wonderful Guy and pulls in to a gentle
lyricism for Younger Than Springtime.
His feathery clarinet style is particularly
effective in a beautiful version of Dites:1loi. This is the most consistently successful (and most varied) group of
recordings that Scott has made in a
long time. He is accompanied by the
skillful Dick Hyman on organ and piano, George Duvivier, bass, and Grassella Oliphant or Osic Johnson, drums.

LOUiS SMITH:
Smith

Here Comes Louis

BLUE NOTE 1584.

$4.98.

Louis Smith is an extremely promising
young trumpeter whose influences are
primarily modern with strong evidences
of a sleep basic jazz foundation. Beyond
this, he has a more certain mastery of
his horn than some trumpet men who
have been successfully touring the jazz

Continued on page 68
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-

AUDIO FIDELITY now
Truly a pioneer in the recording industry
recorded
sound
right
into your listening room
brings a new dimension in
on a record!
the AUDIO FIDELITY STEREODISC.*

...

Hear for the very first time on a record unsurpassed stereophonic reproduction
of the total recordable frequency spectrum, with perfect balance
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purest definition
highest brilliance
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circuit in recent years. On his debut
disc his associates include Cannonball
Adderley, playing his buoyant alto saxophone with brilliant balance of intensity and form. and two unusually sound
pianists. Duke Jordan and Tommy Flanagan. But it is essentially Smith's show
as be weaves a melodic. and fresh development of Star Dust, works out
thoughtfully accented lines at fast tempos and digs warmly into that basic
item, the blues.

TUE STREET SWINGERS
Wott.0 PAciulc PJ 1239. $4.98.
The Swingers (Bob Brookmeyer, valve
trombone and piano; Jim Hall, Jimmy
Raney, guitars; Bill Crow, bass; Osie
Johnson, drums) succeed in living up to
their name with no pushing or hard breathing, relying instead on the dependable pulsation of Brookmeyer's
stomping, lilting approach to both the
trombone and the piano, and the easily

flowing lines of two of the most cogently
rhytlunie guitarists now at large, over
unostentatiously able rhythm section
support. A fine collection of fresh -voiced,

WILBUR WARE QUINTET: The Chi.
cogo Sound
RweRSIDE 12 -252. $4.98.

no-school jazz.

On two counts this is a particularly impressive disc. It shows, for almost the
first time, that the hard bop school,
which usually depends on overwhelming the listener with an inescapable
barrage of sound, is capable of imaginative development and shaded projection. Both tenor saxophonist Johnny
Griffin and alto saxophonist John Jenkins, the only horns in the group, play

BILLY VER PLANCK'S ORCHESTRA:
Jazz for Play Girls
SAVOY 12121, $4.98.

superbly recorded set of strongly
swinging pieces. Bill Harris is present,
blowing his trombone with a zest and
force that date back to his Hemmnnis
Herd days in the Forties. Phil Woods
strengthens his claim to considcnttioe
as a personal, strong-voiced alto saxophonist in several solos which, while
Parker- derived, have a fiery validity that
comes entirely front Woods. Joe Wilder,
Eddie Costa, and Seldon Powell also
have solo spots in the driving, loose but- intense performances. This is hot
jazz, up -to -date and straight down the
middle.
A

with unaccustomed grace and warmth.
Point two is that although the leader
of the group, Ware, is a bassist, ile refuses
to he a tiresome solo virtuoso; and when
lie does step out alone his cleanly expressed solo lines are closely integrated
with the rest of the group. This well programed disc, produced by musicians usually heard on. routine blowing
sessions, shows. how much more rewarding thoughtful planning can be.

Bessie Redivivus in Three Thoughtful Tries
common complaints about
the so-called traditional revivalist
jazz bands- thus present -day bands that
attempt to play in the manner of Louis
Armstrong's Hot Five, Jelly Roll Murtons
Red Hot Peppers, or King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band -is that even when they
get beyond a state of stolid, humorless
plodding they can only be, at hest,
tatiuns. Their success or failure is almost
hound to be judged not on their creativity or originality but on how closely
they have succeeded in aping what saineone else lias already done.
Possibly the saine basic objections
should hold in the current rediscovery
on records of Bessie Smith's singing style
and songs. But one might hold out hope
for the retliscoverers un two grounds. To
attempt to sing in the Bessie Smith style
is not necessarily an empty thing. if Ma
Rainey, who discovered and encouraged
Bessie Smith, had not set a blues-singing
pattern for Miss Smith to follow, the
world might not have heard of Bessie
Smith. So there is no reason why someone else should not follow Bessie in a
similar way. And. the Rainey -Smith blues
singing style has been absent from our
musical scene for so long -Bessie made
her last records in 1933 but the style
actually has been in limbo for thirty
years -that any encouragement Of its return, imitation or no, is welcome.
There arc currently at hand three revisitations of Bessie Smith (a fourth, by
La Vern Baker on Atlantic, is reported
en note). These have appeared after
an almost total silence, so far as Smith Rainevism is concerned, since. those final
recordings by Miss Smith in 1933. The
only cracks of light which have flickered
in the darkness have been provided by
Claire Austin, a California housewife who
recorded with Turk Murphy and Kid
Ors, for Good Time Jazz five or six
years ago; an Irish girl, Ottilie Patterson,
who found a niche in England's enthusiONE OF T111
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astic traditional revival three years ago
(she can ix' heard on London 1242);
and, last year, a West Coast folk singer,
13arhara Dane, .'hose researches led her
to the Rainey -Smith school of blues
(heard on San Francisco 33014).
Of the three current Smithites, it is
the one with the least likely background
who con,cs closest to catching the Smith
flavor. Juanita Hall's history as a singer
with choral groups and as Bloody Mary
in South Pacific suggests a singer who
might be ill at ease in the blues-but slic
.isn't. Miss Halls ability to project something of Nils:: Smith's emotional depth,
and her perceptiveness in re-creating the
nuances of her style may be attributed
partly to her basic 'meal equipment,
partly to her asserted early fascination
with Bessie, and partly to her highly
developed sense of shcwtnaeship. It is
this last ingredient that most of the
would -be Bessies seem to miss even more
than the requisite voice. For Bessie Smith
was in show business. Her trade was

walking out on a stage and projecting.
She may have had folk roots and she
may have been an unspoiled, natural artist, but she had n sophisticated knowledge
of how to reach an audience. across those
footlights. And so does Miss Hall.
It is this element, even more than her
strong, billowing voice, which sets Miss
Hall's evocation apart from Ronnie Gil bert:s and Dinah Washington's. It should
be added that it is this clement that gets
Miss Hall in trouble when she overdoes
it, as she is inclined to, but this is a
minor flaw in a set of major .perfomrances. \4iss Gilbert, who is a member
of the folk- singing group, the Weavers,
has obviously listened to Bessie Smith's
records thoughtfully. She strides confidently into her chores but she has
neither the vocal range nor the old shore
biz pitch to compete with Miss Hall. miss
Washington takes what might be a valid
route- bolding to her own natural style
-but her style is so glossed up with
flip sophistication that it is rarely a suitable vehicle for Bessie Smith's down to-earth material.
In addition, \liss Hall has accompaniment that is exactly right -Doe Cheatham playing beautiful Joe -Smith -like
trumpet, Coleman Hawkins brooding
sensitively on tenor saxophone, Buster
Bailey kicking up his heels on clarinet
as though he had just reached town
from slcnupltis. plus a superb rhythm
section of Claude Hopkins, piano, George.
Desivier, bass, wad Jimmy Crawford,
drums.
Joust S. WILSON

JUANITA HALL: Sings the Blues
COIPNTEAPOIN r 556. $3.98.
RONNIE GILBERT: The Legend of
Bessie Smith
RCA \rreroa LPM 1591. $3.98.
DINAH WASHINGTON: Dinah Singe
Bessie Smith

Juanita HnII: the winner.

EMAnCY 301:30.

$3.98.
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new stereo tapes from RCA VICTOR

They're here and they're something to hear! The new RCAVictor stereo tapes, packed
with variety, imagination, superior performances. You'll love RCA's newest reels of
realism. Deluxe packaging! Ask to hear them today.
RCA CTOR
Manufacturer's nationally advertised prices shown -optional with dealer.
FREE! The new, complete RCA Victor tape catalogue. At your
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dealer...or write Dept.

6H, RCA Victor, 155 E.

24th St., New York 10.
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1?EISSUCS

OF VOUA/ ,MUSIC
by PHILIP

WE ALL REMEMBER the richly deserved fate projected for

..

the idiot who praises with enthusiastic tone, /All centuries but this, and every country but his own." Who can
doubt that the Executioner's list would be swelled with
collectors of old records? And, for different reasons,
some similar destiny surely should await those children of
the television age for whom the miracle of modern sound
engineering obscures the fact that so much that we preserve is mediocre, or worse. This discography is intended.
in part. to hying about an understanding between the
"idiot" enamored of the past for its own sake and the
"idiot" obsessed with the technological progress of his own
clay-in a sense, the "historical" and the "modern" collector.
On the one hand an attempt is made to account for the
reputations of a group of celebrated singers, and at the
sanie time to point out what seem to be weaknesses in their
armor. It is not to deny the greatness of an artist that we
note peculiarities of phrasing or transgressions against
intonation. No doubt it will be clear that i admire some of
my subjects more than others, but let there also be no
doubt that any singer listed deserves a place among the
immortals. Indeed, the legion of worshipers at each one's
shrine will insure that place whatever any critic may find
to say. On the other hand, my aim is to draw some attention to the inadequacies of the older recordings, to warm
against judgments based on mechanical deficiencies
(which, I should add, are not confined to the outmoded
methods of acoustic and early electrical recording).
Anyone interested in the art of singing as more than a
matter of casual listening probably has clone some delving
into contemporary accounts of great artists of a former age.
Most criticism, we find, is quite inadequate, for not even
the most imaginative description can convey an impression of the timbre or quality of a voice to one who has not
heard it. Only since about the turn of the present century
has it been possible to document criticism with at least an
impression of the actual voices.
Those who are accustomed to accept nothing less than
the realism of the very best modem recording will have to
make some adjustments if they are to achieve any rapprochement with the recorded vocal music of the past. It
is a well -known fact that even today some singers are
"phonogenic," while others seem unable to project their
art for reproduction. In the old days there was no tape
editing, no patching up an imperfect "take," no substitutJUNE 1958

L.

part

1

MILLER

ing one singer's high register when another's proved inadequate. But of course the frequency range was severely
limited; the miracle of lifelike reproduction was very much
a matter of chance. And vet those of us who never heard
Caruso sing can have a vivid impression of the tone and
power of the voice itself and know that, despite certain
emotional excesses. his style was marked by sincerity and
nobility. But there are failures as well as masterpieces
among his some 240 Victor recordings. On the other hand.
there were great singers whom it would be obviously unfair to judge on the basis of even their best recordings.
Some artists recorded too early, plainly showing their
immaturity; others waited until too late. But a Lilli Lehmann, about to turn sixty, could still provide peerless models for aspiring coloratura singers. Even Patti, at sixty- three.
could mold an occasional phrase so superbly that her obvious shortness of breath must be gratefully forgiven.
There will probably never he agreement on the comparative qualities of the shellac originals of famous vocal
recordings and the microgroove dubbings made from them.
Personally I rarely feel that the new version is an improvement on the old, but so much depends on individual reproducing equipment that it is not safe to pronounce dogmatically. Some of the more recent dubbings have been very
successful; others have been mercilessly doctored with
sound chambers and electronic filtering. And of course not
all reissues have been re- recorded at the original speed,
which accounts for falsity in timbre as well as pitch.
Though 78 and 80 rpm were for many years standard
speeds, they were by no means consistently adhered to.
A good deal of variation in quality among dubbings is
due to the conditions under which they are macle. Only
the few long -established companies responsible for the first
issues are in a position to work with fresh pressings from
original masters. Others, much of whose material is pirated,
must make what they can of worn commercial copies.
Needless to say. this discography is by no means to be
taken as a Hall of Fame. Several great artists have been
unaccountably neglected on LP; others are represented
only by an aria or two. Some of them arc not shown in
a favorable light because of the recordings chosen. And
quite a few important reissues already have been deleted.
Though limitations of space enforce a certain terseness. 1
shall give brief mention to a few outstanding artists at the
Continued on page 73
end of the discography.
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COLUMBIA STEREOPHONIC TAPE

ON

Columbia Stereophonic Tape recordings capture -as nothing

before ever has

-the brilliance, vibrance and

inner voices of

music. This whole new dimension in music makes the home

listener feel as if he were present in the concert hall. Never
has realism in music been so perpetuated. You won't believe

the impact of

a

Columbia Stereophonic Tape until you hear it

RODGERS AND HAMMERSTEIN'S "CINDERELLA" (A CBS

Television Production) Julie Andrews, with Howard Lindsay,
Dorothy Stickney, Ilka Chase, Kaye Ballard, Alice Ghostley,
Jon Cypher and Edith Adams. POB 10

yourself.
PHIL SILVERS AND SWINGING BRASS

-JCB

9

THE SOUND OF JAZZ-Count Basie with the All-Stars (courtesy of Roulette Records), Red Allen with the All-Stars, Jimmy

THE STRINGS OF THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA- Eugene
Ormandy, conductor -Borodin: Nocturne for String Orches-

Giuffre Trio (courtesy of Atlantic Records). GCB

tra

21

Barber: Adagio for Strings

tasia on Greensleeves, IMB

Vaughan Williams: Fan-

8

THE BEAT OF MY HEART -Tony Bennett. GCB 20

THE ROMANTIC MUSIC OF RACHMANINOFF -Andre Kos -

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6 in B Minor, ( "Pathétique ")
New York Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor.
LMB 19

-

telanetz and his orchestra with Leonid Hambro, pianist
Prelude in G Major, Op. 32, No. 5
Serenade, Op. 3, No. 5
Melodie in
Prelude in G Minor, Op. 23, No. 5 ( "Militaire ")
E

Major, Op. 3, No.

EWNGTON INDIGOS -Duke Ellington and his orchestra.

No. 12

GCB 18

Symphony No.

WARM -Johnny Mathis with Percy Faith and his orchestra.

Prelude in

"Scherzo "). ICB

2

in

E

G

Sharp Minor, Op. 32,

Daisies, Op, 38, No.

3

Minor, Op. 27, (Excerpts from the

7

BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique, Op. 14 -New York Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor. OMB 6

GCB 17

MENDELSSOHN: "A Midsummer Night's Dream" Overture
and Incidental Music -The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene
Ormandy, conductor. HMB 16

MOZART: Quintet for Viola and Strings in B Flat Major, K. 174
-Budapest String Quartet with Walter Trampler, violist.

JMB

VIVA! Percy Faith and his orchestra. GCB

3

Vocalise, Op. 34, No.14

5

15

'S MARVELOUS -Ray Conniff and his orchestra. GCB

14

PROKOFIEV: Peter and the Wolf -The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, conductor, with Cyril Ritchard, nar-

rator. JMB 4
WEST SIDE STORY -Original Broadway cast. TOB

13

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 2 in D Major -The Philadelphia
Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, conductor. NMB 12

STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite -Leonard Bernstein conducting
the New York Philharmonic. IMB 3
PIPES, PEDALS AND FIDELITY -Buddy Cole at the pipe
organ. JCB 2

CURRENT BEST SELLERS:

OTHER VOICES -Error! Garner at the piano with orchestra
under the direction of Mitch Miller. GCB 11

STEREOPHONIC TAPES BY
A

FOR DANCING

SAMMY KAYE SWINGS AND SWAYS

"BELLS ARE RINGING" ICB

1

COLUMBIA

Division of Columbia Broedasting System ,Inc.

® "Columbia"

l{

Marcas Reg
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The following records are referred to
throughout the discography. Unless otherwise Specified, all discs are 12-inch.
Rellini: Norma (excerpts). ETERNA ET
706. $5.95.
Bellini: 1 Puritani (excerpts). ETERNA
ET 486. $5.95.
Caruso: An Anthology of His Art on
Records. RCA VICTOR LM 6127.
Five 12 -in. $14.94.
Chaliapin Sings Again. AUmo M ASTERWORKS 002.
10-in. $4.00.
Critics Choice: Selections by Paul Hume.
RCA Vicron LCT 1158. $4.98.
Echoes of the Golden Age of Opera. No.
I. INTERNATIONAL RECORD COLLECTOILS Cum 1RCC 7006.
10 -in. $3.98
plus postage (318 Reservoir Ave.,
Bridgeport 6, Conn.)
Echoes of the Golden Age of Opera, No.
1

2.

INTERNATIONAL
CLUB IRCC

RECORD COLLEC-

7004.

$5.95 plus
postage.
Edison Originals. 10-in.
Famous Records of the Past, Nos. 1 -5.
IO -In. $3.98 each (Jack Caitlin, 2060
First Ave., New York, N. Y.)
Famous Records of the Passy Nos. 6-8.
$3.98 each.
Famous Voices of the Past, No. 1. RoCOCO 1.
10 -in. $4.50. ( Ross, Court
& Co., 2098 Yongc St., Toronto, Ont.,
TORS

Canada.)
Famous Voicc.s of the Past, No. 4. Rococo 4. $5.95.
Fifty Years of Great Operatic Singing.
RCA VICTOR LCT 6701. Five 12 -in.
$24.90.
Cluck: Arias. E'renNA ET 495. $5.95.
Golden Era of Opera. B & B 3. 85.95.
Goldmark: Die Königin von Saba (excerpts). ETERNA ET 0- 473. 85.95.
Great Artists at Their Best. RCA CAMDEN CAL 346.
$1.98.
Handel: Arias. ETERNA ET 488. $5.95.
\ieyerbecr:
L'Africaine
(excerpts).
ETERNA ET 485. $5.95.
Meyerbeer: Less Huguenots (excerpts).
ETERNA ET 458. $5.95.
Meyerbeer: Les Huguenots (excerpts).
SCALA 833.
$5.95.
\lozart: Opera Recital. ETERNA ET
479. $5.95.
Ponchielli: La Gioconda (excerpts).
ETERNA ET 483. $5.95.
Souvenirs of Opera, No. 1. INTERNATIONAI.

RECORD

L

7011.

COLLECTORS

CLUB

plus
postage.
Strauss: Der Roscnkaeralier (abridged).
RCA Vicron L\'T 2002. $4.98.
Ten Sopranos Ten Arias. RCA Vicron
LM 1909. $4.98.
Wagner: Der fliegende Holländer (excerpts). ETERNA ET 481. 85.95.
Wagner: Giitierdiimmerung (excerpts).
ETERNA ET 480. $5.95.
Wagner: Lohengrin (excerpts). ETERNA
ET 472. $5.95.
Wagner: Die Walkiire (Act I). RCA
VICTOR LV'I' 1003. $4.98.
1RCC

BARRIENTOS, MARIA

10 -in.

(

$3.98

1884-1946)

Born in Barcelona, where she made her
debut at the age of fourteen, Maria Barrientos was a well -established Favorite in
Italy and South America before coming

to the Metropolitan in 1916. Her voice
%vas not notable for size. but she had
tremendous technical facility. Neat is n
word that describes most of her singing.

She recorded with piano accompaniment
for Fonotipia in Italy in 1905 -6, and for
Columbia during her Metropolitan clays,
1916-20. Nine sides have been transcribed in a recital by Scala, only two of
which are from the Cohunbia series.
While they show her coloratura to fine
advantage, I do not find much warmth
in any of them. The best of the lot scents
to me the early Fra Diavolo scene. The
fireworks in the second half are quite
breathtaking and bear out this singer's
reputation for accuracy of intonation.
There is good legato singing in "Come
per me serene"; "Socra i1 sett," which follows it, is a half tone low in pitch, undoubtedly owing to recording speed.
"Tune le feste," n duet with Riccardo
Stracciari, is from the Columbia group;
here she seems overwhelmed by the baritone's more vital style of singing. On the
other mane:, it is she who carries off the
honors in ' Parigi, o cara," sting with
Hipolito Lazar °. The nameless conductor
sets a determined beat and the tenor
sings the opening with little grace. 'lice
most interesting, and musically the most
satisfying selection on the program, is
one of the Falla Spanish Popular Songs,
which (although the producers fail to tell
ns so) was electrically recorded with the
composer at the piano. The complete cycle was clone at the time, and should certainly be revived in Angel's Great Recordings of the Century series. Here I find
the voice more appealing than in the
coloratura repertoire.
-Maria 13arrientos Sings. SCALA 806
( with Hipolito Lazar() Sings).
$5.95.
IIONINSEONA, CELESTINA (1.877 -1947)

Uncommonly endowed by nature, Bonin segna made her debut at fifteen as Norina
in Don Pasquale, after which she attended the conservatory at Pesaro. She
appeared in London with considerable
success in 1904, but was less fortunate in
New York in 1906. Visually she seems to
have left considerable to be desired, and
apparently she needed some guidance in
costume and make-up. Throughout the
reviews of her American performances
runs admiration for the best moments of
her singing, but these seem to have been
too widely spaced. This would account
for her triumph in the recording studio:
she was strictly an aria soprano.
Her score on microgroove is two complete recitals, appearances in Eterna's
Norma and La Gioconda selections, and
one aria on Edison Originals. Her Scala
recital offers eleven arias and three ducts
as against Eterna's six and one. Her Aida
is represented on Scala by " Ritorna vin citor.' in two parts, pieced together from
two recording sessions. probably with different companies. "O nutria mia" is given
in the 1904 piano -accompanied version,
with the aria cut and the recitative included. The peculiar glow and vitality of
her voice arc amply in evidence. The
Semiramide aria (Scala), made for Columbia in 1910, is one of her best, for it
shows the dramatic possibilities of Ros-

sini's florid melodies. It also demonstrates,
rather amusingly, an obvious weakness
she shared with other singers of her time,
the break between the chest and toed'
registers. But such chest tones as she
produced must have been the despair of
her less gifted rivals. "Suicidio," which
appears in the Eterna program as well
as the Gioconda disc, is certainly among
the most telling ever made of this aria.
The two 11 Trovatore arias appear in both
recitals. in both cases, I believe, from the
1910 Columbia series. "Tacea la notte" is
shortened but has the brilliant cabaletta;
"D'arnor stall' ali rosee" is especially appealing, though others (Emory Destinn,
for one ) have given us better trills. The
quality of the singing in both programs
is consistently high. but I find the Eterna
dubbings more successful than the Scala
-more lifelike, more brilliant, more exciting. it remains to speak of Bonin segna s wonderful "Casta dine in Eterna's Norma selection. The voice was
never more brightly thrilling; the singing
is in

the grand manner.

-Celestina Boninsegna

Sings.

SCALA 813.

ETERNA

468. $5.95.

85.95.

-Operatic Recital.
Born, LUCREZIA

(

1888-

many years a bright particular star of the Metropolitan, retired
so gracefully, and has since been so active and influential in the Opera Guild
that we still think of her as a contemporary. Fier first appearances with the
Metropolitan company were made during
the Paris season of 1910; two years later
she joined the regular roster in New York.
Five seasons in mid- career were lost because of a throat ailment, but she returned to triumph in 1921 and remained
until her retirement in 1936. She recorded for Victor before and after the
hiatus, making her last discs after her
official farewells. In the early clays she
appeared on Edison discs and cylinders.
Iiorïs voice was in the strictest sense
a lyric soprano, not a large voice, bnt
one with plenty of carrying power. If
it bad a besetting fault, it was a tendency
to shrillness in the upper reaches; she was
not a top -note soprano. At its best, the
tone quality was of a unique texture and
uncommon appeal. A woman of great
charm, she was also a fine actress, particularly in pathetic roles like Violetta,
Mimi, the two Maims, Fiera, \iélisande,
and Magda in La Rondine. She also
played come roles with outstanding success, notably Norina, Despina, and Mistress Ford. She knew her capacities and
her limitations and seldom if ever attempted a part to which she Wass not
suited. The special character of her voice
must have created some difficulties in
recording, especially in her later period;
on the whole, the acoustic records are
best. Some of them are great performances-the hallatclla from Pagliacci; "Addin del passato"; two arias from Iris; the
"Segreto di Susanna" aria; the duets with
De Luca and Mc'Connack.
The RCA Camden recital is made up
entirely of electrical recordings. To me
the most valuable is the two -part scene
front La Traviata, for it is a souvenir of
Boni was for so

7:3
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the most convincing Violetta in my own
experience. Bori was not a brilliant soprano; she made up for what she lacked
in this by the neatness of her expressive
cantilena, the lilt which she somehow
substituted for flashiness in the "Sempre
libera" ( she seems not to have been Satisfied with this second part of the scene,
for it was not released at the time of
recording). in the same way she manages
to make her singing of Talcs from the
Vienna \Moods convincing. Her "Un bel
di and Musctuls Waltz have a curious
interest, for she never sang in Madama
Butterfly at the Met, and of course in
La Bohème Mimi was her role, and a
great one. The two Mignon airs arc sweet
and appealing, if not especially eventful.
The gavotte and "Adieu, noire petite
table" front Marion along with the hvo
Don Giovanni arias and "Deb cicnt, not
tartar " were recorded in 1938. Originally
not well balanced and somewhat strident
in tone, these have been actually improved in the transfer to microgroove.
The recitative before "Deli vieni" is especially charming; in the aria she does
not sing the appoggiaturas and adds the
once familiar little cadenza at the end.
Two attractive Spanish songs with George
Copeland at the piano are among her
very last recordings.
The scene from La Traviata also finds
its way into Great Artists at Their Best.
There is a poor dubbing of "Un dì al
tcmpfo" from Iris, which I am told Bori
considers her best recording, in Golden
Era.
-The Art of Lucretia Boni. RCA CAMDEN CAL :343.
$1.98.
CALVE, EMMMA

E3641 ST
(33 V3 rpm)
X3641 ST
(45 rpm)

DAVID
ROSE

.,

E3640
(331/
rpm)

vol.I
X1601

Vol.

2

ALAN JAY LERNER

X1602 .. ARTHUR FREED
(45 rpm;

FREDERIC
,. -,..,.
.

LOEWE I

DICK

HYMAN
TRIO

E3642 (33'h rpm)

ON SALE AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD STORE

(

1858 -1942)

In her memoirs Calve laments that
throughout her career she was a slave
to the opera Carmen. Furthermore, she
confesses a personal antipathy to the
character she most often portrayed,
though she spent some time in Spain
in preparation for this most famous impersonation. She attributed her unique
high tones (exhibited most notably in
the little song Ma Lisette and the Perle
du Brésil aria) to her study of the singing methods of a castrato. She had
her own way with coloratura, and could
make it at once reserved and exciting.
As a recording artist Calve was almost
as unpredictable as she was on the stage.
She is said to have gone to her first sessions in 1902 in the spirit of a lark; certainly the early results arc erratic. Jost
notorious of these performances is the
Séguedille from Carmen, in which she
makes a wild and unsuccessful try for the
final high note, then indulges in a moment of profanity. She made a rather
staid Habanera at that time and a hardly
better one in 1907, when she was taking
the problems of recording more seriously.
Victor replaced this with still another
in 1916, piano -accompanied, which does
much more to explain Calve's reputation
as a vocal colorist.
The Rococo program begins with the
c.-trly Habanera and Séguidillc. contains
among other important Reins the aforementioned Ma Lisette, arias from Gavel -

teria Rusticana, llírodiade, and Le Perle

du Brésil, and ends with the death -bed
speech and La Marseillaise. Unhappily, i
am afraid a number of the selections on
the first side of the disc are incorrectly
pitched.
The Scala selections are more unusual,
being taken from Pathé originals. Fiere is
a better Habanera, if not quite so good
a one as the 1916 Victor. Here also is
her only Card Scene, an interesting "Casta
diva.." charming pieces from La Périchole
and La Vivandiòre, Hahn's L'Heure exguise. and an air from Massenet's Saphn.
which she created. The last named is also
to he had on Famous Records of the Past,
No. 6. Calve is represented in Fifty Years
by the dull 1907 Habanera. She may be
heard in action on both discs of Echoes
of the Golden Age of Opera. These remarkable documentaries are taken from
cylinders made at actual performances at
the Metropolitan in 1902. Angel plans a
Calve recital in its Great Recordings of
the Century series.
-Emma Calvé Sings. SCALA 829 (with
Atari, Garden Sings). $5.95.
-Famous Voices of the Past: Calvé. Ro-

coco

R 10.

$5.95.

CAvALEF.nr, LINA

(1874 -1944 )

The fact that Cavalieri was uniquely
beautiful may have been her undoing
as an artist, for she had trouble getting
the critics to take her singing seriously.
The recordings she made for Columbia
around 1910, all but hvo of which are
included in her single-side recital, reveal
a pleasant and well -managed voice, a
style to compare not unfavorably with
that of some of her famous contemporaries, everything but a very strong vocal
individuality. Her Jewel Song (in Italian)
proves that she had a better trill than
many Marguerites and was able to inject a girlish quality into her singing
when she chose. The Mefsto /ele aria is
remarkably good, and all the rest are at
least adequate. The dubbings arc successful on the whole, though there is some
heavy noise to interfere with the opening
of "Vissl d'arte."
-Lina Cavalieri Sings. SCALA 824 ( with
Lucien AIitretore Sings). $5.95.
DESTINN,

Earalr (1878 -1930)

The career of Emmy Destine was in
some ways as tragic as many of the roles
she portrayed. One reason was her intense patriotism; born in Bohemia, she
was an unwilling Austrian citizen. Her
first big successes came to her in Berlin,
though she was happier singing in England and America, and, in the early years
of \Vorld \Mar I, took out her first United
States citizenship papers. Returning to
her native land, however, she found herself trapped for the duration; when she
came again to this country, her acting
suffered from greatly increased girth, and
she retired after two seasons, in 1921.
These facts have a certain bearing on
her recordings, for they shed light on her
personality and temperament. She was a
woman of impulse who sang and acted
with great intensity and power, yet her

Continued on page 76
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The STEREO B ILITI Series
Pickering & Company proudly
announces The STANTON 45 X 45 compatible stereophonic pickup ... the first
of the STEREOBILITY Series. .. for the
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LEKTROSTAT KIT
the first record cleaner
designed for long -play and
stereo records
Something wonderful happens to
records cleaned the Lektrostat way!
Music sparkles with new clarity
annoying pops, crackles, and hisses
disappear. You get these amazing
results every dine you clean with
Lektrostat ... first completely effective record cleaner designed for
both monaural and stereo long -play
records!
Here at last is a record cleaner that
removes stubborn dirt and dust from
record grooves
simply
safely
... surely the way no other record cleaner can! Only Lektrostat
has a non -gumming, anti- static detergent with true cleaning action.
Only Lektrostat has an Applicator
with specially engineered pile that
penetrates deep down into record
grooves. Only Lektrostat teams up
this detergent and Applicator for the
most effective protection your records have ever known!
Lektrostat Record Cleaning Kit is a
product of Dexter Chemical Corp.,
pioneers in anti- static chemicals and
detergents. Buy it
at your local record

...

--

...

or high fidelity
dealer

... $200

dexter chemical

corporation

845 Edgewater Road, New York 59,

N.Y.

voice was magnificently controlled. always suhjaa to her very musical will.
Some of her great rules were Aida, Gioconda, Tosca, Amelia in tin Salto In
1lascbcra, %'alentinc in Les Huguenots,
Marie in The Bartered Bride; in England
she was considered the finest \line. Butterfly (though Farrar had a virtual monopoly on the part at the \letrnpolitan),
and she was much admired %vhcn she created Salome in Berlin. She was successful
as Minnie in the world prenli?re of La
Fanciulla del 1Vest, yet she was able to
surprise the critics by her mastery of the
florid style in the 1914 II Tn,talore.
Those uho knew her singing best protest that her many recordings do her
scant justice. though in a number of them
she certainly touches greatness. Her voice
on the hest examples is of unique quality,
round and opulent, with a ringing high
fortissimo and the ability to float a ravishing head tone. Sometimes the lower register comes through as open and white,
otherwise her scale is superbly even. She
recorded for all the major companies. beginning with German Columbia in 1904.
Her Victor discs. oracle in America from
1914 on, are generally the most characteristic. The Columbian dating from
1912 -13 arc weaker in twee. but the
singing is often superb. The earlier importations arc less vibrant, the voice less
"tempered." Though the two microgroove
recitals contain male of the sane titles,
they are not all duplications, as she recorded her standard repertoire several
times over for different companies. Frequently the qualities of the different performances vary %widely.
The Classic Editions set of two discs
naturally offers a wider variety than the
single record issued by Scala, but both
are well coknlateal to show her versa tility. Ontsta nding in the former are the
Troratnre and Russnika arias; in the latter the Tosco, Pagliacci, and again Rnesalka. The Scahr dubbing% are more forward and lifelike; 1 %mild therefore give
them preference despite the matter of
-

quantity.
RCA Victor's Fifty Years contains the
stunning "O patria mia," with its ringing
high C at the climax and its softly floated
A at the end, a tone so perfectly even
that it takes on the quality of instrumental rather than vocal sound. Edison
Originals presents a striking novelty in
the smoldering Cacalleria Rusticana
duct with Dinh. Gill.
-Enmly Destine Sings. SCALA 804. $5.93.
-Singers of the Golden Age, Vol. I:
Emmmlt Destine CLASSIC EDITIONS CE
7001. Two 12 -in. $9.96.
F, nnaii, GERAI.nINE

(

1882-

Farrar

)

%vas one of the first of the modern
singing actresses. Gifted with personal
beauty, a commmancling presence, and acting ability that would have made her a
star on the speaking stage, she did not
lxrlieve in vocal technique for its own
sake. Still, trained in the uncompromising
school of Lilli Lehmann, she took her at
seriously. '('hat she absorbed a good deal
from her teacher is evidenced by n comparison of the ebullient recording she
made of "Sent pre libera" at the outset of

76

her career with that of Lehmann herself.
Farrar's career is quite thoroughly documented by her recordings. The first of
them, and in many respects the most
interesting, were made in Berlin in 1904.
when she was twenty -two years old. Here
the voice is as fresh and healthy as a
spring breeze, the style spontaneous. yet
clearly under the Lehmann discipline.
Her Metropolitan debut was as Juliette
in November 1906, and the following
February she began her long and active association with the domestic Victor
Company. She withdrew from opera in
April 1922; then. after a period of retirement, returned for a few seasons as
a Lieder recitalist. The electrical recordings she made ( not released at the time)
are for Farrar fans only: she is heard to
far greater advantage in earlier releases.
There was one great inconsistency
in Farrar's equipment: her temperament
was that of a great tragedian. while her
voice was by nature a pure lyric soprano.
The loveliest of her records are those that
show the style and grace of her lyric
singing. At the head of the list %sould
place the selections from Die Kìinigskinder (one of her most successful operas) and 1_e Donne Curioxe, the Nhazart
ducts with Scotti. and the several selections she slid with Edmond Clement.
\lost of her best work was done in the
earlier years, for as she undertook heavier
and more dramatic roles her tone coarsened and irecame less even. Some of her
repertoire was re- recorded several times
(the replacements issued without announcement or change of catalogue nnmhers); almost invariably the earliest take
is the best.
1RCC has brought out six solos and
three duets with Karl Jiirn from the earl%
Berlin series, introduced by the singer
reading a poem of Longfellow. These
duhhings are unusually successful. emphasizing the sweetness and clarity of the
originals u'ilhcut striving for power. The
dramatic bravura of the r<feJistnfele aria
is beautifully realized, sharing top honors
with the Rrunéo et Juliette waltz and the
above -mentioned " Sempre libera." The
later Farrar emerges in RCA Camden's
Carmen selections, mostly sung about the
time of the Toscanini revival of 191.1.
Farrar's impersonation Was always somewhat controversial; hers was nut, certainly. the generally accepted "Carmen
voice." For dramatic purposes she put
pressure on it, with resulting loss of quality, and %whiteness of tone. But she was
a singer with a brain, oral her interpretation found an adoring public. She is
assisted here by Giovanni Martinelli as
Jose and Pasquale Amato as Escamillo.
The Micaela, remarkably enough, is Far rar herself in 1908; there can Ix, little
controversy over the freshness and beauty
of her singing in the famous aria. Farrar's
\finri is happily represented in the Caruso
anthology by a recording of the 13oh?,nc
duet, for many years unpublished.
-Bizet: Carmen ( excerpt, ). RCA CA\rDEN CAL 3.59.
81.98.
-Geraldine Farrar Commemorating the
Fiftieth Anniversary¡ of her :Metropolitan
Opera Debut November 26, 1906. INTI :uNATIONAr. Heenan Co1.I.Errolts CLUII
1RCC L 7010. 10 -in. $3.98.
1
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GA1.1.1-Cultcl, A\IL'LITA

(

1889-

)

Gau l -Curti

Stereo
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Playing Record Catalog, beginning with the
June issue! 35c at your
record dealer's.
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operatic triumph by Brr
GIORDANO

ANDREA GRENIER

embarked on her singing career without any regular vocal training.
She had sttitchcd from piano at the
NfiI ;lit Conservatory, when apparently it
was discovered not only that her voice
was remarkable, but that it was naturally well produced. Her preparation
from there on was a course of severe
self -criticism and analysis. After an unproductive audition at the \tc'tropolitan,
she made a sensational American dcbnt
in Chicago in 1916 and in the nest fourteen years built an enduring reputation.
Calli-Curci's first commercial records
were made only a couple of months after
her debut. "l'he voice recorded exceptionally %veil. and she became one of the most
popular Victor artists. Only two of the
selections in the RCA Camden recital are
electrical recordings, which means that
for the most part the voice is presented
in its prime. At hest it was a pore and
rippling voice, with a lovely clean line.
Its very ease in production was almost
a fault at times. for one was so impressed
with the way the artist tossed off very
difficult music that one could forget a hat
the music meant. This is certainly no
drawback in the hobbling- springglikc Air
and Variations of Proch or the Shadow
Song from I)burralt, lull it keeps her "Ate,
fors' e lei" front the highest distinction.
Her English songs are curious. No one
could do much more with Le, here the
gentle lark. except in matters of diction,
and The Last Rose of Stomper is pleasingly lyrical, even though the tops of the
phrases do not float in the way one hopes
and expects they will. She has her own
ending for this number. Her Mane,
sweet home (electrically recorded) has
Patti's ending, but with a difference.
The melody is elaborated, and We miss
the simplicity we can sense in Pattï s
old record. Throughout the recital Mme.
Calli-Curci sings musically, but it is characteristic that the final high note in any
piece she sings is apt to sag just a little
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CARDEN, MAIN ( 1877-

MARIO DEL MONACO
RENATA TEBALDI
ETTORE BASTIANINI
FERNANDO CORENA
with supporting coat
Chorea and Orchestra of

L'ACCADEMIA
DI SANTA CECILIA, ROME
Conducted by
GIANANDREA GAVATlEN1
Complete an

3
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RCA CAMDEN
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Perhaps more than any other singer on
our list \tarty Carden has become a
legend in her own lifetime. Indeed. she
was a legendary figure in mid -career,
about whom a whole literature has grown
up. Those who remember her \fíliaande,
her Thais. her Salome could newer bring
themselves to accept anyone else in these
roles, Her records contain many surprises,
liot the least of which is the quality of
the voice itself, for "Our Mary" was
never noted for exceptional vocal gifts.
She had a way of singing that was all
her own and she mouthed her words in
a manner that was decidedly not French;
yet welto would hesitate to call her a
great singer? The record she made of
"Ate, fors' èc lui" (in French ) is in many
ways the most remarkable of all, for it
shows that floridness can be dramatic
without being dazzlingly brilliant.
Garden's recording career got off to a
fabulous start, for in 1904 she was ae-
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eOmpalried by Debussy in three of his
Arieltes oubliécs and the little song from
the Tower Scene of Pe!léas et féli.randc.
Tonally these records are weak but clear,
though the sound of the piano is tinny
and unsteady. The style of the singing
and the tempos, which we must take as
authentic since there was no reason to
rush these brief songs for ten -inch discs,
should be studied by all who would sing
Debussy.
Garden's big days in the studios were
in 1911 -13, when she produced some
nine selections for Columbia. Five of
these -all the opera arias-now appear on
a Scala disc, along with one of the abovementioned Debussy songs and the Pelléos
et Alélisande fragment. The best of the
arias, along with the already noted La
Traciafa scene, is "Dennis le lalrr." A
hater electrical version macle for Victor
is better known, but at the time it was
made ( 1926) the bloom was gone from
the voice, and Carden sang somewhat
wearily a tone below the original key.
13ut that bloom is very much in evidence
in this Cohmibia recording. The other
arias are from Thais, Le Jongleur de
Notre Dame, and llc.'radiade. The Jong leur number also appears on FRP G.
-Mary Carden Sings. SCALA 829 (with
Emma Calcé Sings). $5.95.
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HEMPEI., FRIED.\ (1885 -1955)
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Record Market
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HIGH HDELtTY

Hempel was a singer of great versatility;
her recordings were ninny, varied and
lovely, almost without exception. She
made her debut in 190.5 and her first
records the following year. Though classified as a coloratura soprano, she sang
such roles as Eva and Elsa early in her
career, and one of her greatest successes
was as the Nlarschallin in the American
première of Der Rasenkacalier. Hempel's
American debut was as the Queen in Les
Huguenots, and that sane season, 1912
I3, she sang the Queen of the Night in
DieZauherfliìte. She left the opera in
1919, at first scoring a popular triumph
in her Jenny Lind recitals, later taking
her place among the finest Lieder singers
of her time. Her last New York recital

-
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was given in 1951.
Hempel was infallibly musical, and her
voice was in itself a remarkable instrnnment. Though unusually proficient in
florid song, she vas,
feel, primarily
n lyric singer; in simple cantilena she
had few rivals of any type of voice. 'The
upper tones, as we hear them in her most
spectacular recordings, were less round
and flutelike than those of Melba or
Galli- Curci; but there was a warm human quality which the louver voice never
lost and which made her singing unique.
Hempel reworded for several companies, but she considered that her hest
work was done for Edison. Both the Rococo and the Scala recitals are made up
of European recordings predating her
New York debut. Some of the selections
were more impressively done later in
American studios, but each of these recitals offers a feast of exciting singing.
Each contains eleven selections, of which
only three arc duplicated. Both contain
Adam's variations on "All, coos dirai -le,
1

maman" (a titillating bit of bravura),
the magnificently donc trifle from Ala saliello, and "Ali chiamano Alinti," which
has certainly not often been sung so movingly. And both have duets, but different
ones, with Hermann Jadlowker. The ItoCOCO has a superb Cernant version of the
big Ent /iihring aria ( the better known
Hempel recording is in Italian) but Scala
has "O beau pails," in German, from
Les Huguenots. This is the longer version
of the aria, not quite so lovely as that

sung in French for Victor, but including
the breath -taking cabaletta. This German version appears also in both the
Scala and Eterna Huguenots selections,
but in the latter it is pitched too high.
An unusual item in the. Roeom recital
is an air (rain Isouard's Le Billet de !ntterie, a brilliant performance also to be
had in a more forward but also more
noisy dubbing in Souvenirs of Opern,
No. 1.
Among the general collections in which
Hempel appears are Famous Records of
the Past, No. 6, in which we can hear
her stunning "Der Vrille Rachc" from
Die Zauberfliite (with more high Fs than
Mozart wrote) and Fifty Years. which
has a half each of the lovely duet from
La Traciata v'ith Pasquale Amato and
the Puritani aria. The dubbing of the
latter brings the voice too close to us,
and much of the fine effect of the original is lost.
-Famous Voices of the Past: Hempel.
Rococo 8. 55.95.
-Frieda Hempel Sings. SCALA 832.
$5.95.

Ivocuc, MARIA

(

1891-

Ivogiin was a radiant singer. Like Hempel she could dazzle with scintillating
pyrotechnics, and a moment after touch
the heart with the warmth of her lyrie
tones. A great favorite with opera audiences in Europe, especially in Munich
and Berlin, she w'as known in America
chiefly as a concert artist, though she
sang for a time with the Chicago Opera.
A measure of her achievements is the
fact that she was chosen by Strauss to
create the role of 'Lerbinetta in 1916
when the revised version of his Ariadne
auf Naxos was first produced in Vienna.
Her brilliant career was brought to an
untimely end by ill health, but in recent
years she has been active as a teacher.
Both Elisabeth Schvvarzkopf and Rita
Streich have been her pupils.
Apart from a long list of European
Odeon discs, Ivogiin made a series for
Brunswick just before the introduction
of electrical recording. These were of
more or less standard repertoire, ineltid-

H.tcti FIDELITY MAGAZINE

ing a couple of well sung but orchestrally
accompanied Schubert Lieder. More interesting are the later Electrola-HMV
elect des.
The Scala recital offers a wide variety
of arias and display songs, sung with the
greatest of case if not always with impeccable intonation. Vocally they are decidedly less exciting than the later electrical recordings. But there is an appealing Don Pasquale duct with her former
husband Karl Erb. Eterna's Mozart Opera
Recital contains her splendid renditions
of the two Queen of the Night arias,
which are possibly the finest things she
did in her earlier period,
-Maria lcogiin Sings. SCALA 815.
$5.95.
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and she was frequently guilty of singing

Part

Brush while

RECORDS

off pitch. This explains the unevenness of
the RCA Camden recital. The Carmen
and Die 1Valkfire selections show the
singer at her worst. The Tosco and Lohengrin, while by no means bad, are not
as well sung as the acoustic recordings
they replaced in the catalogues; the
Tannhüuser is an acoustic record and
a characteristic one, though the tempo
is dished owing to the necessity of getting the whole prayer on one 12 -inch
side. The Alceste and Gioconda. ( also
acoustic) are attractive, though the first
may not lie the noblest of Gluck performances, nor the second the most temperamental of Ciocondas. The Hérodiade
and Jeanne d'Arc numbers arc surprisingly effective. The Hérodiade may also
he had in Great Artists at their Best.
A valuable reissue, if rather noisy in
reproduction, is the monologue from
Ariadne auf Naxos, the title role of which
opera Jcritza created, in FRP 5. The
recording, which antedates her American
debut by several years, shows the voice
in its pristine state. There is a high B
that in it that any singer might envy. Less
impressive is a German lewd Song from

NO RUBBING

FOLKWAYS

(1887-

Jeritza was the answer to Gatti- Casazza's
Prayer after the first World War and
the death of Caruso; a sensational personality was needed to breathe new life
into the Metropolitan Opera. Gatti had
been in negotiations with the reigning
Viennese favorite before we entered the
war, but it was not until 1921 that she
finally arrived here. As is well known,
she scored a triumph in the American
premiere of Korngold's Die tote Stadt,
then capped it with an unforgettable
Tosca. Her success isms partially dramatic, partially due to her magnificent
presence and physical beauty, but her
vocal gifts were in themselves impressive. It was a big, splendidly rounded
voice at its best, and she poured it out
with case. Unfortunately, however, there
were weaknesses in her technique, and
when her abundant temperament took
over the singing suffered. In the course of
time more of her tones became unsteady

Faust on FRP 8.
-Maria Jeriha in Opera.
CAL 275. $1.98.
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The STEREOVOX record is not just
another Stereo record but something
new and exciting, the result of n
tremendous research program by
voX' engineers. You will find that
in both performance and sound
there is no better Stereophonic
record made than STEREOVOX.
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Reviewed by

PAUL AFFELDER

BEETHOVEN: Leonore Overture,
No. 3, Op. 72a

Frankfurt Opera Orchestra, Carl Bamberger, cond.
CONCERT HALL DX 67.

14

min.

BEETIOVEN: Symphony No. 5,
in C minor, Op. 67

Curieuich Orchestra of Cologne, Gunther
1Vand, conci.

30

'

.

$5.95.

Dressed up with Joe Rosenthal's historic
picture of the marines raising the flag at
iwo Jima, here is the Fifth in a typically
German Storni un<I Drang performance.
Wand at forty-six both looks and sounds
like a young Furtwiingler, whose two
recordings of this score give the key to
what should he expected here.
The Oinegatape is very quiet and provides a big, beefy sound that dynes wall
by the driving emphasis of \Vand's solid
pulse. But a voluminons bass and high
level of reverberation don't make for the
cleanest definition. Either the first movement oboe cadenza is fussy, or it has
been badly spliced. The first movement
repeat is observed, however, and the
tempos arc consistently justifiable. The

stereo effects are good.
Whether these plus and minus factors
lead one to buy or not to buy depends on
the emphasis that one gives to each of
them-and one might consider too the

ROLAND GELATT

excellent Prohaska- Volksoper edition on
Vanguard, still among the "best buys."
R.C.M.

JOHN EARGLE: Organ Recital
Bach:

Toccata

in

D minor;
dich mein,

Chorale

Prelude, Erbann'
S. 721.
Langhis: Arabesque for Fluter. AlbinoniWalter: Gigue. Mulet: Carillon -Sortie.
Karg- Elert: Harmonies du soir. Elmore:
Pavane. Alain: Litanies.
John Eargle, organ.
KLIPSCHTAPE
KST
$13.95.

1002.

30

min.

As might be expected from the technical
cachet of Rod Klipsch s name, the recording here (embodying at times a new
"longitudinal" technique of stereo microphones placement) is a model of its kind:
moderate in modulation level, hut ex-

tremely wide in dynamic range; beautifully blended and evenly spread; acoustically wann; and above all immaculately clean and natural in its faithfulness to the "symphonic" timbres of the
Aeolian -Skinner instrument in the First
Baptist Church of Longview, Texas, and
to the less rich yet more gleaming timbres of the some maker's smaller organ
in the First Presbyterian Church of Kilgore, Texas. The organist, who doubles as
musical director of Klipsehtape activities, is no virtuoso (he is probably wise
in omitting the Fugue from Bach 's Toccata in D minor) and tends to play
rather too slowly and inflexibly, but he is
obviously a serious and discreet musician. if his Bach chorale prelude (identified in the notes merely as "O Lord,
Have. \lercy ") is tau romantically registered for my taste, it is played with
genuine lyricism. And \lr. Eargle proves
himself more at home in the other
repertories represented, which can be
enjoyed with at least grateful sonic relish even by hearers unable to take
Langlais, \ ludet, Karma Elert, et al., too
R.D.D.
seriously.

FALLA: El amor brujo: No. 7,
Danza ritual del fuego; No. 11, Danza
del terror
Mussorgsky: Night on the bare mountain

ROBERT CHARLES MARSH

London Symphony Orchestra, Hermann
Scherchen, conch.
WESTMINSTER-SONOTA PE SWB 7036. 16

min.

$6.95.

There is often an unfortunate tendency
to hurry through this score, rushing the
adagio marking of the first thirty -six bars
and taking the following allegro as something more than what it says. Bamberger
does none of this, shaping a performance
that is architecturally distinguished in the
balance and proportion of its parts. Nothing is slighted -even the phrave endings
that almost everyone has a tendency to
clip -and nothing is overblown.
The result is a completely meritorious
Leonore, beautifully played, and exceptionally well recorded in a manner that
is decidedly stereophonic but uses the
technique to cuhance musical refine ment, not create special effects. The solo
trumpet,
et, incidentally, is not offstage, but
clear and brilliant -in the distance.
R.C. \i.

°sm.:A'rAPE STD 13.

R. D. DARRELL

$6.95.

Since earlier stereo versions of these col-

orful showpieces were coarsely played or
recorded ( both, in the case of Goehr's
complete Folio ballet taping), it is good
to have them in first -rate performances
by a Scherchen up to no tricks or sensationalism, but all precision and dramatic
vitality, and in stereoism notable for its
wide clvnamic range, vibrantly glowing
warmth, and remarkably well -spread
concert -hall authenticity.

HANDEL: Messiah (excerpts, Vol.

H)
Allele Addison (s), Donald Gramm (bs);
Chorus of the Handel and Haydn Society (Boston); Zinil>1er Sinfonietta,
Thompson Stone, conch.
Bosrox (via Livingston) BO 10 F. 29
min.

$11.95.

in this second set of Messiah excerpts
Handel's familiar masterpiece receives its
full stereo clue even more satisfactorily
than in the first reel of selections from
the complete Unicorn recorded performance. Only two soloists are represented
this time, but they are Adele Addison
and Donald Gramm at their best (particularly in the fonner's "There Were
Shepherds" and the latter's "The Trumpet Shall Sound," with Roger Voisin in
the breath -taking obbligato role). And
while Thompson Stone's "Pastorale Symphony" may be a bit tot gently lulling.
it provides a perfect contrast with the
heaven -storming "Glory to Gal in the
Highest," "Worthy is the Lamb," and
"Armen" choruses.
The recording itself may not be the
most brilliant or distortionless possible,
but nothing I've yet heard in stereo
shows off the medium's grandest gifts
more overpoweringly than the great
climaxes, with their purely vocal as well
as timpani and organ -pedal thunders, and
the spacious Symphony hall acoustics
here. My only quibble is with the lack of
notes and texts and the out -of- sequence
presentation in this and the previous
excerpts volume. I can't think of a better
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MUSSORGSKY: Night on the bare
mountain -See Falla: El amor brujo:
No. 7, Danza ritual del fuego; No. JI,
Danza del terror.

considerable rollicking and sardonic humor.) There have been several sensationally effective single- channel recordings of this incandescent score, but none
that approaches its present apotheosis in
stereo. My only possible complaint is
that the virtuoso Chicagoan tenor saxophone soloist properly should have been
R.D.D.
given an individual by-line.

"Asstintpla

PROKOFIEV: The Love for Three
Oranges: Suite, Op. 33a

way to commemorate the 200th anniversary of Handel's death in 1959 than
Mr Boston to give us this whole work,
properly ordered and annotated. R.D.D.

PALESTRINA:
est Maria"

Missa

Dessoff Choirs, Paul Boepplc, cond.
CoVCEnr HALL HX 65. 33 min. $11.95.
Unless my memory has slipped. this serenely lovely lass is the first full -length
major a cappella work to appear in
stereo. The performance is hardly ideal,
since the choir is rather too large and
neither quite relaxed nor authoritative
enough for its present task, while Boepple
himself tends at times to an un- Palestriniaun overintensity. Nevertheless, it is
a very moving version and at its best, in
the quieter passages, wholly enchanting.
In particular, it captures, as is possible
only in stereo, the airiness of vocal
sonorities floating and soaring freely in
broadly spacious auditorium acoustics.
The trace of distortion in some of the
louder passages, which Nathan Broder
noted in reviewing the LI' edition
(CHS 1231 of 1956, later renumbered
H 1631 ), is still noticeable; but here it
is more than compensated by the clarity
of the marvelously intricate yet effortless
part writing. And not least of the present release's merits is the inclusion of the
complete text in both the sung Latin
R.D.D.
and English translation.

PROKOFIEV:
Suite, Op. 60

Lieutenant

Kije:

Chicago Symphony
Reiner, cond.

Orchestra,

Fritz

20 min.

$8.95.

RCA

\rtcron BCS 96.

had been tipped off last spring that
this tape embodied some technical advances in which RCA Victor engineers
took special pride. And although 1 try to
remain skeptical over such preliminary
recommendations, once the tape itself
started unreeling, its advances both in
further expansion of the reproducible
dynamic and frequency ranges and in
incisiveness of transient response were
obvious. ( Sound- fanciers will surely go
delirious over the super bass drum and
vibrantly sonorous strings here!) 1 regret
that RCA Victor now also has followed
the current trend of raising the tape modulation level, with some consequent
increase in background noise; but i mist
admit that in this case at least it is a
small price to pay for the marked enhancement in symphonic brilliance and
impact. The music itself of course is almost deliberately calculated to exploit
such technical progress to the utmost,
and, best of all, Reiner's performance is
one of the most scintillating that even
he and the Chicago Symphony have
yet achieved. (Contrary to Alfred Frankenstein's view of the disc version, my
own feeling is that here Reiner reveals
i

London Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, cond.
MEmc:ewr MWS 5 -18.

16 min.

$6.05.

Doran s taping

of the dazzling Oranges
suite is another extraordinary technical
feat. And although I'm conscious of the
London Symphony's relative lack of the
utmost precision and subtlety of nuance
and of Doratt's slighting Prokofiev's ironic
wit and sentimentalizing the lyric passages a bit, this is nevertheless an uncommonly brilliant stereo showpiece.
R.D.U.

LEOPOLD STOKO\VSKI: "Landmarks of a Distinguished Career"
Bach -Stokowski: Toccata and Fugue, in
D minor. Debussy -Stokowski: Clair de
lune. Debussy: Prélude à l'après -midi
d"un faune. Sibelius: 'l'he Swan of Tuoncla, Op. 22; Finlandia. Op. 26.

Symphony Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski, cond.
CAm'n'ot ZF 35. 41 min. $14.95.
Not surprisingly, since Stokowski is his
own architect, this monument enshrines
both the most and least admirable characteristics of his genius. All the olcl

mannerisms are evident, together with a
few new ones, but there is also the incomparable ability to transcend normal
orchestral limitations. One thing at least
is certain: never before have this conductor's tonal sorcerics been reproducible
in one's home with the power, spaciousness, and conviction with which the
present tape bewitches even its most
objective listener. Much of this is far
from my own taste in music making, but
all of it is purest sonic -and Stokowskian
-magic.
R.D.D.
TCHAiKOVSKY: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 1, in B flat
minor, Op. 23

Leonard Pennario, piano; Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf,
cond.
Carnot. ZF 40. 31 min. $14.95.
fresh approach to a well -worn composition is always welcome, provided it
makes musical sense; and Pemlario s approach to this concerto certainly makes
sense. David Johnson's review of the
disc version ( Capitol l'AO 8417) characterized it as \Iozartean. The carefully
controlled, often light -hearted execution
by both soloist and conductor -most conspicuously in the second movement -sloes
llave a \lozatcan quality, yet light and
transparent though this presentation may
A

82

be, it has ample Tchaikovskyan fire, par ticularly in the stereo version. The piano
and orchestra, which appeared to be at a
concertlike distance from the listener on
the disc, are quite a bit closer on the
tape, where the piano is nicely centered
and the orchestral definition and presence are better, with the result that the
marvelous transparency Of the performance is actually helped. For those who
prefer an interpretation along more traditional lines, there is the superb CilelsReiner tape (RCA Victor ECS 8), a
conception that is both thoughtful and
brilliant, with an exceptionally sensitive
P.A.
middle movement.
TCl1AIKOVSKY: Symphony No.
6, in B minor, Op. 74 ( "Pnthétique")

Sinfonia of London, \luir \lathieson,
cond.
Ltvnles'roN 4002 K. 45 nein. $17.95.
New York Phillharnmonic, Dimitri Mitroponlos, conti.
CoLlrsttIA L \lß 19. 40 min. $15.95.

With three Patluétfques now in the new
sonic medium, 1 cast my vote unhesitatingly for Mathieson. The English conductor, who until now has been represented on this side of the Atlantic primarily as a director of film scores, invests this concert work with great power
and dramatic intensity. Hfs tempos arc
broad, yet he never allows the music to
become maudlin; and " Sinfonia of London" must have been recruited from the
very lxst ranks of British musicians, for
the playing is of the highest quality
clean, sonorous, and beautifully polished.
Livingston's reproduction is a joy, nothing
short of thrilling. Optimum microphone
placement provides a wonderfully natural balance and an even, wide, extremely sonorous band of sound, recorded
at a fairly high level that lends grandeur
to the music.
\Iitroporlo treatment of the score is
generally brighter, if less "pathetic," than
Mathicson's. it is strong, impassioned,
and markedly restless -so restless, in
fact, that one phrase is sometimes pushed
into the next. In stereo, however, the
over -all sound is richer than that of the
LP conunterpart (Columbia ML 5235).
the brasses are a trille less raspy, the
strings have a fine resinous bite, and
there is an excellent impression of direction and tonal perspective. The last
movement, in particular, appears less
tant and ncslmd than on the disc, although Mttroponlo constant pushing
here lessens its tragic significance. In
both media, the sensitive microphones
show up mane of the extraneous noises
creaking chairs and the like -that the
Philharmonic, one Of the noisiest of all
recording orchestras, allows to creep into
its performances.
Comparing these two new Patlhétiques
with the two -year-old tape by \lonteux
and the Boston Symphony (RCA Victor
find that the Frenchman's
GCS 5),
reading is less dramatic than Mathieson's,
more sensitive than \litropoulos'. RCA
Victor's sound is mellower than Column-

-

-
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....from LIVINGSTON, PRESUME!
I

THE MAGIC OF LIVINGSTON STEREOPHONIC TAPE

is as exciting as the live performance itself. With
Livingston Living Sound Tapes,* you'll transform

your favorite chair into a "front row seat"...
thrill to concert hall realism and dynamic range...
almost feel the breeze of the conductor's baton!
Livingston, pioneer in stereo tapes, assures
you of this premium performance every time.
Recorded and duplicated to the highest
standards on the finest equipment, Livingston
offers not only the best but the world's
largest library of stereo tapes as well.
Ask your dealer or write for the new Livingston

SYMPHONIC
NEW

... THIS MONTH!

Lenny Hermon Quintet
For Me and My Gil
Let A Smile Be Your

Umbrella

"TONIGHT"

Jose Melis
1103F
1104F

POPULAR

"C "series (600 ft.)

$6.95

"F "

Living sound from

of

v "JAZZ

Elsa Maxwell

2017C

Tchaikovsky
Capriccio Italien
Graz Philharmonic
Gustav Cern, Cond..._ .............22016C

/Catalog

MUSIC
1105E

Beethoven
Symphony No. 2 Egmont Overture
Graz Philharmonic
Militades Ca ridis, Cond...........4003K

series (1200

ft.)

$11.96

"K" series

t. Orch.
Body And Soul
Livingston Stereo
Showcase. Vol. 4
Sam Donohue

(1500

ft.)

e012C

LS6C

$17.96

LiVING STON
Audio Products Corp., Dept.H -6, Box 202, Caldwell. N. J.

f1I

JUNE 1958
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"here's a
recording
bonus
you can't
afford
to miss!"

says
Sol

Yaged

biais; but it is more distant, less sharply
focused and, at least in the first two
movements, not as dramatically realistic.

FREE

P.A.

More Briefly Noted
Warren Baker: "After Hours."
Omegatape ST 7014, 29 min., 511.05.
Nondescript yet mildly ingratiating tea dance versions of Chasing Chopin, Fish
Horn Fantasy, Dark Eyes, and six others, featuring Bobby Hammack's piano,
Jerry Frie divan s vibes, and an unspecified but ovcrpromincnt bass player, in
attractively clean and transparent recordings.

with purchase of any $12.50 Stereo
Age tape, or any two lesser -priced
SA tapes listed below

STEREO
MOSAIC

The new Stereo Age 600 -ft. samp-

ler tape

Chapi and Chueca: Zarzuela Med-

leys. Montilla EMT 1000, 30 min.,

$12.95.
Appropriately the first Montilla stereo
release returns to the scenes of this
Spanish. -Americana firm's earliest trip
phs: Chapi's delectable La Reeolfosa
and Chueca's scarcely less vivacious and
tuneful Agua, Azucarillos y Aguardfente
-the highlights of which arc here deftly
arranged for orchestra by José Olmedo,
played with unflagging verve by the
Orquesta de Camera de Madrid under
Enrique Estela, and recorded with
festive expansiveness.

SOU N DCRAFT'S

DIXIELAND

JAM FEST
IN STEREO'
"is one of the hottest sessions
I've ever recorded!"
AND IT'S YOURS... RECORDED IN STEREO
OR MONAURAL ON ANY 7" REEL OP
SOUNDCRAFT TAPE YOU BUY. To demon-

strate the superb quality of Soundcraft
tapes, you can have this $11.95 collector's
item recording for just the price of the
tape plus 750 postage and handling! Over
20 minutes of Dixieland Jazz Classics,
featuring Sol and fellow Jazz Greats Cozy
Cole, Coleman Hawkins, J. C. Higginbotham, Lou Stein, Milt Hinton and "Red"
Allen ...an exclusive by Soundcraft... not
for sale anywhere at any price! Soundcraft
tape is invariably used for recording great
artists and great moments in music! Ask
about your bonus recording at your Soundcraft dealer today!
ALWAYS BUY SOUNDCRAFT
...

you can't agora' riot to!

REEVES

SOUNDCRAFT

10 E. 52 St., N.Y. 22

S

"Dixieland Jamfest in Stereo."
Reeves Soundcraft special offer, 30
min., 75e plus the regular cost of a
7 -in. reel of "Soundcraft' tape.
An enticing sales- promotional gimmick
by which the purchaser of a (`Sound erdt," Hatch) raw -tape reel may return
it to the manufacturer to be recorded,
for a nominal processing and postage
charge, with a seven -item program by a
seven-man all -star combo starring Coleman Hawkins, Henry "lied" Allen, Sol
laged. et al. The only "catch" note is
the lack of env table of contents or
notes: the perfonna nces themselves arc
wildly free -for-all. with perhaps too
much depentlence on stereotyped hotjazz formulas, but at their best they
have drive, exuberance, and authority;
and the strong, open recording does full
justice to the old masters' sonic as well
as idiomatic virtuosity.

West Coast: 342 N.La Brea, L.A. 36

AGE
STEREO
E COP. DINGS

"Stereo Mosaic" is your opportunity to
judge for yourself what many believe is
the finest. most natural sound in stereo
today
and to sample unusual confem
porary works. rarely heard in concert. that
hold so much discovery for modern listenextracts from all
ers. "Stereo Mosaic"
is yours at no charge with
SA releases
your purchase as outlined above. And if
you are not satisfied that Stereo Age tapes
have the artistry music. sound. and fine.
library packaging you've sought. return for
full refund. Choose now from list below.
If your dealer cannot serve you, order
direct.

...

-

-

2nd String Quartet. )(ohon String
Quartet. one of the most expressive works of
the great modernist, feelingly performed.
$12.50
Warm, intimate string sound.
BARTOK:

Harp works of
Hindemith. Prokofietl, Debussy, Piemé; pet
formed by one of the lew great harpists:
recordéd with unparalleled presence. $12.50
THE HARP OF EDWARD VITO.

OF CHARLES PIES, sung by gifted
young soprano Davy Barnett in her recording
debut. Her intonation, diction and expression
are rare today. Songs beautiful and moving.

SONGS

$12.50

four Dirges. Isabelle Dynan, pian- '
ist. Infinitely serious piano writing. not for
the casual listener, performed by an artist of
BARTÒK:

outstanding and steadily building reputation.
56.95
KABALEVSKY: sonata #3 fer Piano. One of
the foremost of contemporary sonatas
with lire. breadth, pathos, dynamic rhythms.
Denting pianism by Isabelle Byman. 57.50

-

"The End on Bongos." Jack Burger
Orchestra. HiFI Tape R 804, 37 min.,

Five Pieces for Plano. Isabelle
Byman. Tendkr and lyrical writing by Israel's
finest composer
sensitive interpretation
.
.
.
a milestone in recording.
55.95

BEN -MAIM:

...

$1.2.95.
One of the best -and best- varied -of cur-

Weldon Flanagan: "At the Palace
CORP.

AN UNPRECEDENTED OFFER

to introduce you to the superb
artistry, advanced repertoire, and
master -tape quality of

1

rent sonic jungle safaris. The leader's
lively bongoing generously shares the
spotligàt avith Buddy Coletté s looping
flute and Elmer Schmidt's sparkling marimba, most imaginatively in Converser
en la Noche, but scarcely less effectively
in Blue Prelude, Nacho en Desclacaciu,
A Yiddishrt Mamba, and seven other
colorful pieces. Drily but notably crisply
recorded in smoothly spread stereo.

$7.50 value

.

1A22 FROM NEW YORK. lair in the bedrock
manner, as taught by experts Joe Thomas,
Coleman Hawkins. 1. C. Higginbotham, Buster
Bailey and a swinging rhythm section. 57.50

All

tapes stacked only

7" Reels

7Y2 ips

STER,EO A
RFCORDINGS
F,ox',aa UsnsR MO:TCL.Nel+
.IFW SERSTY

in Dallas." Klipsehtape KST 7002, 29

min., $13.95.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

One of the most (or perhaps f might say
waspishly, few) attractive theater -organ
programs to date, rating commendation
on no less than three counts: its refreshingly moderate modulation level as well
as beautifully blended and broadly
spread stereo recording; Flanagan's own
buoyant and piquant performances,
which eschew most of his colleagues'
sentimental excesses and novelty effects;
and the engaging tonal qualities of his
rebuilt Wurlitzcr instrument.
Music of Leroy Anderson. Mercury
MVS 5 -30, 17 min., S7.95.
America's successor to the light -music
throne of the late Eric Coates was represented so ably by Fennell and the
Eastman-Rochester Pops Orchestra on
disc that until one actually hears their
tape versions of the irresistible Sandpaper
Ballet, Sleigh Ride, etc., it's impossible
to realize how much stereo can add
both to their musical and technical attractions. 'Ehe only shortcoming of this
minor masterpiece is that it doesn't also
include the LP's even more delectable
Irish Salle.

STEREO
DISCS

Play Stereo Discs
on your own
record player.
The leading
record companies
are about to
release their

libraries on

JOIN THE STEREOPHONIC MUSIC SOCIETY
and 'receive a

FREE

The Stereophonic Music Society

ELECTRO -VOICE STEREO

CARTRIDGE
AND DIAMOND NEEDLE

first to bring you the
opportunity to enjoy Hi Fidelity
long playing Stereo records
by making this extraordinary offer!
is the

retailing at

$22.50
Sabicas and Mario Escudero. Montilla FMT 1001, 34 min., S13.95.
Ten improvisations in flamenco styles,
varied in mood and particularly effective
in their quieter, more poetic moments.

Although these pieces are recorded at
ultrahigh levels which require drastic
volume reduction for most satisfactory
reproduction, they are inherently suited
to exploit stereo potentialities; and the
occasional "responsive" passages lucre
(especially the rhythmic tappings in
Ritmos de Subjects) are sonically as well
as musically captivating.

"Soundblast." Ferrante and Teicher.
Sonotape SWIB 7065, 13 min., $6.95.
The "Men from Mars," with their doctored -up pianos, multiple channels, and
engineering trickery, again. The onions
sounds themselves are by now less novel;
but the contrasts between extremely
heavy, yet vibrantly clean, lows and glittering highs is more startling than ever,
while Ferrante and Teicher's own bravura is unflagging in this four -item pro gram of Tico -Tito, Brazil, and other
Latin-American jeux d'esprit.

This cartridge will fit all standard record players and
tone arms. It will play 336 long playing, 45 and
78 R.P.M. records; also all Stereo Discs.

Join
THE STEREOPHONIC MUSIC SOCIETY
and enjoy these additional advantages:
Maximum savings on stereophonic discs
Maximum savings on stereophonic tapes
Immediate shipment
Free monthly catalog of latest releases

Initial purchase requirements are

3 discs from the list shown below
and yearly membership fee $9.00. No further obligation,
ABC -PARAMOUNT

Eydie Gorme Vamps the Roaring

20's ABC -127
More College Drinking Songs ABC -129
HI -Fi In An Oriental Garden
ABC-130
Ferrante And Telcher: "Sound" ABC-134
World War II Songs in Hi-Fi ABC -135
Strauss In Hl -FI (Valentino) ABC.186.

COUNTERPOINT

8

-- -

4.98

4.98
.98
.98
.98

$4.98

Bloody Mary Sings The Blues 556
Juanita Hall
Boccherini
Cello Concerto B Flat Major and
Vivaldi
Cello Concertos No. 5 in A Minor and No. 3 in
Pee Wee Russell
Portrait of Pee Wee 562

Singing Negro Slave Songs

Michel Larue

$4.98
E

Minor

$4.98
$4.98
$4.98

555

560

URANIA
Saint -Saens Symphony No. 3 for organ and orchestra USO 1001
Offenbach Gainé Parisienne (London Philharmonic Orch.) USD 1002
Strauss Sparkles In Hi'Fi (unusual waltzes, polkas, marches) USO 1003.. ...... _ .....
Rossini- Respighi La Boutique Fantasque (London Philharmonic Orch.) USD 1004

$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
$5.95

"Stereo Starter Set." Concertapes
A

SP 1, four 5 -in. reels, 15 min. each,
$19.05 boxed.
shotgun attack on the hypothetical

stereo-novice's susceptibilities: extremely
bright recordings of lush scmis)lnphonic
pops by the Sorkin Strings; heavy -driving jazz by Mike Simpson's Band; cocktail -hour favorites by Jay Norman's
Quintet and songstress Nancy Wright;
and -most substantially-Leonard Sorkin's
zestful Musical Arts Symphony performances of popular orchestral dances.
Whatever the beginner's musical reactions may be to this miscellany, he surely
will acquire an avid taste for first -rate
stereo -sound qualities.

STEREOPHONIC MUSIC SOCIETY, INC.
303 Grand Avenue, Palisades Park, N. 1.
Please enroll me for a lull year period ($9.00 membership fee
To:

enclosed)
understand that I am
a member of the Stereophonic Music Society.
under no obligation to purchase any specified number of records other than
the 3 which I have checked above. and that I am to receive a free Electrovoice Stereo Cartridge and diamond needle. (retailing at 522.50). Other
will receive are maximum savings on stereo d.scs and
benefits which
tapes, free monthly catalog of latest releases.
is enclosed herewith
My E Check
Money Order for S
;payable to the Stereophonic Music Society, Inc.).
as

Mall
Today!

I

I

_

NAME

.20NE_

CITY
MAKE

OF

RECORD

...............

STATE

PLAYER

Please send additional

Information concerning the Safety.

S5
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l
BIGGEST

catalog
76 items

ranging from
symphonies

Strauss, Johann ií: Die Fledcrmcacs:
Overture; Polkas; Du ue! Du Waltz.
RCA Victor CCS 91, 24 min.. $10.95.
Fiedler and the Boston Pops Orchestra
never have been more incisively energetic or recorded with more impressive
Symphony Hall realism, but such full blooded treatment is better suited to the
Overture and Tik -Tak Polka than to the
three other more songful polkas and the
graceful waltz.

to sabrejetc

best STEREO
»rasterfully
recorded
by Cook,

produced with
utmost care

FREE

CATALOG
Send for your copy NOW

Laboratories, Inc.
101 Second St.,

Dear Cook:

Willson: The Music Man. Capitol
ZF 41, 46 min., $14.95.
Certainly no single -channel versions of
this Broadway hit could ever capture as
effectively in one's home the electrifying
excitement of the stage performances of
the "orchestrated" salesmen's chatter and
Robert Preston's ultravirtuoso spieling in
Trouble and Seventy -Six Trombones.
Few of the original cast's other selections achieve comparable freshness of
appeal and, unlike the live show's audiences and critics, 1 find scant relish in
the Buffalo Bills' barbershop quartets.
Yet even in its most conventional moments this is good entertainment, while
at its most imaginatively original it is
show music -and recording -at their most
exhilarating best.
R.D.D.

Stamford, Conn.

A copy of your new stereo

catalog, please.

DISCS

Nome
Address

AUDIO
DISCS

L

TAPES
YOU CAN
TRUST!

FIDELITY

STEREO

Johnny Pulen and his Harmonica Gang;
i3ullring!: La Fiesta Brava, Vol. 4; Railroad Sounds: Steam and Diesel; Marching Along: the Dukes of Dixieland, Vol.
3.
AUnro Flnm LITY AFSD 1830, 1835, 1843,
1951. $6.95 each.

JUANITA

HALL:

"Sings

the

Blue?'

Juanita Hall; Claude Hopkins' All Stars.
COUNTERPOINT CP l' 556.

i/
Enjoy
professional qualify
at

popular price!

5cOTC
?MC

s

Magnetic Tape
.,
1®,.O..,fS..
....v,..
" .,.

MIM. I).OI°`,..TT

C...W ,.UO

...Y11u..Ilrutb

86

INC

, ONT.

.b r. ,QW.

$4.98.

It would be dangerously easy to write
either of two opposite -.ogled reviews of
the first commercial stereo releases to
appear in \\T estrex- system disc form. One
report, from the point of view of the
listener to whom stereo is entirely new,
or who has no facilities for direct comparisons with corresponding tape versions, would be wildly enthusiastic. The
other, from a more experienced listener,
might well vary from skeptical dubiety
all the way to contemptuous disdain. i
myself would strongly suggest that all
subjective evaluations, including my own,
be heavily discounted: the more optimistic ones in slew of the natural hope
for reasonably priced stereo in convenient disc form; the more pessimistic ones
by reason of the still -experimental nature of the present hurriedly marketed
discs and pickups.
I'm sure that my personal first reac-

lions should be discounted by reason of
my not yet perfected present stereo disc
playback means and perhaps especially
my predilection for magnetic pickup cartridges over the ceramic type to which
I have been forced to shift now. In particular, I'm inclined to blame the pickup
for the most serious technical complaint
i have about the present discs -the fact
that the stereo effect itself seems so much
more diluted than in even average -quality tapings. The two channels are only
Um well blended; and while the \Vestrex
recording system itself may be justified in
claiming better than 20-db channel separation, from what i've heard so far I'm
convinced that much less than this is
achieved in over-all reproduction. I well
may be \\Tong. If so l'Il welcome the
opportunity to recant, once I've been
shown letter channel differentiation,
preferably in symphonic or tone -test materials.
Which brings up another, probably
even more insidious factor, for anyone
Widely versed in the stereo tape repertory. Among the present program materials only the Dukes of Dixieland dise
is particularly well suited for stereo reproduction, and only it and Miss Hall's
magnificent blues -shootings provide any
notable musical-or other- attractions.
Railway Sounds is interesting enough
sonically for a few minutes, but quickly
exhausts all but at fanatic's patience; the
fine Banda Taurina's bullfight-intermission divertissements are ranch more routine than the other releases in the Fiesta
Brava series; and Johnny Pulens unimaginatively arranged harmonica-ensemble
pieces strike even a onetime bass -harmonica player like myself as woefully
lacking in variety.
The Dukes' Vol. 3 is the lest of their
sensationally successful series; but while
I feel that stereo notably enhances the
considerable attractions of the original
LP version in the tape edition, I can't
honestly say the same of the stereo disc.
And although I haven't heard either a
monaural record or stereo tape edition of
the Hall- Hopkins blues program, I
strongly suspect that the difference between them would he much more impressive than that between conventional
LP and stereo disc. But at any rate, this,
like the Dukes' Vol. 3, is a won: to be
recommended in any form, since Miss
Hall (previously known mainly for her
role as Bloody Mary in South Pacific)
proves a worthy inheritor of the grand
tradition of blues singing, as well as one
better equipped vocally than most of
her predecessors or contemporaries.
Moreover she is superbly accompanied
by kindred instrumental spirits, perhaps
most notably by shrill lint torrid clarinetist Buster Bailey and the nonpareil tenor
saxophcmist Coleman Hawkins.
Yet after making all due allowances,
this court's verdict on stereo discs can be.
only "Non liana" (judicialese for temporarily evading a firm decision); Case
remanded to the docket for rehearing,
without prejudice, when more conclusive evidence is available.
R.D.D.

Hncnt FmELITY MAGAZINE

OSCILLOLCOrC COYPU" Or
rNIICIS10N PrA4AYYS COMPANY.

RCA Sound Tape

INC.

STEREO FORUM
I

used to

WAT C H
`I!r¡4MC,`\

tadP.

tape threading!

Now available wherever superior -quality magnetic tape is sold. On 5" and 7"

Load -Easy Reels for fast, simplified
threading. Excellent for low- noise, extended -range recording and playback!
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

Harrison, N.1,

THE QUALITY

RECORDING TAPE IN
THE NEW PERMANENT

PLASTIC CONTAINER
FREE: USEFUL Tape -Time Ruler and
colorful brochure on Sonoremir. Write
Dept. H -107,
The
Ferrodvnantics
Corporation, Lodi, New Jersey.
SONORAMIC IS

A

PRODUCT OF THE

+1cvniu

the music

Sin:

on the

have heard so many unpleasant
rumors of stereo "faking" (in the production of commercial tapes as well
as in equipment designed to produce
a pseudo- stereo effect from single channel recordings) that I'in anxious
to know the rights of the matter.
The manufacturers of pseudo- stereo
reproducing equipment seem to state
frankly enough just what they attempt to do anti how they do it.
But are any of the commercial tape
releases labeled "stereo" actually
doctored -tip from originally singlechannel recordings?
1

...on "Load -Easy" reels
for fast

Electron Tube Division

Phony Stereo Tapes?

CORPORATION
LODI, NEW JERSEY

1Villiant Creder
Schenectady, N.

I

I

I

Y.

The "whispering" or "smear" campaign which is the anonymous source
of the rumors you have heard began
several years ago and apparently still
persists despite the complete lack of
any tangible evidence (so far) to
support it. Probably it started with
a half -truth -that some of the first
stereo recordings were not made with
stereo release in mind, but solely as
two -channel "masters" for LP- editing
convenience. Nevertheless, they were
true dual- channel recordings and
when the demand for stereo tapes
developed, They proved ¡ust as suitable for release in the new medium
as in blended- channel LP discs. Possibly, too, some private experimenters
have attempted to "doctor-up" (by
frequency- spectrum
splitting
and
other means) some single- channel
recordings so as to produce a pseudo stereo effect in playback.
But no commercial manufacturer
(large or small) has yet admitted
producing such a phony for public
circulation. More importantly, no
stereotape reviewer or listener we
know of has ever reported a specific
commercially released stereo tape
which was not a true dual- channel
recording or a dual- channel reduction of an originally three -channel
"master." In some instances the stereo
"effect" itself has been relatively
slight, in others highly exaggerated;
not infrequently there are good
grounds for technical or aesthetic
criticism of the over-all results. But
never has there been any question
of the existence of two separate channels-a fact which is relatively simple
Continued on next page

oscilloscope

llbut

a

NORELCO`
speaker

made me

I.

Every time

I

bought

a record, I used to set

up the calibrated microphone, connect the
oscilloscope, start the
music with bated breath, and keep my
eyes glued to the screen. If anything on
the 'scope pattern looked suspicious
(something always did), I would start
checking tubes, voltages and crossover
frequencies, and examine the record
under a microscope.
Then, at the house of a musician friend.
I heard a NORELCO loudspeaker. I was
suddenly carried away by the sheer joy
of listening! What lovely sound! Clean,
tight bass: creamy smooth highs; crisply
defined middles ... it was music!
i rushed out to the nearest hi -fi dealer.
bought my own NORELCO speaker,
took it right home ... and I am a different person today. Man, just listen to
that music!
(You can change your hi -fi life, too -just
write to North American Philips Co..
Inc -, High Fidelity Products Division.
230 Duffy Avenue. Hicksville. Long

Island. N. Y.)

a complete line of S" to 12" h'gh. fidelity
speakers and acoustically engineered enclosures
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STEREO FORUM
you think
that all brands of
recording tape are alike

Continued from preceding page
- .

.

-

to establish (or disprove) with complete a.ssurancc.
We suggest that the rumor monger's either put up or shut up. If any
reader has or hears of a commercially released phony -.stereo tape, we
beg hint to let us know. We can
assure him that it will be thoroughly

tested and-if indeed spurious -publicized. Meanwhile. tee can only re-

state that we have yet to encounter
(or even to hear of at secondhand)
a specific example.

ferro -sheen

a16.

Reverse Re.recording

GIBSON

quick and easy way to find
the reference you want exactly
when you want il
A

-

HIGH FIDELITY
A Bibliography of
Sound Reproduction

Compiled by K. J. Spencer
Foreword by G. A. Briggs
This new hook, imported in a limited
quantity from England and available
in this country only through the pub-

lishers of HIGH FIDELITY Magazine, is a volume whose value to
everyone seriously interested in high

fidelity

need

not

be

outlined.

contains approximately 2,600 entries that represent the whole field of
published information and research on
high quality sound reproduction, from
the subject's very early days up to and
Jr

including June 1957.

$6.00

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
Graul Barrington, Massachusetts
enclose

Joe

which

please

S
send me
ceei,s of HIGH FIDEIITY: A BIBIIOGRAPHY OF SOUND REPRODUCTION. !Add SU postage
for Foreign orders except Conedion,l

I

NAME

:'Hobbyist"

1

GIRL*

H -4
SP-4

are well advised to follow
the procedure properly called "reverse re- recording." Practically all
commercial tape duplicators copy
tapes, both stereo and single- channel,
"backwards" (although of course in the
case of 2 -track single -channel tapes
only one channel is actually copied
backwards, .since the two tracks run
in opposite directions).
There is a practical minor advantage in that the duplicated tape
cones out in the ready- to -be- played
pO.S tiol On its reel and floes not have
to be rewound before playing. But the
major advantage is that reverse re -recording aloes much to minimize the
normal tendency of distortions (especially irans'ent d'stortion) to "add
tap" in each new re- recording "generation"-a phenomenon credited to
Lincoln Thompson, who discovered it
around J-949 in the course of disc-rerecording experimentation.
(We cannot forbear adding a word
of warning to anivne planning to duplicate commercial stereo, or other,
tape releases: if such copies are offered for sale or played in public, the
unauthorized and unlicensed duplicator runs a grace risk of legal prosecution and fines!)

S

TS4A -1R

TS4ASTD
TS4A -DL)(
(net)

4. Standard

Recently i 1»Irchaseci a stereo tape
recorder which I intend to use for
duplicating borrowed stereo tapes,
but I am in doubt as how to duplicate
them -backwards or forwards.
I understand that tapes are best
duplicated backwards (with the
the original running backwards. that
is). If commercial tapes are duplicated backwards. cines this mean I
should copy them in the opposite direction- forwards?
T. L. Viner
Detroit, Mich.

lY

5. Deluxe
6. Industrial (5 sizes to

13.

19.

TAPE SPLICERS

2.'Semi -Pro"
3. Junior

Sin:

Available wherever quality tape is sold.

IS.

17.

u.

I")

1.71

3.30
6.50
LSO
11.50
55.00

ROBINS' TAPE AND PHONO ACCESSORIES
SPlicinkt Tape

7

ST -300

8. Head Cleaner
9. Jockey Cloth (or Tapes

1.00
1.00

WT-2
TC -7

Tape Storage Cans
Tape Threader
Changer Covers ( 2 sizes)
Turntable Coven (2 sizes)
14. "Clean Sound" for Records
15. jockey Cloth for Records
16. KleeNeedle
17. Phono -Cushion. 10"x12"
IS. Atomic Jewel
10.
11.
12.
13.

19.

.39

HC -2

.80

TT.1

.98

CC -1.2
CC -3.4
CS-4

2.00
2.50
1.00

1C'.1
N11-1

1.00
1.50
1.50

PC -10.12
SE -90

AM.)
.\t 1)c.1 lrn I'..ci,,,hrrr

Acoustic Insulation

5.00
2 75

ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP.
9l.SiDF u,

"awrpss

You

ADDRESS

No C.O.D.s or charge orders please

SS

<,

BROADwAY

SUN.O`t6

5.

e

i
i
13

T 30

;THE MUSIC MAN

v..\
.15

ST 2022

SOUTH PACIFIC

$11.95

ST 2023

PAL JOEY

$11.95'

ST 2024

OKLAHOMA!

$11.95

MY FAIR LADY

$11.95

SHOW DEMO

$ 5.95

ST

2025

STD 12

Ask your dealer for the finest quality
stereo tape recording.

Omegatape
HOLLYWOOD
Hicti
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SAR Ci- ENT-RAYILE ENT

qt,Nte,07-41-1,0-6,C,M
for advanced high fidelity installations

y

SR

17 -17 34 WATT (DUAL 17 WATT)

STEREO PRE -AMP, TONE CONTROL,

AND AMPLIFIER $189.60

SR 17 -17 represents the combining on one chassis of two professional type pre -omps with that of
two high -power amplifiers. The SR 17 -17 Stereo Reproducer was designed to be used in music systems where duel track stereo tape transport mechonisms, tape recorders, or the new stereo disc cartridges are to be used. There is also provision made for AM-FM or FM -FM stereo broadcasting inputs, as well as auxiliary stereo inputs.

The

THE OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF THE

SR

17 -17 ARE:

Dual low distortion pre -omps for monaural or the new stereo cartridges, and three positions of
stereo tope head playback.
Dual gang bass, treble, and volume controls for ease and accuracy

of stereo operation.
Stereo balance control for equal channel volume fo any part of your listening room.
Monaural- Stereo, and stereo reverse controls.
Three position contour (loudness)
control for average and extreme low level listening.
Harmonic distortion only 0.46% at 50 cps,
0.32% at 1000 cps, and 0.48% at 15,000 cps at rated output.
Intermodulation distortion is less than
1.5% at rated output, and less than 0.5% of 10 watts.
Hum and noise 70 db below rated output.
OTHER
SR -380
SR

-534

SR

STEREO REPRODUCERS

SE:t
S3EZ

Write for complete brochure on all

¡UNE

$189.60
$106.60

FM -AM TUNER WITH STEREO PRE -AMP TONE CONTROL
34 WATT (DUAL 17 WATT) BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIER
SR

lt

Stereo Reproducers.

SARGE1.71"-RAYMENT CO.
4926 East 12th Street, Oakland

1.

California
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Bozak

..

.

a name apart
in loudspeakers

for uncompromising

standards of design
and craftsmanship

..

for integrity
in the re- creation

Hear the Bozaks at

a

franchised Bozak dealer /write for literature /The R.T. Bozak Sales Co./Darien, Conn.

JU
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Equipment reports appearing in this section are prepared by members of HIGH FIDELITY'S staff, on the basis of actual use in
conjunction with a home music system], and the resulting evaluations of equipment are expressed as the opinions of the reviewer
only. Reports are usually restricted to items of general interest, and no attempt is made to report on items that are obviously
not designed for high - fidelity applications. Each report is sent to the manufacturer before publication; he is free to correct
the specifications paragraph, to add a comment at the end of the report, or to request that it be deferred (pending changes
in his product), or not be published. He may not, however, change the report. Failure of a new product to appear in TITH may mean
either that it has not been submitted for review, or that it was submitted rmd was found to be unsatisfactory. These reports may
not be quoted or reproduced, in part or in whole, for any purpose whatsoever, without written permission from the publisher.

Fisher 90 -C Preamplifier
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufocturer): a single- chassis self powered preamplifier -control unit. Inputs: magnetic phono, tape head,
microphone, crystal or ceramic pickup, tuner, two auxiliary high -level
inputs. Controls: combined AC power and volume; loudness switch;
channel selector push buttons; input level -set controls; presence switch;
bass turnover (AES, LP, RIAA -ORTHO, NAB, TAPE); treble rolloff (FLAT,
AES, RIAA -ORTHO, LP -NAB, TAPE); bass (±15 db, 50 cps); treble ( ±15
db, 10,000 cps); rumble filter switch. Outputs: two, at low impedance,
to tape recorder (preceding tone and volume controls) and to main
amplifier. Frequency response: ±0.25 db, 20 to 20,000 cps; ±2 db,
10 to 100,000 cps, with tone controls set for flat response. Distortion:
.02% harmonic, unmeasuroble IM at
v out; .05% harmonic, unmeasurable IM at 5 v out; 0.12% harmonic, 0.2% IM at 10 v out.
Hum and noise: over 85 db below 2 v out; over 72 db below 10 my
phono input. Three switched AC outlets. Dimensions: 123,,4 in. wide by
4% high by 8% deep. Price: $119.50. MANUFACTURER: Fisher Radio
Corp., 21 -21 44th Dr., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

ton. The third AC outlet, for the power amplifier, is controlled by the main AC switch on the volume control.
There are separate slide switches for phono rolloff and
turnover equalization, and each switch has a setting
which provides tape playback equalization and connects

the tape head through the phono preamplifier channel.
The rumble filter on the 90 -C is a slide switch located
under the concentric tone control knobs. When switched
in, the filter gives 12 db/octave attenuation below about
60 cycles, to reduce tow- frequency disturbances without
unduly affecting audible bass performance. The second

1

Fisher's 80 -C preamplifier (TITHed in May, 1956) was
in some respects the most flexible preamp-control unit we
have encountered, before or since. So is the 00 -C, which
is about the same as the 80 -C except for the addition of
a presence switch and a rumble filter switch.
The unique feature of the Fisher 90 -C (and 80 -C) is
its push button input selectors and front panel level -set
controls, which allow two or three inputs to be selected
simultaneously and mixed together in any desired proportion-a feature that will appeal strongly to home recordists
who like to club their voices onto musical material. There
are separate input stages for phono and microphone preamplification, so both of these low -level input sources
may be used and mixed together. Each push button has a
jeweled pilot light set beneath it and, in the case of
the Tuner and Aux 1 inputs, the push buttons supply
automatic switching for a pair of AC outlets at the rear of
the preamp. Thus the tuner and whatever is plugged
into the Aux 1 power outlet is turned on only when that
input is selected by depressing the appropriate push butJUNE

The 90 -C is equipped with mixing controls.

new item on the 90 -C is a presence switch, which in its
position introduces a broad frequency response peak
of 5 db between about 2,000 and 6,000 cycles. This gives
a very marked exaggeration of brilliance and makes the
addition that will
reproduced sound shrill
. a sonic

ON

.

.

Continued on next page
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from preceding page
obviously be more appreciated by some listeners than by
others.
The 90 -C's performance with all kinds of musical program material places it unmistakably in the top category
of currently available pre:m>ps, although it does have a
subtle flavor of its own. With its tone controls set for
measured flat response, its sound is an unusual admixture
of roundness and crispness. It tends to fortify the entire
bass range to a perceptible degree, and its over -all sound
is sharp, clean, and a little less transparent than the
original signal feeding into it.
Tone controls handle smoothly, and are so contrived as
to provide the maximum usefulness for all types of and
tastes for program correction. They are feedback controls,
whose effects at intermediate settings are restricted to the
frequency extremes (where most program deficiencies

occur).
Phono equalization is very accurate; tape equalization
not so accurate. NARTB tapes played through the 90 -C's
tape head input come out with more brilliance than when
played through a calibrated professional tape recorder.
All in all, the 90 -C is a good choice for the critical
phonophile and an ideal unit for the tape recordist who
likes the facilities but not the price or distortion ratings
of a professional input mixer.- J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Preferred tonal balance is, in our
belief, a highly personal motter. It is affected, further, by the prevail.
ing acoustic conditions and the listener's own hearing efficiency. We
have supplied both loudness balance and presence controls, to give the
user the complete flexibility he may need. The Fisher presence control
has now been in use for about eight months, and in that time we have
not received o single adverse comment about it from Fisher owners. On
the other hand, many hove written to us in praise of this feature. In
fact, a prominent New York broadcasting station has adopted the
Fisher presence control circuit for their transmitter.
In practice, users have found that if one listens to the equipment for
o while with the presence control ON, that same equipment sounds
"dead" when the presence control is turned OFF. That is because the
presence control not only delineates the middle frequencies, where
most of the program material lies, but also compensates speaker systems whose middle range is deficient.
The tape equalization circuit supplied in the 90 -C has been designed
to suit as closely as possible the various types of playback heads supplied with available lape decks. Also, the 3
ips tapes, which seem
to be gaining acceptance for home use, require a slightly modified
playback characteristic, which has also been taken into consideration.

i

REVIEWER'S COMMENT: While there is no disputing matters of toste,
HIGH FIDELITY has always encouraged record listeners to attend live
concerts from time to time in order to refresh their concept of the
sound of the real thing. Lacking the opportunity to hear live music
on occasion, it is not unusual for a high -fidelity enthusiast to become
so accustomed to the peculiarities of his own system that he is unable
to recognize naturally balanced sound when he hears it.

Jerrold FM Range Extender Preamplifiers
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): MODEL 406A-FMan indoor FM signal booster. Frequency range: 88 to 108 Mc. Gain:
25 db. Noise figure: 6 db. Output: 72 ohms. Price: 538.55. MODEL
054 -FM- a mast -mount FM signal booster. Frequency range: 88 to
108 Mc. Gain: 25 db. Noise figure: 6 db. Output: 72 and 300 ohms.
PRICE: S54.00. MANUFACTURER: Jerrold Electronics Corporation, 23rd
and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

common misconception about FM is that it is completely
insensitive to background noise and static. This is nearly
true only if the received signal is greater in amplitude
than the noise that accompanies it and the noise that is
generated by the tuner's input circuits, and if the tuner
has enough amplification to build up the signal -and -noise
A

combination to a level great enough to operate the limiter
stages. If the tuner doesn't have enough amplification
(sensitivity) to make the signal operate the limiters, then
both the signal and the noise will be heard; if it sloes,
but the signal amplitude Falls below the noise at any point
in the chain, then noise will be heard tvithout the signal.
The problem in fringe reception areas for FM is primarily one of keeping the noise contributed by the system
to the lowest possible value (so that it will not override
extremely weak signals), and of furnishing plenty of amplification, so that the tuner's limiter stages will work
properly. FM signal boosters have been available before
to help in this task. Used between the antenna feed line
and the timer, they provide several db of gain to increase
the signal-and-noise level fed to the tuner. And, with input circuits especially designed for low noise generation,
they have helped considerably to keep weak signals above
the system noise.
The Jerrold 406A -FM is such a signal booster, and a
very good one. Provided an old or an inexpensive new
tuner has inherently low audio distortion, the 406Á -FM can
make its performance essentially as good as that of a mod-

The Jerrold 406A -FM indoor hooafer.

ern highly- sensitive low-noise tuner. The best of today's
tuners do not, however, benefit much from any indoor
booster, because they have sensitivity to spare and their
input circuits produce little if any snore noise than those
of a booster.
But even the finest tuner or indoor booster, such as the
406A -FM, is powerless to prevent degradation Of the
signal -to-noise ratio that occurs in the transmission line
between the antenna and the tuner. This deterioration
stems from two causes: the signal is attenuated, or reduced in amplitude, in its journey down the line; and the
line itself serves as an antenna to pick up noise which
usually becomes stronger as ground level is approached.
Therefore an exceptionally weak signal, just strong enough
to override noise when it is picked up by the antenna,
may fall below the noise level by the time it reaches a
tuner or even an indoor booster.
The solution is, of course, a booster mounted directly
on the antenna mast. This would take the signal from the
antenna at its strongest value before amplification. and
build it up so that the transmission line's attenuation and
noise pickup would have minimal effect on it. We have
such a cubit in the Jerrold model DSA -FM preamplifier.
It consists of a weather -proof amplifier chassis suitable

Continued on page 94
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SPEAKERS
ALTE[DUPLEX°

YEARS OF SUPERIORITY

NOW EVEN BETTER

Other outstanding design features of the new 604D
Duplex are: improved bass cone and suspension,
smoother high end quality. and redesigned pole -piece

The new

ALTEC

604D

Since its introduction twelve years ago, the ALTEC
604 coaxial type speaker has been the recognized standard for use as a monitor speaker in the largest recording
studios and broadcast stations.
And now, the new 604D has evert smoother response
and lower distortion.
lt incorporates a more highly developed dividing network with smooth twelve db per octave attenuation,
plus a new shelving control adjustable to every individual room condition.

the

for a deeper magnetic gap and even less low frequency
distortion.
The result is the most Jnith/xl reproduction of sound
obtainable with a coaxial speaker. Transients are
virtually eliminated.
Besides its new features, the 604D still has these
time -proven elements: annular centering spider and viscous damped compliance ... an edge- wound, double insulated ribbon bass voice -coil which moves in an
extremely deep magnetic gap in order to assure the
same efficiency throughout its excursion ... fatigue resistant tangential compliance high frequency diaphragm
with exponential multicellar horn.
Power: 35 watts (50 peak); Guaranteed Frequency
Response: 30 to 22,000 cycles; Impedance: 16 ohms:
Magnet Weight: 5.6 lbs.: Max. Cone Resonance: 40
cycles; Distribution: 90° hor.. 40° vert.; Diameter:
15 -3:16: Depth: II -1 /8. Price: $189.00 (including
network).

602B

the

Features
NEW HORN
and DRIVER

601B

Smallest

ALTEC

DUPLEX

The latest major development in the long line of
ALTEC coaxial type speakers. the 602B nearly equals
the 604.
The 602B features a newly developed 3000 cycle
high frequency driver with an improved magnetic
structure for increased efficiency coupled to an amaz-

ingly smooth exponential sectoral horn. This type of
horn, consistently used by ALTEC, produces the most
narurrtl reproduction of sound of any high frequency
speaker so far developed.
This outstanding high frequency unit and horn arc
mounted asymmetrically within the frame of the base
speaker to form a two -way speaker capable of reproducing a guaranteed range of 30 to 22.000 cycles.
Power: 25 watts (30 peak); Impedance: 8 ohms;
Magnet Weight: 2.4 lbs.; Max. Cone Resonance: 42
cycles: Distribution: 90° hor.. 40° vert.; Diameter:
15- 3/16 "; Depth: 7 -1/4 ". Price: $143.00 (including
network).

Write for free
catalogue

ALT Ef
LANSING CORPORATION

JUNE

The 60113 is designed with all of the professional features found in the larger ALTEC duplexes.
Like its larger brothers. the 601B has an improved
bass cone for even smoother response and lower distortion and an improved high frequency driver of
much greater efficiency. It also has a new heavy cast
frame like the 604D and 602B which provides a rigid
suspension for the bass cone making it impossible for
the voice coil to become uncentered in the magnetic
gap.

Power: 20 watts (30 watts peak); Frequency
Response: 40 to 22.000 cycles; Impedance: 8 ohms;
Magnet Weieht: 1.8 lbs.: Max. Cone Resonance: 55

cycles: Distribution: 90° hor.. 4(1° vert.; Diameter:
I2 -I/4": Depth: 5 -5/8". Price: $120.00 (including

network).

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION
Dept. 6H

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York
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tion area -but there are many other FM listeners in similar
circumstances. To all these, I recommend serious consideration of the DSA-FM preamplifier. -R.A.

TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page 92
for mounting on the antenna mast, and a power supply
for use near the tuner.
Input connections for 72 or 300 ohms are supplied on
the amplifier. 72 -ohm coaxial cable must be used between
the amplifier and the power supply; this cable carries
low- voltage AC power up to the amplifier for operation of
its tubes, and carries the amplified signal down to the
power- supply chassis. There it is separated from the AC
and fed to 72- and 300-ohm output jacks, either of which
can be used for connection to the tuner. Matching transformers for 72 to 300 ohms, or vice versa, are available
if needed for use with the 406A -FM unit.
The DSA-FM's power supply can be plugged into a
switched AC outlet on the timer, if desired. Alternatively,
it can be plugged into a wall outlet and the tuner plugged

Dexter Lektrostat
DESCRIPTION (furnished by manufacturer): an antistatic detergent
fluid for use on vinylite records. Price: dispenser container and groove penetrating applicator, 52.00. MANUFACTURER: Dexter Chemical
Corp., 845 Edgewater Rd., New York 59, N. Y.

Dust and grime for some time have been recognized as
contributors both to surface noise and to record and
stylus wear. Vinylite, which is so admirable a material for
record manufacturing, is also one of the most potent accumulators of static electricity, which of course draws
and holds chest firmly to the disc.
Lektrostat is an antistatic cleaning fluid, intended to
remove dust from record grooves and coat them with a
microscopically thin layer of an electrically conductive
material that allows the static charge to leak away as
soon as it begins to accumulate. The Lektrostat kit consists of a plastic squeeze bottle with a dropper top and
a small velvet applicator paci. To apply the fluid, you
up -end the bottle over the revolving record, squeeze out
a few (Imps, and then use the applicator to spread the
fluid evenly over the record, absorb the excess fluid. and
scoop up whatever dust is in the grooves.
When used sparingly, as recommended, Lektrostat appears to be completely effective in eliminating static and
removing dirt; and although its residue gathers on a playback stylus, the substance is soft enough that it will
not interfere with the performance of a very lightweight
pickup (2 grains or less) unless allowed to build up into
a wad on the stylus. If an extremely light pickup is being
used, a second, dry wipe with the applicator after the
disc surface has dried will minimize stylus fouling. A
particularly attractive aspect of Lektrostat fluid is that it
is readily soluble in water. A second application of the
fluid washes off the first coating (eliminating the longterm build -up that can cause groove clogging), and the
record may be freed of its antistatic coating by washing
in water and a mild detergent.-J.C.H.

Lafayette Manual Record Player
The antenna booster and its power supply.

into an AC outlet on the power supply chassis. There is a
thermal relay within which is supposedly adjustable so
that when the tuner is turned on, the AC current drawn
by the tuner actuates the relay to turn on the boaster's
power supply. This relay system was obviously designed
for the company's line of TV mast -mount boosters; an FM
tuner takes a lot less AC power than a TV set, and I
found it impossible to adjust the relay for reliable off -on
operation with a tuner's power switch. It is best to leave
the supply on continuously, anyway. because the power
cost is negligible and the amplifier tubes last longer in
continuous than in intermittent operation.
I found that even with the best tuners the DSA-FM removed slight traces of background noise from several
stations, and the intermittent fading with which 1 had
been plagued on several others was eliminated. Best of all,
the incidence of interference from automobile ignition noise
was markedly reduced. My listening location is admittedly
poor -close to a heavily- traveled road in a fringe recep-

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a three -speed turntable
and manually operated arm. Speeds: 331/2, 45, 78 rpm. Controls:
off-on and speed selector; vernier speed adjustment. Drive system:
stepped motor shaft and rubber-tired idler. Motor: four-pole induction.
Dimensions: 1234 in. wide by 11sú deep: 2 1G in. required above and
below motor board. Price: $25.95. DISTRIBUTOR: Lafayette Radio,
165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 13, N. Y.

Japanese cameras have In recent years earned an enviable
reputation for their precision workmanship and all -around
excellence. so ever since American magazines started
carrying advertisements for Japanese high-fidelity components I have been looking forward to testing some of
them.
This four -speed manual player. imported and sold by
Lafayette Radio Corporation, is the second such item I
have come across, and since it is frankly a budget -priced
unit, i was very curious to see how it would stack up
against the Stateside competition. It does so, surprisingly
well.

The drive motor is a four -pole shaded induction type,
fitted with a three -step drive shaft. A rubber idler wheel
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HERE

Is HOW

CONVERT
You con ploy any monaural source connected to Amplifier
both amplifiers, effectively doubling power output

i0

rau

CAN
STEREO.....

"A" through

Provides loudness compensation
on both channels. if desired

Allows you

to monitor stereo tape
recordings as you make them

The master volume control adjusts volume level
of both amplifiers simultaneously
You can reverse channels
if program material requires

lets you play stereo from

HERE'S HOW THE
STEREO -DAPTOR

any source

WORKS
Am FM
STEREO TUNER

playing monaural records
with your stereo pickup
For

MONAURAL

STEREO

'An

Play any monaural source connected to
Amplifier"0" through both amplifiers

Master power switch turns on A -C of
both amplifiers simultaneously

NEW H. H. SCOTT
STEREO- DAPTOR
Updates your present H. H. Scott system
for stereo records and tape
Lets you buy a monaural H. H. Scott
system now; convert to stereo later
Just add the Stereo -Daptor and a new H. H. Scott amplifier to your
present H. H. Scott system and you can play the new stereo records;
stereo tape; stereo AM -FM or stereo from any source.

PHONO

AMP

SPEAKER

MONAURAL
PICKUP

PICKUP

RECORDER

AMP

e

SPEAKER

A

e

SIIIIEO.DAnOR

,..elle..».
.

t Mr.IrtRMr

SPECIFICATIONS
H. H. Scott StereoDaptor
Slareomaster Control Center

Compatibility: Any amplifier in any of
the groups shown below may be used
with a second amphSer IN THE
SAME GROUP for best results with

the Stereo- Daptor.
Group

I

:

99- A,B,C.D, 210 -F

120 -A;

120.8; 210 -C.
Group It 121- A,B,C: 210 -D.E,
Group I li Any systems with separate
preamplifiers and power amplifiers.
Group IV: Two identical complete
amplifiers having tape monitoring
input and output connections
Controls: Master Volume. LoudnessVolume
with
Function Selector
these positions
Stereo, Reverse
Stereo; Monaural Records; Monaural
Channel A; Monaural Channel 01
Tape Monitor Power off (on volume
:

The Stereo -Daptor permits control of two separate amplifiers from
a central point. A Master Volume Control adjusts the volume levels
of both channels simultaneously. Special switching lets you play
Stereo, Reverse Stereo, use your Stereo Pickup on Monaural Records,
or play monaural program material through both amplifiers at the
same time. This gives you the full power of both amplifiers.

-

t

:

control).

No internal changes are required when used with H. H. Scott
amplifiers. Stereo -daptor will work with any two identical H. H.
Scott amplifiers, or between older 99- series amplifiers and the new
99 -D or 210 -F.

IMPORTANT! Stereo -Daptor works with All current H. H. Scott amplifiers and
most older models .
.
with any system having separate pre -amplifier and
.

power amplifier . . . and with complete amplifiers having tape monitor input
and output provisions.

Send for
complete
Information

NOW!

Connecting Cables: Four two fool
shielded cables are supplied for ell
necessary connections. Maximum
recommended cable length 3 feet.
Custom Installation: The SlereoDaptor
is easily custom mounted. and no
special mounting escutcheons are

required.
Plie,: $24.95 completely enclosed.
Accessory cases extra
...slightly higher Wept of Ihr NDekics

H. H. Scott Inc. 111 Powdermlll Road. Maynard. Mass.
Export Telesco International Corp., 36 Weet 40th Street, New York City
:

Rush me complete information on the New
H. H. Scott Stereo- Daptor and your new catalog
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY
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Price: $84.50. MODEL FM -100 COUNTERPOINT I1 FM
TUNER- Sensitivity: 2 pv for 20 db quieting. Hum: 60 db below
100% modulation. Controls: combined AC power and automatic noise
gate (ANG) control; AFC control; tuning; rumble filter switch and output

TESTED IN THE HOME

over -all.

Continued from page 94
(which retracts when the player is turned off) couples
the motor to the inside rim of the 10-inch turntable. The
table weighs about 3 lbs., and rotates on a single ball
bearing at the bottom of the spindle well. A vernier speed
control on the motor chassis adjusts a frictionless eddy
current brake for smooth control of speed over a range of
-'-107, of all nominal speeds. The entire player assembly
is mounted on a heavy pressed steel chassis.
The light plastic pickup arm is fitted with a plug -in
cartridge shell (two shells are provided with the unit),
and a thumb screw set into the underside of the arm
gives a wide range of spring -counterbalanced stylus force
adjustments.
In use, our sample Lafayette player proved to have
very low rumble (comparable to that of some of the
finest transcription tables) and equally low cyclic speed
variation. inductive hum radiation from the motor was
low enough to permit hum -free operation with the most
hum- sensitive cartidges, and the vernier speed control
was smooth in operation. albeit somewhat critical because of the wide range of available speed adjustment.
One writ that I tested required precise setting of the
speed selector switch to ensure positive turntable drive. A
second unit was quite a bit more firm in its operation, and

level control at rear of chassis. Outputs: two, one main output at low
impedance, one high -impedance multiplex output. Output levels: 2.5
v @ 100% modulation, 1 v @ 30% modulation. Balanced flywheel
tuning, zero -center tuning meter. Dimensions: 12'% in. wide by 2?
high by 8% deep, over-all. Price: S95. MODEL T -120 RONDO FM-

0 wow
The budget- priced Overture
AM TUNER -Sensitivity: FM,
sitivity 80 pv, meter, terminal

11

FM-AM tuner.

pv for 20 db quieting; AM loop sensensitivity 20 pv. Controls: function
selector (AC Off, FM -AFC, FM, FM Rumble filter, AM); tuning; output
level control at rear of chassis. Outputs: two, at low impedance. Output levels: 2.5 v @ 100% modulation, 1 v @ 30% modulation: AM
v overage. Balanced flywheel tuning, built -in ferrite loopstick AM
antenna. Dimensions: 12% in. wide by 2's high by 9% deep, over -all.
Price: $95. MODEL T -1040 THEME I1 FM -AM TUNER-Sensitivity:
FM, 1.5 pv for 20 db quieting; AM loop sensitivity 30 pv /meter, terminal sensitivity 5 pv. Controls: function selector (AC Off, AM, FM-AFCANG, FM -AFC, FM); tuning; output level, AFC control, ANG control,
meter adjustments, and output level control locoted under chassis; rumble filter switch at rear of chassis. Outputs: two, at low impedance.
Output levels: 2.5 v @ 100% modulation, v @ 30% modulation;
v average. Balanced flywheel tuning; tuning meter reads zeroAM
center for FM and carrier level for AM. Dimensions: 13% in. wide
by 3% high by 11% deep, over -all. Price: $140. MANUFACTURER:
Hormon -Kordon, Inc., 520 Main St., Westbury, L. I., N. Y.
3

1

1

1

Lafayette's Japanese -made nrantsal player.

has performed consistently well during the past four
months.
A word of caution: the under-chassis AC on -off switch
and the AC terminal connectors are exposed and accessible to prying fingers. So make sure the player is
housed in some sort of protective base, or keep small
children away from it.- J.G.H.

Anyone who still thinks that high -fidelity equipment can't
be decorative as well as functional should take a long
look at these handsome copper -and -black units from Harman- I:adom.
The Nlodel T -12 "Overture II" tuner is part of what
Harman- Kardon calls its "economy line"-moderate-priced
components for the tight budget. The T -I2 is an F\iAM timer equipped only with basic controls needed
for tuner operation (see Specifications) and providing
two paralleled high -impedance outputs. The unit handled
very well in all respects; the tuning dial is equipped with
a balanced flywheel which enables the indicator to be
coasted down the dial for easy turning and adds a feeling
of solidity to the tuning action. Tuning was easy and posi-

Harman- Kardon Tuners
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): General: FM- Armstrong circuit with Foster-Seeley discriminator. Standard 75 -psec de.
emphasis network. Frequency response: ±-C.5 db, 20 to 20,000 cps.
Disnortion: below 1% harmonic. Frequency drift: ±5 kc, max. AMSuperheterodyne circuit with automatic volume control (AVC) and 10-kc
whistle filter. Frequency response: +0
db, 20 to 5,000 cps.
Distortion: below 1% harmonic @ 80% modulation. MODEL T -12
OVERTURE II FM -AM TUNER -Sensitivity: FM, 3 pv for 20 db quieting; AM loop sensitivity 80 Ay/meter, terminal sensitivity 20 pv. Hum:
60 db below 100% modulation. Controls: combined AC power and
function selector (OFF, FM -AFC, FM, AM); tuning. Outputs: two, at
high impedance. Output levels: 2.5 v @ 100% modulation, 1 v
30% modulation. Dimensions: 121/2 in. wide by 3r/e high by 9% deep,

-3

The Theme II high-scnsilicity FM -AM tuner.

live on both F \1 and AM, and sensitivity on both was
high enough for urban or close suburban reception. FM
sound was excellent- silky, transparent, and very clean.
AM sound was cleanly listenable but muffled in comparison with FM. FM quieting leas very good, AFC action
moderate and appropriate for urban reception, and there
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The difference
Above: Enlargement of

"bargain"

so- called

stylus. (Unretouched photo)

Below: Enlargement of genuine G -E
diamond stylus. (Unretouched photo)

can ruin
your
records!

INSIST ON
A GENUINE
GENERAL ELECTRIC
REPLACEMENT STYLUS
AT A NEW LOW PRICE
A.G -E replacement stylus k far more than just

a needle. It is
precision- built. precision- engineered assembly
manufactured
within microscopic tolerances ... scientifically designed to "track"
properly for hundreds of hours without audible distortion.
The diamond tips are painstakingly ground to a tiny, rounded
point. Damping blocks arc made from an exclusive. specially formulated compound which does not "fatigue" or deteriorate with age.
Just as important. the positioning of these blocks has been precisely
calculated to bring you the smoothest possible frequency response.
G -l: replacement styli arc designed and built by the same people
who developed the famous General Electric variable reluctance
cartridges. They are manufactured only by C.E.. for G -E cartridges.
Don't take u chance! Be sure of perfect performance from your
General Electric cartridge. Insist on a factory -sealed box clearly
marked with the G -E monogram. Sold by leading High Fidelity dealers everywhere. Mail the coupon for our free illustrated booklet.

...

a

All G.E styli come to you in factory sealed boxes, clearly marked with the

General Electric monogram.
To make

doubly sure, look for

Ibe "GE" un the bouom of
the stylus assembly.

Htd58

General Electric Company
Specialty Electronic Components Dept.
Section HP, West Genesee Street

Auburn, N. Y.
Please send me your free illustrated

booklet on genuine G -E styli and

I

I

cartridges.
Nome

GENERAL

':

`

ELECTRIC

IAddress
ICity

L

Zone

State

'J

See and hear Bogen's new RB115 and you know something important has happened in high
fidelity. Not only striking high style -itself an exciting departure in component design. But, above
all, magnificent sound never before obtainable in a receiver of this size. On a single compact
chassis, the RB115 combines radiation -proof superheterodyne tuner, 15 -watt power amplifier
and complete preamplifier. Note that rare combination of sensitivity and selectivity on both AM
and FM! The RB115 provides inputs for tape recorder, phonograph and other sources ... gives
you flexible control of loudness, speaker selection, scratch and rumble. And the best news of all!
Chassis price: $199.50. Pearl Cray Enclosure: $7.50.

SPECIFICATIONS

-

Response: 20
20,000 cps ± 1 db. Frequency Range: FM:
1640 kc. Power Output: I5 watts at le
108 mc; AM: 520
than 2% distortion. Sensitivity: FM: 7 µ v for 30 db quietin
AM: 5 u e for 20 db s /n. Selectivity: FM: 180 kc, 6 db: AM: 8 k
6 db. Controls (9): Volume, Bass, Treble, Selector (with 3 equ
'ration positions), Lo Filter, Hi Filter, Loudness Switch, Speak

-

-

Selector, Tuning.
Write for complete catalog and /or send 25c for 56 -page
"Understanding High Fidelity," to Dept. H -4.

Bogen

bo

was no apparent frequency drift during wann -up.
For FM -only reception over greater distances, Harma nkardon offers the FM -100 "Counterpoint" tuner. Like the
T -12, this is a basic tuner unit only, but its control facililies are quite a bit more flexible and its sensitivity is significantly higher. The right -hand control is for tuning. At
the left of the front panel are two concentric controls,
for AFC and ANG. The ANG (automatic noise gate)

models. FM sound was very wide-range, solid, and well
defined, with a trace of the overcrisp quality noted in the
FM -100 and T-120. AM was somewhat cleaner than that
from the other units, though equally restricted in range.
These units just about span the field for price and
effectiveness, but they all have in common an outstandingly
attractive appearance.- J.C.H.

Alonge Tape Splicer
DESCRIPTION (furnished by manufacturer): a semiautomatic precision
tope splicer. Cutting angle: adjustable for 90, 67h, or 45 degrees.
Dimensions: 4% in. long by 2lh wide by 3 high, with cutter arm
closed; 6 high with cutter arm open. Price: $29.95. MANUFACTURER:
Monge Products, Inc., 163 West 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y.

The Rondo

11

FM -AM basic tuner.

control also functions as an AC switch, and its intermediate settings allow for any desired degree of interstation
hiss suppression. At the right -hand end of the dial is a

timing-meter which reads dead center when a station is
tuned on the nose, and a logging scale along the bottom
of the dial aids station spotting in crowded areas of the
dial. An output level -set control and rumble filter switch
are located at the rear of the chassis, as are the two
output connections (one at low impedance to the main
amplifier and one at high impedance to a stereo multiplex
demodulator unit).
The F\-1 -100 handles well, its sensitivity is high enough
for all but extreme fringe areas, and its selectivity is
excellent. Quieting is very good, and the over -all sound
is well balanced but crisper than normal. Tuning (aided
by the zero -center meter) is positive and noncritical. and
the unit is for all intents and purposes entirely free of
warm -up drift.
The T -120 Rondo tuner is an FM -AM unit with slightly
lower FM sensitivity than the FM -100 and, because of its
AM provisions, slightly less control flexibility. It does not
have the ANC control of the FM -100, and it has on -off
AFC instead of a continuously variable control. Neither
does it have a tuning meter, although the tuning on both
FM and AM is so definite and uncritical that I did not
miss the meter at all.
Apart from its slightly lower sensitivity, the Rondo's
FM performance was practically identical to that of the
Counterpoint. AM reception was excellent, although not
very wide- range, and AM sensitivity was quite a bit
higher than that of the average table -model radio.
The most ambitious, and certainly the most impressive,

To a recordist who never edits his tapes, a tape splicer
is simply a convenience for the mending of tapes accidentally broken or chewed up by the kitten. To the person
who does a lot of editing, a good tape splicer can be
a godsend, sparing him the frayed nerves and wasted
time involved in trying to do a precise job without a

precision instrument.
While the Alonge tape splicer is the most costly such

The Along° semiautomatic tape splicer.

device we have tested, it also is one of the most ingeniously contrived and beautifully crafted. It consists of a
small metal "table" with a raised ridge running longitudinally across it.

The center portion of the ridge is channeled precisely to
the width of the tape, so that tape laid in the channels
and across the cutting block is held in perfect alignment.
Longitudinal immobility is assured by a pair of springloaded metal pressure pads. The hinged arm canies the
tape cutter (a finely machined chisel edge that can be
rotated to give a 46 -, 67% -, or 90- degree cut) and the
trimming blades, which slice off the excess splicing tape
flush with the edge of the recording tape. Splicing
tape is dispensed from a roll affixed to the side of the
splicer's base plate.

The Counterpoint It tuner for FM only.
of these tuners is the T-1040 Theme, a do luxe I.-NI-AM

chassis with continuously variable and defeatable AFC
and ANG, an output level -set control, and calibration adjustments for the tuning meter (which serves both the FM
and AM channels). The Theme was found to be extremely
sensitive on both FM and AM, and its stability and handling were also a bit superior to that of the less costly
JUNE

The operating procedure is tedious to describe, but
the splicer is simple and -after some practice -very
speedy to operate. Splices of extreme precision require
some care and practice, but it is possible to make technically perfect splices without undué difficulty.
My respect for this device has increased with familiarity. It is not inexpensive, but it should pay for itself in
time saved by the professional tape recordist or serious
amateur. -J.G.H.
97
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STEREO I
are now in use, accepted as the standard of the industry.
Don't buy a new high -fidelity cartridge until
' -o ryou've read this vital
:

SPECIFICATIONS
RESPONSE- 20 16000 cps.
ELEMENTS. Ceramic

2.5 db to RIAA

OUTPUT: (Westres IA) .5 volt ions.
COMPLIANCE: 2. r l0-CM /dyne
TRACKING FORCE: 6 grams
WEIGHT 2A grams
STYLUS: .7 mil
MOUNT. EIA (RETMA). Standard 'land 7/ IF center.
CHANNEL ISOLATION: 20 do

popular -priced stereophonic sound reproduction
the
new Electro -Voice TOTALLY COMPATIBLE
has been found: It's
Stereo Cartridge ... plays the new stereo discs superbly ... LP's to o . .
even better than existing cartridges.
THE MISSING LINK to

.

By breaking the stereo cartridge cost bottleneck, Electro -Voice has made
popular -priced quality stereo a reality. E -V's ceramic stereo cartridge
(Model 21D with .7 mil diamond stylus) sells for only $19.50 (Audiophile
net) and is available now at your audio dealer or from your serviceman.

Here are some of the answers to your questions concerning stereo:
Q How does the COMPATIBLE E -V Stereo Cartridge
differ from CONVENTIONAL cartridges?
A It has the ability to play both the new type stereophonic discs and conventional records. Inherent in its
design is an improved monaural performance. Exclusive
design for rumble suppression of 15 db or better will
permit the use of Electro- Voice's Stereo Cartridge with
any type of changer or transcription player!

Q Are stereo discs compatible with conventional cartridges?
A Most cartridges damage the stereo record. DO NOT
BUY STEREO DISCS UNTIL YOU HAVE AN E -V
STEREO CARTRIDGE. You may then play monaural
or stereo discs monaurally. Add a second speaker and
amplifier, and you have stereophonic sound.
Q What about modification problems?
A Using an Electro -Voice Stereo Cartridge, which is
constructed so that its output is already corrected to
the RIAA curve, you will not require the equalization
of the second amplifier. Inserting the cartridge is simple.
It will fit virtually any standard tone or transcription
arm. The addition of a second amplifier and speaker is
not complicated.

STE

Q What about record availability?
A Recordings by major record manufacturers will be
available in mid -1958.

Q What effect will stereo cartridges and records have
on your present equipment?
A Only your cartridge will be obsolete. All other components are compatible with stereo.

Q What if you don't have a HI -FI system now ... should
you wait?
A No. Proceed as before -with one exception: you should
insist on a stereo cartridge initially. When you are ready
for stereo, merely add a second speaker and amplifier.
you go about getting your Electro -Voice
Stereo Cartridge?
A Visit your dealer. If you don't know the name of
your nearest dealer, please write Electro- Voice. Ask for
E -V Stereo Model 21 D with .7 mil diamond stylus or
E -V Stereo Model 26 DST Turnover with .7 mil diamond Stereo tip and 3 mil sapphire tip for monaural
78 rpm records ($22.50).
a1 How do

îEREO

don't buy an obsolete cartridge ... replace with the
totally compatible Electro -Voice stereo cartridge

S'

"QkrR>
..

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
CANADA: E -V of Canada Ltd.. 73 Crockford Blvd.. Scarboro. Ontario

FOREMOST IN ELECTRO- ACOUSTICS
.
Microphones, Phono- Cartridges, High-Fidelity Loudspeakers and Enclosures, Public Address Speakers, Marine
Instruments, ENI Professional Electronic Instruments and illilitary Material.
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il'/e all have heard of woofers and tweeters, devices whose names are not only
onomatopoeic but self-explanatory. Here -we bave a discussion of what keeps
a woofer from tweeting and a tweeter from woofing-the dividing network.

INFORMANT Of dubious veracity tells the macabre
story of a high- pressure business executive who engaged a celebrated stomach specialist to operate on his
ulcer. According to the report, the exec was awakened in
the middle of the operation to hear the specialist inform
him that he had a duodenal ulcer instead of a stomach
ulcer and that, since duodena weren't in his field, would
the patient care to have the name of an excellent duodenum specialist to perform the operation?
The popular image of the specialist as a man who is
ignorant of forests because he knows trees so well may
not be altogether unwarranted; and multi functionality
(also known as versatility or Jack -of- all- tadesism) often
implies lack of specific skill. The sane is true of loudspeakers.
A full-range loudspeaker is designed to handle the whole
audible frequency spectrum Nvith equal but moderate facility. It will take the entire output from an amplifier,
but its versatility is its weakness. Its cone must be heavy
and large for good bass reproduction, yet it cannot be too
heavy nor too large; these qualities, which are so conducive
to bountiful bass, are detrimental to high -frequency performance. A tweeter, on the other hand, is not required to
reproduce bass, so it can be made to embody all of the
attributes of the ideal tweeter and none of the attributes
of a woofer. It may be fragile, because in plain fact there
is no reason why it should be rugged. As a consequence of
its authority in the treble range and its concomitant fragility, however, it will not only be insensitive to bass tones,
it may be highly vulnerable to them and may be permanently damaged by exposure to them.
Obviously, if a tweeter is to be connected to an amplifier which is delivering the full range of audible frequencies, there must be some provision for keeping bass
signals away from it. The device that does this is known
as a dividing network, several of which are shown in
Fig. 1.
The crossover or dividing network is connected beAI.

tyeen an amplifier and the specialized loudspeakers
comprising a multiway system, and diverts to each speaker
the tones that it is best suited to reproduce. This is diagramed in Fig. 2, which shows how the musical range
might be divided between the tweeter and woofer in a
two -way system.
Fig. 2, however, raises a question that we haven't yet
touched upon; besides protecting the tweeter from bass,
the dividing network also keeps treble away from the
woofer. Why so? Primarily because the average woofer

very poor tweeter.
Careful design can minimize treble distortion and high frequency response irregularities in a wide-range single cone loudspeaker, and this is clone whenever any speaker
is designed to carry highs. But a woofer's business is bass
and bass alone; a woofer's designer may simply and rightly
assume that his woofer will not be used as a tweeter or as
a wide -range speaker, so he may choose to ignore its
treble peaks and distortion. As long as treble is kept away
from that woofer, its idiosyncrasies in the upper range
will have little effect upon its performance. But if it is
used with a tweeter and network that simply keeps low
frequencies from the tweeter, the tweeter will work properly but the woofer (getting the same high frequencies)
will more than likely respond with shrillness and harshness, neatly sabotaging the tweeter's potentialities for
smoothness and freedom from distortion.
A look at the inside of a typical dividing network will
reveal what appears to be a complicated mess of coils
and capacitors. The network isn't really as involved as it
is a

NETWORK

TREBLE TO

TWEETER

CROSSOVER
FULL

AMPLIFIER

RANGE

FREQUENCY

FROM AMPLIFIER
MIDDLE C
BASS TO

WOOFER

f
é

Fig. I. Three typical speaker system dividing networks.
On the left is a Stephens 800 -cycle network; the others
are universal networks made by University Loudspeakers.

Fig. 2. A dividing netu;ork splits the full musical range
coming from the amplifier into the narrower ranges that are
required by specialized units of a multi-way speaker system.
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THE ONLY GENUINE PLAN FOR BUILDING A SPEAKER SYSTEM

EASY ON YOUR BUDGET

NEVER OBSOLETE
How can I
improve my

Why is P S E

never obsolete?

present system
-or add stereo?

A:

Every University speaker component has built -in
versatility and flexibility, such as dual impedance and

...

speakers that may be
adjustable response woofers
used for mid -range and /or treble response ... adjustable
networks. Even our enclosures and kits were designed
with P'SE in mind. All these features guard against
obsolescence. And when you start or expand yoursystem

with University PSE, your original speaker(s) will always be an integral part at every stage...never discarded.

A: Very easy with PS-E. Whatever your present equipment, the variety and flexibility of University's speakers
assure compatible integration, while the unique versatility of University crossover networks and filters makes
possible almost any number of crossover frequencies and
impedances to custom- improve the system you now
have. Thus PSE is also the smart way to add stereo.
If you are starting from scratch, you can budget your
stereo speaker system from beginning to end.

Why is PSE
the only

PSE

How is
easy on
my budget?

genuine plan?

-

A:

With PS -E you can start as modestly as you like
with one extended range speaker, for example -and save
part of your speaker budget until you've had more listening experience in your own home. Then, as your tastes
develop and your budget allows, you can build up in
successive, relatively inexpensive steps to a great variety
of magnificent speaker systems. You are thus able to
devote most of your initial budget to the selection of
quality amplifying and program source equipment which
cannot be economically altered or substituted later on.

HOW
Get this PS'E booklet at your
high fidelity dealer. It lists all
the more popular systems you
can build the PSE way, plus
complete specifications on all

University speakers, networks,
enclosures and enclosure kits.
Or write Desk P -4, University
Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 South
Kensico Ave., White Plains, N.Y.

LISTEN

A:

Because all University speaker components are especially marched and designed with exclusive built -in
features that provide the versatility essential to such a
plan. Because University makes the world's widest range
of quality speaker components- woofers, mid -range, extended range, 2- and 3 -way DitTaxials, tweeters, networks -that give you an almost unlimited selection of
superb speaker systems to start or develop until you
gratify your ultimate aspirations!

P.SE WORKS...a typical example
usat

a
Start with
STEP I the University Ditfusicone8
and realize immediate listening salis -

factron.

'

`4.)

Improve the high
frequency reproduction to beyond audibility
by adding the Model 14-206
Hypersonic Tweeter and
N -28 L/C crossover network.

STEP 2

arúrrtsí!y seunds

response with the Model
Response 12" woofer
L/C network. The Ditfusicane -a now
a
mid-range
speaker.
The result
functions as
the deluxe multi -speaker system you want tomorrow but started today
the P -S -E way!
bass
STEP "Reinforce
C -I2W Adjustable

and

N -2A

...

...

6el2PL.
Htctt FIDELITY
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looks. however; it is merely a combination of simple elements comprising what are known as high -pass and low pass filters.

P1

An electrical filter suppresses certain frequencies while

leaving others unaffected. Thus, a low -pass filter passes
bass tones and eliminates treble tones, while a high -pass
filter has precisely the opposite effect: it passes highs
and suppresses bass. Fig. 3a is a graphical representation
of what happens when s'e reproduce the musical range
through a low -pass filter. The whole bass range is unaffected by the filter, but at a certain middle frequency
(termed the transition frequency) the filter comes into
action; and as the signal frequency increases beyond that
point, the signal is progressively attenuated by the filter
until it is almost completely eliminated. A high -pass filter
(Fig. 3b) passes all treble tones until their pitch gets down
to the transition frequency, and then attenuates progressively all lower frequencies, fading them out at a constant
rate.
The transition frequency is determined by the values
of the coils and capacitors in the filter. If Nye design a
high -pass filter and a low-pass filter having the same
transition frequency, we can connect them together to
make a dividing network. The common transition frequency of the filters is the crossover frequency of the network.
We can use this network to feed a tweeter and a woofer
with their proper ranges of frequencies, as shown in Fig.
4a.
High -pass and low -pass filters can be combined in all
sorts of arrangements to give practically any desired frequency divisions. For instance, if we plan on using a three way speaker system, we must assign to the middle -range
speaker a narrow band of frequencies from which both the
bass and treble extremes have been removed. We can do
this by combining a low -pass filter and a high -pass filter
which, working together, will restrict the andin range to
the desired narrow bandwidth (Fig. 4b). Then we add
the usual low-pass filter to the woofer, with its transition
frequency set at the lower limit of the middle -range speaker's operating range. and acid the high -pass filter to the
tweeter, with its transition set for the middle -range speaker's upper limit.
It must be remembered that the action of a dividing
network is not like that of some ingenious crossover switch,
that passes all tones below a certain point to one loudspeaker and then, at the transition frequency (or crossover frequency) switches them to the other speaker. There
is, rather, a gradual and uniform attenuation of signal
to the woofer above the crossover frequency, and a simultaneous attenuation of output to the tweeter below the
crossover frequency. Below crossover, as Fig. .5 shows,
nearly all energy goes to the woofer and diminishing
amounts are feci to the tweeter. Above the crossover,
virtually all energy goes to the tweeter and diminishing
amounts go to the woofer.
The rate at which this progressive suppression of tones
takes place beyond the crossover frequency is known as
the .slope of the dividing network, and is expressed as
so many decibels (units of change of intensity) for each
octave of change in frequency. Thus, a li -db; octave crossover slope is one which quarters the power° going to one
speaker each time the Frequency changes 1w one octave.
A 12 -db /octave crossover (Fig. 6) has a slope twice as
steep as a 6 -db /octave network and while both 6 db- and
12 -db /octave types are widely used in high -fidelity speaker systems, each has its own particular suitability for
use with certain speakers.
Among the many conflicting requirements for a multi way loudspeaker system are blending and power -handling
Continued on page I08
ability. Blending -the
°A volume change of tì decibels represents a ratio of 4:1 between the

original intensity nod the new intensity.
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-

-

PaltiiI1i(,
Fig. 3e. A
tones. Fig.
bass totes.
of the full

low-pass filter suppresses treble a ul passes bass
3b. A high -pass filter passes treble but removes
A combination of these will give selective coverage

audible range.
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Fig. 4e. A high -pass mid a low-pass filter are combined to
form a dividing network for a iwo -way speaker system.
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TO WOOFER
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Fig. 4h. In a three -way system, high- and low-pass fillers
are used together to feed the middle -range speaker unit.
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Fig. 5 The output from a dividing network represents a
progressive diminution o/ energy to the woofer above the
crossover point and to the tweeter below the crossover.
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Fig. 6. A 12 db /octave network gives twice as rapid it slope
beyond crossover as does the 6 db /Octave one of Fig. 5.
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AUDIO FORUM
Electron Tube Operation
Stn:
Can yon give me a simplified explanation of how an amplifying tube amplifies?
I don't want to learn how to design
amplifiers and such, but I think it
would help me to visualize this stuff
a little better if I knew what was going on inside those little glass bottles.
Wallace F. Delancey
New York, N. Y.

the stereo cartridge

by the makers of

MIRACORD XS -200
STEREOTWIN 200 will help you
achieve stereo sound like none you
have ever heard before! It is unquesas perfectly designed and
engineered as a cartridge can be
recognized by the experts in the market as the finest cartridge for Stereo

tionably

...

discs! Perfect for monaural, too!

This is a tall order, but we'll do our
best.
To begin with, it must be understood than in a direct- current circuit,
electrons flow from what is arbitrarily
called the negative contact to the positive contact. In an alternating current
circuit, the contact polarity is changing periodically, so that electrons flow
in one direction at one moment, and
in the other direction at the next
moment.
The simplest form of electron tube
consists of a heated element surrounded by a cylindrical nonheated
surface, with both of these (the cathode and plate) enclosed in an airtight container from which most of
the air has been removed. Because
the heating of the inner element agitates its molecules, they will lose their
electrons to the surrounding vacuum
if given a chance to do .so. 7'his we
can facilitate by applying DC voltage
to the cathode and the plate, with the
cathode connected to the negative
contact and the plate connected to
ELECTRON
CLOW

HEATED
C THOoE

SPECIFICATIONS: Variable reluctance

cartridge

recommended tracking
pressure from 4 to 6 grams
has .7
mil diamond stylus transient response
within 2 db from 20 to 20,000 cps. no
magnetic pull
instant stylus replacement
fits all standard tone amts
perfect shielding eliminates hum
problem
very simple to install.

W
FAR

AHEAD) THE FINEST

BY FAR

Available at selected dealers.

AUDIOGERSH CORP.
514 Broadway, New York 12, N.

WORTH 6 -0800
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COLD
ODE

HEATING
CLEMENT

fl

Tuer VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

TO ACAR DCSUPPLV

COR HEATING CLONENT

The simplest tube

ieas

two elements.

the positive contact. Since electrons
will normally flow from negative to
positive, the plate will attract electrons that are freed from the heated
cathode, while other negative elec-

trons will appear at the cathode
(from the DC source) to take the
place of the ones that jumped to the
plate.
If we were to reverse the polarity
of the connections to the tube, applying negative potential to the plate
aatd positive potential to the cathode,
no current would flow through the
tube, because the current would try
to travel from plate to cathode, but
the plate (not being heated) would
not give up its electrons.
Thus, if we apply an alternating
current to the tube, current will flow
when the cathode is negative and the
WIRE
GRID

CATH.00

PLATO
OR ANODO

NCONING SIGNAL

TUBE
SUPPLYA

A

three-element amplifying tube.

plate positive, but will cease to flow
when the cathode is positive and the
plate negative. The only current flow
through the tube will be from cathode to plate, in one direction. This is
the principle of the rectifier tube,
which is used to convert the AC
house current into the DC that is
needed for the amplifying tubes in a
high -fidelity .system.
An amplifier tube is essentially the
same as a rectifier in that it contains a
heated element surrounded by an unheated collecting surface. In addition
to these, however, there is a third element which consists of a grid of finely
spaced wires, located in such a position that all electrons jumping from
the cathode to the plate must pass
between the wires of the grid.
The cathode and the grid are connected to the negative and positive
contacts of a DC voltage supply, so
current flows through the tube. If the
wire grid is connected to the positive
plate, it tvill simply attract some of
the electrons that would otherwise
have gone to the plate. If the grid is

Continued on page I04
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THE ALL-NEW MIRACORD XS -200
High -Fidelity Record Player -Changer
Just as stereo differs radically from monaural sound
so, too, does the all -new MIRACORD XS -200 differ from all other record players! It has all the fea-

-

tares the most quality- minded person could
including the exclusive "Magic
ask for
Wand Spindle" and the manual spindle.

-

plays stereo
plays monaural

automatic manual player
automatic record changer

heavyweight professional type turntable
push -button controlled

intermixes 10" and 12"
plays all four speeds

free tone arm

4 pole motor

$6750
ifmdiophile
Net

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A THRILLING DEMONSTRATION OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

W
FAR AHEAD> THE FINEST DV FAR

AUDIOGERSH CORP.
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Continued from page 102
connected to the cathode, it will
neither attract nor repel the electrons
coming from the cathode, but if it is
made more negative than the cathode, it mein repel many of the electrons thrown at it, and will send theta
back to the cathode. A very slight
negative charge on time grid will turn
back a verb large number of electrons
coming from the cathode, and will
thus cause a verb large change in the
current flowing through the tube.
If we add an electrical resistance
in series with the tube circuit, a voltage will appear across the resistor
whenever current flows through the
tube, and this voltage will vary as the
current varies. Thus we can apply a
small voltage variation to the tube's
grid, and use this to produce a large
voltage change across the resistor. In
other words. the tube may be made
to amplify any voltage fed into it.

You can record

and

interpret

satellite signals
J
What are the satellites saying? From
the limitless void of outer space, their
radio voices are continuously sending
out coded data on the conditions
which they encounter- cosmic rays,
meteorites, temperatures and other
phenomena of great value to our
understanding of the universe in
which we live.
A tape recorder, an FM radio re
ceiver and a little ingenuity are all
you need to receive and record these
radio signals from outer space
and
perhaps make a valuable contribution
to our satellite program.

-

Although official tracking and recording stations have been set up at
many points around the globe, there
aren't enough of them to cover every
point on each nrhit. And amateur
recordings, from widely scattered locations throughout the country could
very well pick up information avail.
able from no other source.

-

cordings available to the proper authorities in the satellite program. Ask
your Audiotape dealer for a copy of
this 12 -page booklet. Or send 10 cents,
to cover the cost of handling and
mailing, to Dept. AF, Audio Devices,
inc.. 444 Madison Ave., New York
22, N. Y.
" one of a series
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Stn:
I have a very perplexing hum problem that you may be able to diagnose
for me. The hum is coining from my
new Dynakit 50-watt power amplifier. but the strange thing about it is
that it seems to be coining directly
from the amplifier chassis instead of
through the speaker. I can hear it just
as plainly with the speaker disconnected, and even unplugging the

MUSIC

The hum that you hear from your
Dynakii is nothing more than mechanical vibration of the laminations
on the power transformer. and is not
cause for concern.
If you find it annoying, it may be
minimized by tightening the transformer mounting bolts and the bolls
passing through the body of the transformer, and b!I placing the entire amplifier on a sheet of sponge rubber
to isolate it from the table or base
on which it is resting. A further reduction may be effected by operating
the amplifier without its perforated
metal cover, although care must then
be Laken to keep hands and children
away from the high voltages that are
present at the exposed printed circuit
board.

How to do this is fully explained in
our new booklet, "You Can Record
the Satellites." It tells you how to
modify your equipment to receive,
record and even interpret the satellite
signals
and how to make your re-

M[ISI(',

Mechanical Hum

rectifier tube does not reduce the intensity pf the hum.
This interference is quite loud
enough to be audible through quiet
passages of the music. and I'm at my
wit's end trying to figure out how
to stop it.
1Villiant Foley
New York, N. Y.

With a few simple modifications
that anyone ran make, you can adapt
your home FM receiver or communications receiver to bring in the signals
from the Explorer and Vanguard satellites. What's more, by recording then
at a high tape speed and playing back
at a lower speed, you can actually
understand much of what the satellites
arc saying!

ASPEN

:
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ASPEN
MUSIC
SCHOOL
DISTINGUISHED
ARTIST

DEPTS.:

-

FACULTY

piano, voice,

opera, diction, strings,
chamber

music,

percussion,

winds,

conducting,

composition
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
FESTIVAL EVENTS
For lnformafion Write:

MUSIC ASSOCIATES of ASPEN
Dept. O, Aspen, Colorado
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on from time to time to accompany.
Encouraged by them. he opened a
studio where he began to do private
coaching; he also began to work professionally as an accompanist. Gradu-

ally his activities reached such proportions that he was able to give up
his exhausting commuting to Philadelphia and to settle down, insofar
as a musician can ever be considered
"settled," in New fork, the city he
now thinks of AS home.
Anybody else would have considered himself a success -at the age
of eighteen, keeping well afloat on the
surface of New York musical life. But
after a fete months, Schippers was impatient again. It was time for the next
stroke of luck. It came, as if On schedule. One of his pupils was going to
Sonic auditions -he. had heard that
Gian -Carlo Menotti was listening to
singers for his new opera The Consul

fc±o'nnom
The performance of a high fidelity system
depends on the quality of each of its components. The performance of a magazine,
too, depends on the quality of components.
Diversified articles, fresh ideas, sound thinking and able writing are combined in
THE AMERICAN SCHOLAR lO give lop performance, top enjoyment with each issue.

he asked Schippers. as a special
favor, to come and play for 111111.
Schippers went. He never saw Menotti, who was sitting in the orchestra of
the theater; the piano had been
placed in the tvings. Schippers played
Vision ftigitiic' for his friend; from his
place out front, KIenotti said "Thank
you very much,-' and the audition
was over.
But in addition to sinkers, Menotti
was also looking for a good accompanist and coach to prepare the cast.
Something in Schippers' playing
struck him. He bad someone find out
the invisible pianist's name. ,- few
days later he called Schippers up and
offered hint the job.
When the telephone call from
Menotti came, Schippers had just
finished dosing his suitcases: he was
leaving that morning for a tour of
South America, as accompanist to
Eileen Farrell. At Menotti's offer. the
young pianist gulped and explained
that he was engaged for some weeks
ahead.
"Plenty of time," Menotti said
lightly. "Rehearsals won't begin until
after you get back. I haven't finished
the second act vet."
Schippers didn't have the courage
to admit he had still further engagements after his return; he just gulped
again and said "'[hanks." The result
was that during the first trek or so of
preparing The Consul Schippers often
was spending his afternoons on trains,
his evenings playing, and his nights
on other trains hustling him back to
New York for sessions with the cast.
Fortunately. like Menotti, he has an

In the new Summer issue you will find
discussion of America's tragic failure in
world leadership; an appraisal of the
younger generation and its search for God;
a report on the effects of intellectualism in
economic policy- making; an excerpt from a
forthcoming book by Louis Kroncnbcrgcr;
a first -hand account afire in Finland today;
reminiscences of Proust by a personal friend;

And a Special feature:
Summer reading recommended by mem-

of

Editorial
Board. Jacques Barzun, Loren Eiscley, Guy
Stanton Ford, William T. Hastings, Randall
Jarrell, Joseph Wood Krutch, Saunders
Redding, Richard Rovere, David Riesman,
Harlow Shapley and frita Van Doren discuss over 100 books, both fiction and nonfiction, which they believe to be enjoyable,
THE AMERICAN SCHOLAR

profitable reading.

Special Offer
Begin your reading with THE AMERICAN
SCHOLAR. As a special introductory offer,
the Summer issue will be sent free with each

subscription entered now. Don't
Order your copy immediately.
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BRUSSELS
WORLD'S FAIR!
win other exciting prizes...
in the big, new Rek -O -Kut contest!
Rek -O -Kut's exciting. new contest is a

music -lover's delight! You can win a

trip for two to the Brussels World's Fair

Airlines...
magnificent Rondine turntables... and
via Sabena Belgian World

turntable arms ... just by listening to
a Rek-O -Kut demonstration. Simply
stop in at your high fidelity dealer, ask
him to demonstrate high fidelity repro-

duction on a Rondine turntable, and
fill out an entry blank. There are no
puzzles to solve
no jingles to write

-

-

no coupons to

clip- nothing

to buy!

You'll be eligible for one of the big contest prizes ... and you'll have enjoyed
music reproduction at its finest -on
a

Rondine! Prices from $59.95.
Selected for display at the American
Pavilion. Brussels World's Fair!

For the high fidelity dealer nearest you, write:

REK -O -KUT COMPANY, INC.
38- 19108th Street, Corona 68, Now York
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better signal strength within
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enormous supply of reserve energy
and a love of work.
The fourth and final Break is famous, an almost typical story in the
successful careers of many artists in
the theater. Opening night. the regular conductor suddenly falls ill, everyone is in despair, someone mentions
a name -"Try Schippers." The others
agree, after all he knows the score.
And before the next morning a new
star is shining in the theatrical firmament. Schippers' star began blazing
in Philadelphia, the scene of his trying
times as a youth. When Menotti and
Chandler Cowles, the opera's producer, told him that Lehman Engle
was too ill to conduct, Schippers
first let out an agonized, terrified ND,
then at once insisted that he was ill.
too. He was. A psychosomatic fever
and cough began to torment him at
once; he felt weak, dirty. Finally
Cowles and Menotti forced him into
evening clothes; and though their
hotel was just opposite the theater
where The Consul was blazing in
bright lights, they called a taxi and
assisted the limp neophyte conductor
into the cab, then through the stage
door into the pit.
"Somehow
got through the first
act -I don't think i %vac really conscious," Schippers recalls. 'When when
that seemed to have gone all right,
I began to feel better, and by the
end of the evening, I was beginning
to think that maybe I could conduct,
after all."
The next morning, of course there
were raves. And after this real launching, Schippers no longer needed lucky
breaks. His ability, his seriousness,
and the constant need everywhere for
good new conductors have carried
him the rest of the way to a firm
position in the top ranks of his profession. From New York he went to
Europe and conducted in Paris and
London. He was hailed in both capitals as a discovery. Menotti asked him
to conduct the world premières of
Amahl and the Night Visitors and
The Saint of Bleecker Street. At the
same time he became resident conductor at the New York City Opera
for several seasons, during which he
conducted the revival of Ravel's
lleure espagnole and the first performance of Aaron Copland's The
Tender Land.
ha 1955 Schippers conducted at
La Scala. and at the end of the same
year, he made his debut at the Metropolitan with the resoundingly successful revival of Donizetti's Don Pasquale. His performances with the
Philhannonia Orchestra in London
1

106

and the Philharmonic in New York
followed. (On his most recent appearance with that orchestra the New
York Times praised the "taste of the
phrasing, the feeling for color, the
power to make the orchestra sing and
the control that can generate excitement without losing its grasp. ")
in 1957, as ?lenotti was planning
his Spoleto "Festival of Two Worlds,"
it was only natural that he should
turn to Schippers to be its Musical
Director, since the Festival is intended primarily to launch young
artists from America and Europe.
Schippers, to whom early success has
given an assurance that precludes
envy, accepted and has already recommended several other young conductors to Menotti. In the course of
the past winter Schippers spent a
considerable portion of his precious
free time looking at scores by as yet
unlaunched composers, who send
works to him by the dozens.
Not content with being a successful conductor and the Musical Director of an important new international
festival, Schippers decided last summer to return to the piano as a soloist. In addition to everything else, he
has been restudying his favorite
piano concertos, and plans, perhaps
next season, to make a kind of second
debut as a concert pianist.
Meanwhile, for the past several
years he has also been making records. His first recordings were, naturally enough, versions of his Menotti
successes: Amahl and The Saint of
13leecker Street, which he made with
the original casts, for RCA Victor.
Since then he has made, for Angel,
a record of eighteenth- century Italian music, including works by Vivaldi.
Durante. and Salieri, with Naples'
famous "Orchestra A. Scarlatti." And
also for Angel he recorded another
Menotti work, the charming little
madrigal opera The Unicorn, the
Gorgon, and the Manticore. During
his last trip to Europe, he recorded
with the Philharmonia Tchaikovsky's
Fourth Symphony, an aria album
with his old friend Eileen Farrell,
and the Fifth Symphony of Prokofiev.
The last of these three already has
been released; the other two are imminent.
Schippers' long legs have carried
him a long way from Kalamazoo, and
if he has anything to say about it, they
will carry him still farther. But this
is not a case for asking "What makes
Tommy run?" Actually he is not running; Thomas Schippers is walking
at a brisk, steady pace and with a
clear destination well in view.

-
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field but moving strongly in among the
pops. Urban record buyers, already
fond of rock -and -roll in its Negro
guise, found a similar excitement in

Presley -hilt with a new sound: the
backwoods flavor of Sam Phillips'
guitar pickers.
Steve Sholes, RCA Victor's countryand-western repertoire chief. knew
Presley's contract was for sale. Sam
Phillips had another blues- shouting
country artist who was proving a
money maker in the pop field -Carl
Perkins -and the sale of Presley could
very well furnish the capital to establish the Sun label firmly. At the
annual country disc -jockey convention
in Nashville several yens ago, people
discussed the pros and cons.
"Anyone who buys him will get
stuck," a visiting Tin Pan Alleyite
stated. "Phillips records him in a
closet.
.
Nobody will ever get
that sound again."
Sholes did not hesitate. He was
in the language of the trade -on- stage.
He concluded the purchase, and for
S40,000 Presley became Victor's
property. Some masters made by Sun
\vere included.
The disc business -and Tin Pan
Alley -have never been quite the
same since. Presley has had countless
imitators. His sound and style -socalled rockabilly, compounded from
rock -and -roil and hillbilly -have virtually changed the sound of the singles
record business. Since 1955, when
RCA Victor bought him, Presley has
made sixteen records which sold one
million or more.
So it is that two currents of American music, Negro and hillbilly, each
related to the other, have joined the
mainstream of American pop music.
What of the future?
That these two folk elements will
entirely recede is unlikely. They are
too firmly embedded in American society for this to happen. On the other
hand, some recession is likely to occur, paving the way for the return of
the so- called quality song, the ballad.
Ballads, in fact, have lately been
making something of a comeback in
the best -selling lists. The truth is, of
course, they never entirely disappeared. Songs like Moulin Rouge,
April in Portugal, waltzes such as
Around the World always have captured the public's fancy and will continue to do so. But a return of the
music business of ten and more years
ago is no longer in the cards.
Ten years ago, a half dozen record
companies controlled the record busi.
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the new ESL C -60 Series cartridge
"Familiar records (old friends) never sounded better than when the C -6o played
them...The instruments are clearly delineated ... Much closer approximation
of the string tone heard in live perfornmanrces...The entire performance of
the C -6o can be summed up in one word

-smooth."

-HI
"The C -6o
or
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has about five times its predecessor's output, but nmintains

exceeds its performance

...The C -6o is more rugged ...better definition."

-RADIO ELECTRONICS
"Theoretically, this design generates pure sine waves. with no response
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sound
Unless hearing your
composer in
unless
releases a deliriously marvelous feeling within you
unless it
it conjures up vivid pictures in your mind's eye
penetrates your "inner" being .. then you are not getting
the full impact of stereo!

...
...

.

To feel the gigantic realism of stereo, you must hear it on the finest equipment possible... for stereo demands the finest. Are your
stereo tapes played on the
Tape Recorder, considered the world's best by
many professionals? And the new stereo disc

t

erry ra

system* demands the very highest..qualtte44 iI: ,
ity turntable available ... the
of course
. to breathe its music through
VITAVOX DU120 Duplex Coaxial Loud- '
speakers for a smooth extended frequency response
and broad even acoustic distribution. Yes, for the
brilliance of stereo you need good equipment!
.

.

*watch for announcement of Connoisseur stereo cartridge
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Today, literally hundreds of
recording men all over the country
have developed the knack of finding
songs and artists and coupling them
to produce big -selling records.
I recall that my mother, when I
was a child, took a dim view of the
Charleston, of Yes, We Have No
Palmas, and of other presumably
curious musical phenomena of the
times. And we all have read that,
earlier still, the waltz was considered
the Devil's device. Time softens these
views, and it can be expected that
our current musical fare will at some
future date stir less controversy. It is
true that the rock -and -roll controversy
has been bitter-perhaps more so than
earlier ones. A reason for this is that in
addition to arousing the normal antagonism of older people oriented
nostalgically to tunes of an earlier
clay. the new music has created havoc
within the music industry. Publishers
and writers who once controlled the
output of pop song material have lost
match of their hold. Those Broadway
publishers who now most successfully
compete do so by ranging far and
wide for material, by going to hinterlands to buy tones.
Irony.
The integrated musical scene is not
without its touch of sadness and
irony. As Negro and country cultures
contribute to the mitin current of pop
music. they are themselves in danger
of losing their essential folk quality.
Randy Wood, president of Dot
Records, several years ago voiced
such a concern. He knew the country
field well. having started his operation
in Gallatin, Tennessee. He foresaw
the day when television and improved
means of travel would bring turban
musical tastes to the rural audience.
To a considerable degree, this has
already occurred. Recordings with the
true bill sond, songs close in flavor
to the old English ballad, are growing
rarer. The number of buyers of such
material has diminished, and the
times are not favorable to its continued development.
More and more, the so- called
traditional country singer has become
a victim of the rockabilly -the archetype of which is Presley. For several
years, country disc jockeys and performers fought the rockabilly trend;
hat it finally overpowered them. Today, most of the better -known country
stars -Carl Smith and Marty Robbins
on Columbia, Webb Pierce on Decca,
Hank Snow and Eddy Arnold on
Victor. make recordings with "pop styled" arrangements. Iustead of the
sour- sounding fiddles and guitars,
Hess.
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arc frequently
asked why we don't
sell KLIPSCIIORN kits
or drawings. But consider the utility
model. The price is only S475 (S494
with optional new tweeter)
little
more than the cost of the components
and yet it is identical with all other
Kitrscnoax systems as a reproducer of
sound. 1Vith it you are assured of truc
K,.uscu design, accurate Kurscir con struction, and fastidious KLIPSCII standards of performance
backed by the
personal responsibility of PAUL W.
We
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K I.IPSCH.

Our experience with kits for home
construction indicates that they should
be limited to simpler structures such as
our SHORTHORN system.
The KLIPSCHORN Sn91CturC is SO
complex that it challenges the skills of
even our own craftsmen. Not only is the
cost of components nearly equal to the
finished utility unit but home construction would forego testing. And testing is
absolutely essential for component acceptance, proper balance, and final system performance.

-

-

With the complete functional
Kt.IPSCHORN system

fully frsIed

you

are assured of a speaker system which is
the most accurate sound reproducer
ever developed.
Wale for dnaPorwe glerorme and ask for our
lore,, Technical bulletin, on 3ehonnel oar** from
2 trcck rope, odoplion of o new Tweeter, bof
coating nehv arks.

AND ASSOCIATES
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there are lush violin arrangements by
schooled musicians as Hugo
Winterhalter and Ray Conniff. Pop styled vocal choruses are also common
in records by present -date country
artists. a situation conducive to both
despair and hope: the former because it reflects the waning influence
of the true country style of performance. and the latter because it anticipates tapping the lucrative pop
market.
In the rhythm -and- blues, or Negro
field, similar forces are operative and
similar fears are expressed: Not long
ago Nesuhi Ertegun, one of the
executives of Atlantic Records, apprehensively expressed the hope that
today's rock -and -roll would not bring
about the disappearance of the basic
Negro musical heritage. Traditionally, the Negro artist, like the country
artist, has been his own songwriter;
he has been dose to the folk process.
Will he stay so?
Some of the hybrid material today
is of small consequence culturally or
artistically. On the other hand. some
of it represents a rich contribution
to the musical scene -a contribution
which can be fully assessed only
with the passing of time.
such

HI FI PRIMER
Continued from page 101
audible merging of a number of separate speakers into a homogeneous
whole -is generally improved by using the more gradual G-db!octave
crossover slope between speakers. But
remember that a tweeter's power handling ability diminishes rapidly at
lower frequencies; the lower the frequency to which it is subjected, the
less power the system as a ovhole will
be able to handle. Certain types of
tweeters are more susceptible to overload than others, so these should be
used with a 12 -db /octave network

which will sharply limit their input
below the crossover point.
There arc other considerations. too,
such as in- phase- out -of -phase conditions and frequency response shaping,
but we'll consider these aspects of dividing networks at a later date. in
general. it is best to follow the recommendation of the speaker manufacturer when selecting a dividing network for use with his products. If the
entire system is composed of speakers
made by a single company, use the
network that the manufacturer recommends specifically for those speakers.
If speakers of different makes arc being used together, the appropriate
divider arrangement will be suggested
by the speakers themselves. If any of
the speakers in the system is horn-

}IICH FIDELITY MAGA'LINf:.
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WEBSTER
STEREO -CERAMIC
CARTRIDGE

galra

$245°

with diamond stylus

Plays both stereo and monaural
discs with exceptional fidelity. Plttgin type, fits any standard arm.
Response up to 15,000 cps. Matching 78 rpm cartridge also available.
See your dealer.
EcEC.rRONICS

WEBSTER

DIVISION
ELECTRIC
nACINewIs

TRADER'S MARKETPLACE
Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell used
audio equipment and records. Rates are
only 40c a word (no charge for name and
address) and your advertisement will
roach more than 100,000 music listeners.
Remittance must accompany copy and
insertion instructions.
ELECTRONIC

KITWIRINO.

brook,

Nampa, Idaho.

RFD 2,

Quotations.

Lyle

Esta-

TUNER, last release, like new,
V. Cooper, 25 S. Lincoln, Geneva, III.

PRECEDENT

REL

5270.00. C.
SALE:

FOR

HIGH

FIDELITY

1.65 all or part.

offer. Harold Francis Rogers, 57
Waterbury 10, Conn.

Chapman

Best

Ave.,

TWO YEARS OLD, but never installed: Bogen DB20
amplifier and R660 AM -FM tuner plus factory -made

University 3-speaker "Senior" system. Net value
5430; want. 5260. Wittman, 3712 Ave. S, Brooklyn,

N'

Y.

MINT -McIntosh
"60 ", 5145.00; CP -8 Pre -Amp,
Tweeter,
S65.00; ARIW Woofer, $95.00; J
5125.00; Connoisseur Turntable, $75.00; Fairchild
215 -A, $20.00. Room uf9, 71 West 85th St.. New
York, N. Y.
HIGH FIDELITY Magasine 1 thru 60 S25 plus postage. B. Sola, 104 Summit Terrace, Cliffside Park,
N. J.

Jim Lansing 175DLH A #1200 crossover.
Olsen, 1200 Highland, Red Oak, Iowa.

loaded, then a 12 -dbioctave network
(with crossover frequencies recommended by the speaker manufacturers) should be used between that
speaker and the one directly above or
below it in range. If the entire system
is comprised of direct radiators (cones
or electrostatic units), then 6- db!octave dividing networks are usually
indicated.
Nearly all electrostatic tweeters on
the market are supplied with their
own built -in high -pass filter networks.
Unless otherwise specified in the instructions, these tweeters should be
used without any external dividing
network at all or, in some cases, with
only a simple low -pass filter for the
woofer.
A few woofers, too, are specially
designed with a built -in acoustical roll off. which mechanically limits their
high -end response in much the saine
way as does an electrical filter. Like
their tweeting counterparts. these require no external dividing network
except, perhaps, the high-pass arrangement needed for their associated
tweeter.
Installing a suitable dividing network for use with a system of matched
speaker components involves little
more than following the manufacturer's instructions. \ Vhere specific instructions are not provided, a few rules
of thumb will help to determine the
crossover requirements. First, woofers may be crossed over at a point
lower than, but never higher than,
their specified high-frequency limit.
The specified lower limit of a middle range speaker or tweeter is just that
a limit. Never operate them below
that frequency, but if the speaker carrying the next lowest range will permit a higher crossover, it is permissible to use a higher one. If two
speakers have a widely overlapping
range of specified limits (an ideal situation, as a natter of fact), the crossover point should be at the middle of
this overlapping range.
There are certain instances in which
it is actually advantageous to select
"incorrect" Crossovers for speakers, as
when a certain woofer and tweeter are
both somewhat deficient in responseat
the crossover frequency. If the tweeter
will safely work to below the woofer's upper limit, overlapping their
ranges- taking the woofer up to. say,
1,500 cycles and the tweeter down to
800 cycles -can improve the system's
over -all response in the 900-to- 1,300cycle range. This kind of doctoring
takes more than a little skill, however,
and is best left to specialists.

-
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ANY ELECTRONIC kit wired. Write R. Myers, 3640
W. 56th St., Chicago 29, Ill.
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PREAMPLIFIER
Acclaimed as the finest available -by laboratory test or critical listening

-in money- saving

kit form!

This handsome new control unit gives
crystal clear, noise -free reproduction from
ant modern program source. Its unique
all feed hack design by David Haller sets
a new standard of preamplifier performance. The design of the Dynakit preamplifier is a synthesis of outstanding
features which produce smoother. more
natural sound. Compare these features
with any other units regardless of price.

*

ing<

Unequalled performance

.\enully

hxs than .1'; di/row/on under all normal
operatin¡(..
1,14inns. Rrrpn r s .5 rlh 6 cns to
60 le. Iii tortion and stone tin:acctsrl by

a,r
t t

f volume control.s Superlative .purr

wave perfrormance. and complete damping nn any
pule or transient teat.

*

Easiest assembly

critical parts supplied factory- mrwntrd nn
printed circuit haunt. liyrle,rd conslnuprevents damage to printed wiring. 'ribs
type n( construction ems wiring tine by SM
and eliminates errors of awembk. Open simplilitx1
layout otters complete accessibility io all lints.
A\lI

XXXI'
tiom

* Lowest

noise

Integral dt heater supply plus low noise contpnnents and circuitry bring noise m less than
microvolt equivalent noise input on It I.V%
position. 'Iltis is letter than 76 rib htlow
ldtulw>
evel of I0 millivolt magnetic cartri,lee.

* Finest

parts

Ir;

components in eqtuliaatinn circuits In foutre
accurate cnmlvnsation of reennling character.
iaiay. Long life electrolytic capacitor, and other
premium p radr comptnrnts for long troulsle.frw,
s rvice.

*

High flexibility

Six inpputs whh option of extra photo,. tape head.
mike input. Fouir AC outlets. Controls include
,gape An monitor switch. longbow; with disabling
switch, (ill range feethack tone controls. Takes
In ., r ftont nynakit, I Ieathkit. or any amplifier
with octal power socket.

*

Outstanding appearance

Choice of hone white or charcoal br,,"n decoraIor coluu to blend with ;rats dust. Finished
in indestructible vinyl coating with solid brass

cscumhmn.

* Best

buy

\vailable from your Ili -Fi dealer at only 531.5
net (slightly higher in the west). and vet the
quality of Ixrfsrmance is unrxecllai at any price.
bea7ip,irr Machrur ¡mailable. on
Pol. Pending
re. /rv.'t.
r

The Dynaco Pro -Amplifies has boon selested for display or the Brussels World's
entalive of highest quality
Fair o

American High Fidelity equipment)

DYNACO INC.
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617 N. 41
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Philadelphia, Pa.

Export Division: 25 Warren
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New York 7, N. Y.
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PROFESSIONAL
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....

ROCK-BOTTOM PRICES

send for famous Bulletin G
it's free!

.16 -15000

CPS -HI- Fidelity

Guaranteed Highest Quality
PLASTIC BASE

HIGH- FIDELITY HOUSE
Most complete stock of Audio
components in the West

600 Ft. 5"
900 Ft. 5"
1200 Ft. 7"
1000 Ft. -"
2400 Ft. IO"

Reel
Reel
Rct4

1

3

S
S

2.85
3.40
3.95

for S

5.25

$

Reel

i

Reel

3

MYLAR BASE

3
3
1
1

for $16.95
for S 4.20

for S 6.85
for $10.60
for $36.50

FRB Aluminum B4- Tape Splics,
S 6.50
Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed or your money
refunded. Add 15d per reel for postage.
FLORMAN A nnnn, INC.
68 W. 45th Street, N. Y..16, N. Y.

Fair Oaks, Pasadena 1, Calif.

IN SANTA BARBARA

CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
Sound Reinforcement 8 Television Systems
for the discriminating

AUDIO-

Feoturing

VISION CO.

HOME
PROFESSIONAL

Headquarters for Custom High Fidelity
Sound Systems, Headed by Prominent
Sound Engineer Gordon Mercer

l¡µ¡t
R

-..
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RENTALS
SERVICE

ßc11

iL.A
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Specialized equipment built to order
AKG Microphones
ALTEC Consoles

-

OPEN EVENINGS

Hi-Fi HO

Hear Ilse new audio -vision speaker

1276 OLD COAST HIGHWAY

150

E.

46th St.. N.

Y. C.

NEW YORK

PL

-

5-2650

YOU'LL

BE

SLIGHTLY

MAIL ORDER HI -FI

AMAZED

Von am now purchase all your Ili -Fi from one
reliable source and be asured of perfect delivery.
Airez carries one of the largest 11i -141 stocks in the
country -and delivery on most rmerchandise is 24
hours. All merchandise is t brand new and telly
guaranteed. Se ad us n Iles of your 171- 1,1,etuürrnrs for nut arkage ,vnr.Wnn. tVlten in New
York visit our complete Hi- Fidelity showroom
and discuss your problem+ with our audio experts.

6414

for
for

1for

900 Ft. 5" Reel
*800 Ft. 7" Reel
2400 Ft- 7" Reel
4000 Ft, 10" Reel

Phone, RYon 1-B171
S.
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DIRECTORY
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When yon receive our
reply. Write us your hifi requirements now
you'll be glad you did.
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KEY ELECTRONICS CO.

120 Liberty SI.
N.Y. 6, N.Y.
EVergreen 4-6071

AIREX RADIO CORP.
Cortland St., New York 7, N. Y.

PENNSYLVANIA
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HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Check with Arrow!

ARROW

-

ELECTRONICS INC

EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT

Ar

for

Save Time and Money
All Brands over 800 Titles
1200 ft. Plastic Recording Tape 51.59
Write For complete catalog and prices
We moil everywhere

Hi- Fidelity Electronic Sound Corp.

65 Cortlandt Si., Now York 7, N. Y.
Dig by 9.4730
525 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y.
Plonoer 6 -8686

,00k1

Stereophonic Tapes

368 Montgomery Ave.
Marion Station, Penna,
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.
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PECK'S

e

FOR HIGH FIDELITY
All

she better high fidelity components et,
net prices. Also a wide selection of Equipment Cabinets and Speaker Enclosures.

Write for our
free catalog and

SEE WHY!

audidn

44e7 ko.rk st:
tEGO PORI

TREVOR PECK CO. LIMITED
1498 Sherbrooke St. West, Montreal, Clue.

74, H. y.

PUERTO RICO

THE

ORIGINAL B. J. ARM
Tangential Trolling

$22.50
POST PAID

CASH
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NATIONAL BRANDS
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WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

HIGH FIDELITY INC.
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NEW S YORK

28, NT Y.

Box 767

Ponce, Puerto Rae

The bristles are trimmed to have
conical tips of less than 90° angle,
and the pads are treated with a
special antistatic agent. Several types
are available, the most successful of
which seems to be a mixture of one of
the antistatics with a fatty alcohol,
such as octodecyl alcohol, which also
acts as a lubricant. The liquid is
contained in saturated pads in a special bottle into which a plush cylinder

can be inserted and withdrawn. A
single withdrawal is sufficient for the
plush cylinder to be charged with
sufficient liquid for application to the
pads and bristles and thence to the
disc. Only a thin coating is required:
too much would itself tend to form
a paste to which dust could inhere,
thereby forming an abrasive.
About six turns of the record are
sufficient to clean both sides and
make them completely inert to static.
The test of this is shown in the last
of the photographs. Under the bottom jaw of the Pantstat a bunch of
fine silk threads is hung. This acts as a
simple but efficient electroscope.
When an untreated disc is held within
a few incises, the threads fly out
towards it. The number of moving
threads and the violence of the motion is, of course, a measure of the
static charge. It is not uncommon to
have a brand new record, direct from
the record factory, yield an effect
just as spectacular as that illustrated.
After treatment there is no attraction between disc and silk, even at
a distance of less than a half inch.
It is significant that this holds good
not only for newly treated discs, but
also for those that I treated over six
months ago.
But this machine does not permanently remove (lust. It only prevents
the electrical attraction. Dust will still
fall on the disc and become embedded in the groove in the ordinary
cussedness of things. A brush must
still be used to remove it as the
record is played, before it is allowed
to do its dirty work on the stylus
and, through the impact on the stylus,
on the record itself.

What the Watts device does do is to
make the brush vastly more effective.
It lubricates the groove as well; let us
see how this comes about.
Examination tinder the microscope
reveals that the shoulders between
each groove and the original flat
record surface are slightly roughened,
for the recording cutter leaves a little
jagged edge on the lacquer disc and
this edge is carried through more or
less intact to every pressing. During
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

the treatment with the Parastat this
imperfection is filled in with antistatic CUM lubricant. Since it is
never touched by the stylus, which
rides lower down in the groove, it
remains in position as a permanent
discharging projection for any static
created by the stylus at its points of
contact. The discharging effect is not
quite instantaneous, as one might expect and can easily verify on checking with the silk tassel electroscope;
but the delay is not more than a
second or two.
The Parastat's liquid agent is deposited lower down in the groove
as well, but there it has only a temporary effect. While it does last, however, it acts as a lubricant and improves the stylus tracing quite appreciably.
How effective the treatment can
be is demonstrated by the experience
of one British stylus supplier. For
careful use by ordinary methods, with
a first-class pickup, he rates the safe
life of a 1 -mil diamond stylus at
about 1,000 hours. After that the
stylus should be microscopically examined every 100 hours or so. When
brush and a destaticizing liquid are
used, the safe life goes up to about
2,000 hours. When the record has
also been made inert to static (by
the Parastat or by some kindred
method), very little wear has so far
been observed after 3.000 hours of
use.
It seems likely that these problems
of dust and stylus wear will become
more acute when stereo discs are
available. Not only are the styli
smaller but the groove shape is more
complex, with troughs and saddles
added to the usual lateral excursions.
I have some fantastic pictures of
stereo groove contours. Still, with due
attention to fundamentals (under
which head I also include high lateral and vertical compliances at the
stylus, as well as the precautions discussed above) 1 sec no reason why
record and stylus wear should be
troublesome. There need be no war
of stylus and groove, if grit comes
not between them.

from his archives. According to his
contract, they will not be released
generally in the United States. Whether they would be available there on
special order, he could not say.)
When I rose to leave the Weites
that evening, Herr Welte motioned
for me to sit down again, and his
wife interpreted his accompanying
utterance: "He says he hasn't told
you about his 'light -tone organ' yet."

Continued from page 44

Herr Welte talked with animation.
His conception- roughly coeval with
the Hammond Clock people's initial
pitch to the Muses-was, in brief, of
an organ that instead of banks of
pipes would have for every stop an
apparatus operating on the principle
by which a sound track is recorded
on and reproduced from film. Welte's
hope was that this would bring the
exact tones of the world's oldest and
finest. organs within the reach of
modest pocketbooks: he thought one
could draw up specifications for an
organ with its various stops taken
from various organs in various countries of the old and new worlds. Instead of a pipe for each tone (some
of them thirty-two or even sixty -four
feet long), there was to be only a
loop of sound track, on a transparent
glass or plastic disc or cylinder, passing over a photoelectric- cell, with the
recorded tone emitted through loud-

Hungarian Dances in the indisputable
fact that he was a great conductor.
But there also were many estimable
qualities. First of all there is the advantage that the instrument being
played is right there, and not coming
at you via wires and loudspeakers.
And also, aside from the trivia of a
bygone day, there was plenty of good
music in Herr Welte's closet. Eugene

speakers.
I said good night to the Weites,
thanked them, and came away, deeply grateful for the privilege the old
gentleman had granted me. And the
more i thought about his LichttonOrgel, the more sense it made. Herr
WeIte dici not live to see his last
brain -child materialize bust it is not
inconceivable that the world has not
yet heard the last of it.

PLAYER PIANO

.

d'Albert's playing of Schubert's F
minor Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 4,
came startlingly to life, its filagree
work transparent and rippling, its
sforzati good and gusty, its scales swift
and even. Lamond, taking a treacherously slow tempo, brought an enormous. high- tragic dignity to the
Chopin Funeral March. Among the
composers, Debussy and Strauss stood
nut. Adherents of the too -too school
of impressionistic pianism would be
startled by the masculinity and the
forthright, almost metronomic lack of
rubato with which La Soirée dans
Grenade and three of the Préludes
( Danseuses de Delphe, La Cathédrale
engloutie, La Danse de Puck) were
set forth. It also was amazing how
effective Richard Strauss made Salome's Dance of the Seven Veils, of
all things, sound on a piano. (German
Telefunken, Herr WeIte told me, is
releasing a series of five albums, each
consisting of five LP discs, recorded
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"There is nothing finer
than a Stromberg- Carlson"
Amplifiers, pre -amplifiers, tuners, speakers, housings, cabinets
whatever your need, be sure to
see and hear the StrombergCarlson line. No other line offers
deeper experience, more modern
design, such flawless performance.

-
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60 cents

ready
for
STEREOPHONIC

records

GLASER -STEERS GS -77
With the availability of stereophonic records, the requirements for turntable and record changer quality become
more critical than ever before. Yesterday's 'bests' may no
longer be good enough. All previously acceptable units must
now be re- examined in the light of the new quality demands
imposed by stereo.
That the Glaser- Steers GS -77 should be ideally suited for
stereo is no mystery. It is simply the result of strict adherence
to rigid precision standards, and permitting no compromise
in quality. This is evident in every feature of the GS-77.
The Tone Arm, by reason of optimum mass distribution and
free pivot suspensions, exhibits no resonance in the audible
spectrum. And tracking error is virtually eliminated. In
addition, the arm counterbalance is so designed that the
stylus pressure between the first and tenth record in a stack
does not vary beyond 0.9 gram. These characteristics virtually eliminate vertical rumble (to which stereo is sensitive).

Turntable Pause is an ingenious GS-77 innovation designed
for added record protection. During the record -change cycle,
the GS -77 turntable comes to a complete halt, and doesn't
resume motion until the stylus has come to rest in the leadgroove of the next record. This completely eliminates the
grinding action which takes place where records are dropped
onto a moving turntable or disc - more important than ever
because of the delicate grooves of stereo records.
The GS -77 is the perfect record changer for stereo as it is
for conventional monaural high fidelity. It brings with it
traditional turntable quality - at its very best phis the most
modern automatic conveniences. And does it all with incredible mechanical simplicity. $59.50 less cartridge and base.
See the new GS -77 at your hi -fi dealer today, or write to:
GLASER-STEERS CORP., 20 Main Street, Belleville 9, N. J.

-

In Canada: Glaser- Steers of Canada. Ltd.. Trenton. Ont.
Export: M. Simons & Sons Co.. Inc.. N.,LC.
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